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Cure Your Corns
BY

USING

SCHLOTTERBECK’S

Wart & Bunion Solvent.
Corn,
Entirely harmless;
is not

a cans tie.

It removes Corns, Warts, Bunion* and Callous
without leaving a blemish.
Brush for applying in each bottle.
t3P~A CURE IS GUARANTEED.«dH
Price 25 cents.
For sale by all Drnggists.

Try it and you will be convinced like thousands
who have used it and now testify to its value.
Ask for Schlottcrbeck’s Corn and Wart
Solvent and take no other.
nov23
sndtf

SPRING.
THE WELL KNOWN

Fashionable Tailor,
IS EXHIBITING AT HIS

TASTEFUL AND QUIETLY ELEGANT ROOMS
His Superb Collection of

Foreign and Domestic Cloths,

Record.

Han Ian’s Time 19

ned} ’s

_

Bad

On Trial for Arson.
Alfred, May 31.—The trial of Benjamin
A. Parker of North Berwick for arson commenced today.
Forty witnesses are in attendtrial

will

cloths have been selected with superior
judgment, and embrace

Busines

Suitings,
Pantaloonings,

Dress

Suitings.
Spring Overcoatings.

These goods will be made up in
the latest approved fpshion, and
of the finest workmanship.
HIT customers are invited to call
and examine these truly splendid
cloths.

“EDEN”
HOSE.

GARDEN

is taken in the manufacture of this
part be first class for service anl
durability. Bay it, and if yonr garden is not a
paradise it is not the fault of the hcse. Call for
((The Eden tiardta Hone,” made and warGreat

care

hose that every

ranted

last

Flro In Stockton.
Stockton, May 31.—Tbe dwelling bouse
owned and occupied by Stephen Fletcher, at

But Claims that

175 Devonshire
ap23

St., Boston,

Herbert O.

Mass.
eod2m

Briggs,

ATTORNEY AT LAW AND SOLICITOR
—

or

—

American & Foreign Patents,

No. 93 Exchange St, Portland. Me.

BT-A11 business relating to Patents promptly and
faithf n lly. executed.
jnl 2dtf

MASSACHUSETTS.
Wife Murder and Attempted Suicide.
Boston, May 31.—At midnight last night

Lewiston

Knight

Templars

Going

Portsmouth.

race
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Secretary—C.

Recording Secretary—C.
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Geroult,

The annual meeting of the Vermont State
Eclectic Medical Society closed yesterday.
Secretary Chandler has ordered the U. S. S.
Yantic to accompany the Greely relief expedition.
R H Potter, member of the Massachusetts
Legislature from the Worcester district, died

yesterday.

The State committee of Ohio has refused t°
postpone the Republican State convention,
awaiting a decision on the Scott liquor tax law
and it is to be held June 5th and (kb.
J. Nall, assistant postmaster of Atlanta,
Ga., having tailed to mike good a deficit of
#8000, was arrested last night.

Wednesday,

waa

seek shelter from a smart shower.
This shower, however, disagreeable though it
was for all exposed to it, had been prajed for
by the boating men, for the rain beat down
to a level the swell that was rolling in from
the southeast, and after it passed the wiud
season

to

shifted and completed the task of preparing
the conrse. Word was quickly sent to Boston
and Lynn that the contest was likely to* occur
at the specified time, and delegations from
both cities hastened to the point. There was no
crowd, however, and it is doubtful if more
than 2000 people wituessed the rac9. Most of
these were grouped about the point of the
starting and fiuishing and upon the balonies of
the Hotel Pines. Bnt small as the assemblage
was, it was a very excited one, for it is probable that nine out of every ten men in it bad
more or less money pending on the event.
When the race was callod, at C o’clock, the

THE INDIANS

course was in capital condition.
There was a
gentle swell but it was a help rather than a
j hindrance, for It Rerved to
put the water in the
condition that oarsmen call “lively.” The
men were slow in coming ont, and, before they
entered their boats, a large number of scullers
came down the course in shells, gigs and working boats.
ihe

crowd

watched

closely and many

every

one

of

them

admiring glance was cast
at an oarsman under the supposition that be
was one of the contestants in the coming race.
The referee’s boat, the little propeller Escort*
came puffing along from tho boathouses and
shortly afterward a faint sound of cheers

SPORTING
Base Ball.

j

an

drifted down to waiting ears.
Tbe cry was
raised, “Here they come,” and in a few
minntes all eyes were strained to watch two

nodding specks in the dim distance, one bine,
the other white.
As they drew nearer tbe
crowd shoot after shoot went up. Down aloDg
the beautiful water front they came, both rowing easily and with grace, both perfect pictures of manhood, both confident, both eager
for success and each ready to grant to the other the palm he could not win.
Both men
rowed around the referee s boat, Kennedy

coming in first and Haulan soon following.
After tbe matter of selecting a judge for tbe
former had been settled, both rowed into their
A Decreaee of $3,500,000 in May.
-i
respective poeitions, Kennedy having the
Washington, May 31.—It is estimated that
place nearest the shore. Those who had seen
the decrease of the public debt for May is
both men in their ordinary everv day clothing
about 83,500,000. The bond redemptions daring the mouth amount to about 810.500,000 aud
were no donbt astonished, when they comparpayments on account of pensions to about
ed them in their light shells and stripped
812,000,000.
Hanlan did not look
ready for active work.
so big, and the smaller man
looked decidedly
THE DOMINION.
bigger. Leaving Hanlau’s record out of tbe
question, and conceding that both men were
Lumber Shipments at Ottawa.
unknown, tbe most expert sporting man or
Ottawa, May 31.—Shipping of lumber here
scientific oarsman would have found it difficult
DEBT.

is brisk.

All of the American boats are now
loading at advance rates. There will be a ulnsually large cut of deals for the English market this season. There are several English
bnyers at present in the city. Prices remain

unchanged.

for publication, of the matters that resulted
in the killing of Davis bv her husband, appeared this morning. She denies pointedly
that she wan drnnk at the St. Clair Hotel and
calls God to witness that Walter Davis was
She says
Innocent of any wrong towards her.
they could not wake Miss Buckner and therefore she went into Davis’s room.

MINOR TELEGRAMS.

on

couple of hundred people, who arrived just in

New York Civil Service Commission.
Albany, May 31.—The State Civil Service
Commission organized this afternoon.
Silas
W. Burt of New York was appointed chief
examiner. John Jay was chosen president.

PUBLIC

men, Hanlan havin Him. 4s. and Keuue.
The race was originally fixed

that it was certain the event would take
place. The day opened with dull weather and
occasional rain, and the sky was overcast until
just as the race was started the setting sun
burst through the clouds for a few minutes.
The 3 o’clock train from Boston took down a

YORK.

At Philadelphia—Chfcagos 4,Philade!phias 3
At Providence—Clevelands 5, Providences 3.
The Balitimore Walking Match.
Baltimore, May 31.—The score at midnight, with Hughes and Noremac only on the
track, was: Hughes 419, Hart 347, Panchot
380, Noremac 394.
Races at Mystic Park.
Boston, May 31.—At Mystic Park tc-Jay iu
It was won bv
the 2.32 race six started.
Blanchard. Best time 2.28 1-2. In the 2 26
class four started. It was won by Ezra L. Best
time 2.24 12.

by both

coarse

noon

adjourned.

Surrender of Southwestern Indians.
Wilcox, Arizona, May 31.—From San Catlos advices it is learned that Lccos’ wife, son,
soc-in-law, daughter, grandchildren and four
teen women, with six bucks, have surrendered to the military authorities near San
Carlos. They are direct from Mexico and report all the hostiles read; and anxious to earreader. So a speedy ending of the Indian
war in Mexico and the return of Gen. Crook
to Arizona is anticipated.
These Indians arc
among the number of Chiricahuas who left the
reservation over a year ago last April.

beaten

but
postponed
twenty-four hours on account of rough water
The attendance in consequence was much
smaller, and where there had been thousands
the day previous there were only hundreds today. It was uot until quite late in the after
to oecur

Treasurer—Rev. Mr. Wilson, Rochester.
After election of officers a recess was taken
for dinner.
The committee reported a preamble
and
resolutions asking the next legislature to take
such action as will have submitted to the people a prohibitory constitutional amendment;
pledging the support of the delegates to. the
movement; asking churches and temperance
organizations to circulate the petition to the
legislature to call a convention; and deprecating the weakening in any manner of the present prohibitory law.
A committee of 15 was appointed to present
the subject to the next legislature.
Remarks were made by several prominent
persons present, after which the convention
NEW

was

ing covered the
dy in 19 in 52s.

Adams, Clare-

Nominatioceby Governor Butler.

The Internal Revenue Commlssonor.
Washington, Way 31.—Waller Evans, the
new Commissioner ot Internal Revenue was
installed in office this morning.
Gen. Itaum,
the retiring commissioner, was present and introduced the chiefs of divisions and heads of
bureau to their new chief.
Alabama Claims Court.
In the Court ot Commissioners of Alabama
Claims a number of cases were submitted. The
court adjourned till Monday next.
Miscellaneous.
.
The Acting Secretary of the Treasury has
has iBSned a circular to collectors of customs
and others, giving notice that on and after
July 1st next monthly statements of indirect
trade will be discontinued.

of three miles with a turn at Point of
The fastest recorded time at that di-

stance

Convention; of the; Prohibit ion Party.
Concord, May 31.—The State Constitutional Prohibition convention wet this
morning
with a fair attendance, and elected the following officers:
President—Larkin D. Mason, South Tam-

Corresponding

The Duke of Albany Too Young.
The Duke of Albany recently received an
argent request from Canada to consent to be
the successor of the Marquis of Lome as Governor General of the Dominion.
The Duke,
after studying the affairs of Canada, wrote to
The Prime MinisGladstone on the subject.
ter replied that the Duke was too young for
such an important position, and also that he
lacked experience iu governmental work. The
physicians of the Duke of Albany were of the
opinion that his health would not permit of
bis acceptance of the post.
Mrs. Philip Thompson's Story.
Cincinnati, May 31.—A statement by Mrs.
Philip B. Thompson, the first she has made

a he Methodists and the Queen.
Ottawa, May 31.—The Methodist Conference today passed toe following resolution:
“That this conference haring learned with
deep regret that our beloved Q ueen Is seriously
ill and feeling that her illustrious character
and reign have endeared her to all, her loyal
subjects offers earnest prayers to Almighty
God for her speedy restoration to health and
for the continuance of her honored life.”
Insurance Policies In Pennsylvania.
31.—In the House
to-day, the Beuate bill declaring that no insurance policy shall be forfeited while there are
unlimited premiums to meet payments and
making policys incontestable after two years,

Harribbubo, Pa., May

passed finally.

Discouraging Reports of Crops in Virginia
Petersburg, Va., May 41.—The moat discouraging accounts concerning the crops in
difleredt sections of this State, in consequence
of the protracted drouth, are beiug received.
Cotton is coming up badly; ibe tobacco plants
are small, and in some instances are drying up
in patches. If a full crop of tabacco is made,
it will be very ltle.
In the peanut section
farmers have been compelled to replantr

Mr. Murch Finally Puts in Some
Evidence.

select the winner. When both had got into
position, tbe white and the bine, each mau
gripped his oars and listened eagerly for Ihe

to

word.
Neither displayed nervousness, but
both plainly showed upon their faces a thorough determination to win by all honorable
methods.
Tbe start was

fair and honest one, and certainly no two oarsmen ever went forth to test
tbeir skill, muscle and endurance with more
hearty good wishes that the best man might
win. Kennedy was first to row np to the ref.
eree’s boat and ask what position be shonld
a

take In starling. A fow minutes previoasly a
coin was tossed on the lower deck of tbe steamer Escort, and John Davis of Windsor, Ont.,
judge for Hanlan. won the call. Hanlan preferred the

oorside position, where there was
less danger of interference from the ocean
swell than near shore. Tbe start and finish
judges took positions in the row boats at tbe
line, and were waiting for the men to back np,
Wien Mr. Cl. L Knapp, the referee, called the
t vo scullers alongside the Escort and said:
“Gentlemen, I shall start you by the words
'Get ready, go.’
Hanlan—Mr. Referee, do I understand that
I am to turn the stakeboat from port to starboard?
The Referee—Tbe race is to be rowed a odor
tbe rules of tbe National Amateur Association
and, when yon tarn, you will pall with your
right band and back with the left, from pott
to starboard.
Now, gentlemen, back into line.
Get ready,
Is tbe steamer ready, captain?
go.
The

at b..>5 like a flash. Kenexcellent staitir, and hie
nedy proved
sculls were moving through the water as the
second word of the cautionary signal was
given. Hanlan was a little late but he was
full headway and watching the
soon under
The Washingeffect of Kennedy’s strokes.
ton scalier rowed shorter than iu his exercise
aud did not get the way on his boat that he
men were

short

he

was

duration,

two opeu

and

lengths

the race was uqw decided, os was
predicted if the men rowed hard for the first
three-quarters of a mile, making the quarter

in lm 26s, the half in 2m 52s, and three-quarters in 4m 20s.
Hanlan had secured a decided
lead there still was a chance for a good race
and very fast time for the entire distance.
Unfortunately both scullers now rowed a
poor course. The referee’s boat was beaded
in the direction of Lynn instead of steaming

Although

off

an

showed in practice on Sunday.
He started with an average of 39 strokes to
the minute and Hanlan moved off in the first
half minute with 19 strokes, or 98 to the
minute. Off the middle entrance to the Hotel

Pines, Kennedy had drawn to the front with a
lead of one-third of a length which he had in
creased to half a length when off the priss
quarters in the northoast corner of the building. A short distance beyond the hotel, Ken
nedy had drawn away to two-thirds of a
length. The pace was very fast and while
Kennedy wai tending strictly to business with
his eyes iu the boat, Hanlan was glancing occasionally over his right hand outrigger and
meeting the condition and pace of his op'
ponent.
They rowed the first quarter of a
mile iu lm 25a. As they wero finishing this
distance SHanlan was putting iu his work B(,
the rate of 38 strokes a minute aud Kennedy
was averaging about the same.
From the end of the first quarter to the finish
of a half mile the race was a beautiful Strug'
gle. Stroke for stroke was the order of rowing, and not an inch was gained or lost by

The Lynchburg fire.
Lynchburg, Va., May 31.—The body of the
fifth victim of yesterday's catastrophe was exhumed to-dav. The funeral of the unfortunate
men took place this afternoon. The procession was the largest ever seen here. Business
either until the men were off the observation
was suspended and
schools closed. Bsbseripstand, nearly half a mile from the starting
tion for the relief of the families of the de
1 line
Here Hanlan made a supreme effort. It
ceased is being generously responded to.

Haulau followed Kennedy
for a short dii
tauce, but soon discovered his mi- take, and
beaded for his turning boat.
Kennedy’s error
of judgment wag a very serious one, as Haulau had seoured a lead of ten lengths on him.
Before John was again headed for his stake
boat Haulau had fluished one mile aud a quarter, as well as the distance could be judged, iu
7m. 61s.
The pace at which the men had
been rowing early iu the race told on them in
the tiftlj quarter, which was made lu slow
time when compared with the time of the earlier quarters. With the slower pace and poor
steering of the men, the distance from the
mile poiut to the turning stake was rowed in
not less than 3m. 60s.
Hanlan reaoked the
stake boat with a lead of twelve lengths.
He
made the turn very slowly, aud when he had
squared away for the returu trip had been gone
from the starting line jnst Dm. 30 3 4s. Hanlan
started for the line of finishing with a stroke
of 28, to the minute, but he Increased the pace
soon afterwards. Kennedy’s stroke tell off after three-quarters of a mile had keen rowed
less than 32 for a full minute, and his general
The race from the
average was short of 35.
stake boat to the finish line was a procession,

Kennedy merely rowing to make the contos
as much a race as possible.
When the referee’s boat was beading towards Lynn aud Kennedy was rowing his
boat in the same direction Mr. Davis, his
judge, was about to sigual with his handker.
chief when Johu Davis, who represented Hanlan, objected to any interference and the Portland man desisted, This was about the only
incident that occurred ou the referee’s boat
and was the ouly question of difference between the jadgcs. Haulau continued to row
aieadily to the end. Off bis boat house he
eased up aud shook bis baud at some of his

friends, then continued his course. He was
warmly applauded as he passed aloug the
beach and toward the finish he

The Contract with the Dix Isiau t
Granite Company.

to the

Long Beach and Kennedy kept the stern of
his boat on a line with the steamer’s bow.

Pines.

Concord.

Uanlan
lead,
in
the
passed his boat house
and was warmly chqered and applauded by bis
friends who had gathered there. Having felt
hisopponeut out and got his measure, the
champion slowed down his stroke and leaving
the Steamboat pier, was quite a length to the
good. Getting into open water he Increased
the lead rapidly, and off the Coal wharf at
of

was

quickened

Washington, May 31.—The investigation
into the affairs of the supervising architect's
office commenced at the Treasury Department
this morning. James Coleman appeared as
counsel for Mr. March, and John L. Thomas
represented Architect Hill.
Messrs. Murch
and Hill were both present. Mr. Coleman desires to put in evidence all papers bearing upon
what are known as the fifteen per cent, contracts. Mr. Bliss, of the Department of Justice, objected to tbe Introduction of this evidence. Chairman New aald that in order to
proceed to business the committee would let
'he objection go over for the present. Tbla
was satisfactory to all oouoerned, and Mr. Coleman then offered In evidence a contract made
In 1873 between ex-Snpervislng Architect Mullett and tbe Dix Island Granite Company for
furnishing stone for the New York post office,
to show that this contract entitled tbe contractor to sixteen per cent, profit, bat that the latter, with tbe knowledge of Hill, then Assistant
Supervising Architect, increased tbe fignres
and new contracts were made without advertising for proposals. Other contracts with the
same company for work on tbe 8t. Louis, Boston and other public buildings were offered In
evidence.
The committee adjourned till Monday.
A. G. Thompson, ci.ief computer of the architect’s office, has been detailed to represent
Supervising Architect Hill as one of tbe experts to examine papers relating to contracts
with the Dix Island Granite Company.
TEWKSBURY

Length Along.
Boston, May 31.—At the Tewksbury hearing today Henry H. Smith, formerly of Tewksbury, was recalled. He remembered the body
of a colored man which was eaten by rata.
Some violence had been used to nrge along an
insane inmate named Ally. He again denied
the bathing abases, and said that a number of
patients made complaints with no foundation.
Daniel N. Burrett, baker at the almshouse
for seven years, testified that the quality and
quantity of the bread was excellent and ample.
He had heard of dead bodies being sold but he
knew nothing of the facts nor of any other
alleged (abuses.
Rev. Isaac N. Coe, who was assistant with
the overseers of the poor of New Bedford, had
visited

Tewksbury

nessed the meeting aud loudly applauded this
gentlemanly termination of the event.
"To ths victor belongs the laurels said tbe
ancients. “To the victor belongs tbe spoils”,
cry tbe polititions, bat to the victor certainly
belongs the applause,and the approbation for 1*

many times in 1878-70 and

1881. Had never seen nor heard anything objectionable concerning the almshouse except
from Joseph Beebee, who, on returning from
it, said it was a slaughter house though the latter witness found the food good and bedding

clean.
Dr. O. F. Rogers had treated women who
from Tewksbury who bad informed him
that they had*been well fed and clothed at

came

Tewksbury.
Joel L. Bacon, of the Austin poor farm, had
in 1881 received seven women from Tewksbury
who wore neat and clean and did not complain
of treatment, but regretted leaving there as

they had

been so well treated.

bis

After both men had crossed the line they
drew toward one another aud simultaneously
extended and grasped hands, Kennedy congratulating Hanlau on his good rowing while
Hanlan said something complimentary of his
late competitor. The crowd on shore wit-

ALMSHOUSE.

The Investigation Sllll Dragging Its Slow

Adjourned.

FOREIGN.

The entire distance was covered by
pace.
Haulau in ID minutes aud 4 seconds aud Ken
nedy crossed the line in ID minutes aud 52
seconds.

Dynamite Conspirators Indicted
for Treason-Felony.

The Czar's Manifesto Unfavorably
Received.

France

Threatening to Bombard
theAnnam Capital.

is every where accorded him.
Mr. Hanlan
won, Mr. Hanlan was cheered, Mr. Hanlan
called ou for a speech.
So woulu it have
been with bis competitor bad he won.
Bat
now Hanlan had won fairly and squarely and
a ided another leaf to his laurel crown of con.
quest, and it was therefore no wonder that he
was followed from his boat
to tbe hotel by a
throng of admirer*, who only resisted carrying
him upon their shoulders because they feared
that be might prove too great a weight upon a
solid seat, although alight one on a sliding
seat When he reached the Hotel Pines he was
was

almost carried up the broad stairway leading to
the veranda, and in answer to the demand of
the enthusiastic crowd ho delivered a short,
neat
and well
worded
address, which
would doubtless have been more effective had
it not been frequently interrupted.
Mr. Hanlau showol that he can talk as well
He thauked the gentlemen present
and others wl.u had sustained him.
He was
glad that he had been able to sustain the
standard of American oarsmanship in Europe.
He was willing whouever asked by bis Canadian neighbors or bis United States friends to
uphold the honor of America. He wa9 happy
to say that be had rowed this day against a
good man and a thorough gentleman. This
remark was greeted with applanse.
In concluding, owing to interruption of applanse,
I can never
he said: “Iain awfully tired.
think of this time hut with pleasure. You
have been kind to me always and all I can say
is that Edward Hanlan will always do the best
as row.

he

can

to

deserve your friendship.”
[To the Assoclttod Press. 1

Boston, May 31.—The match race for single
sculls, between Edward Haitian, of Toronto,
and John A. Kennedy, of Portland, Mr,, for
$2500 a Bide, occurred this afternoon at Point
of Pines, distance three miles with taro. A
smart rain just previous to tbe race, which was
feared would make rough water and prevent the race, had the opposite effect, aDd
when the

called out a smoother
lake or river. The
start was effected at 0.34.
Kennedy soon took
a slight lead, which
he kop t daring the first

ceurso was

men

rarely

were
seen

on

mile, llanlau, however, keeping Kennedy well

np to his work. It »vas a pretty race for that
distance. There were fears of foul and indlca.
tious that both men were going out of the
cuurse, and Hanlan was apparently tbe first to
discover

tins
and thereby gained
Beyeral
lengths. I)y this time Haitian had headed
Kennedy and tamed the stake boat four or fivo
lengths in advance. After the first mile Han.
Ian evidently had the race Id his own hands,
and after turning the slake boat occasionally
reduced bis stroke to minimum and rowed a1

his ease, while Kennedy kept nearly the same
stroke throughout the ruce.
The official time

was:—Hauton, 19.04;

nedy, ill,52, allowing by

Kencomputation that

Hanlau won by about twonty lengths.
About 2500 people witnessed the raco.
the

As

from

the water Hanlan was
greeted with hearty cheers and appeared as
though returning from a practice spin rather
than from a maic'u race. Kennedy’s reception
was less enthusiastic.
men

came

After the raoc, when Hanlan had donned a
walking suit, ho was followed by the orowd to
the Hotel Pines, whore he has made his headquarters, anti upon reaching the balcony was

loudly cheered

and called upon to speak. He
said be had upheld the record of honest oarsmen and of America at home and abroad, and
was again ready to uphold it.
The oarsman he
had rowed against to-day was a perfect gentleman and it was the hardest race
ho had ever
rowed.
his room at the conclusion of the race, and being asked if he expected to win, Bald ills defeat was unexpected. He
further said:—"When I left the boat house
after row ing four nr fivo strokes, I found something the trouble with my sliding seat, which

Kennedy

was seen at

prevented me from rowing more than threequarters of a full stroke. I rowed an eighth of
a mile out of my
course, but, notwithstanding
this, r consider Uaulau the better map, and
hud all my conditions been favorable he would
still have beaten me, although he would have

THE BRIDGE DISASTER.

Potatoes.

LABOR TROUBLES.

Early Rose, ^bu*h—

All the Iron Mills in Chicago to
Shut Down Today.

4 Hou 1 ton..
Maine Central...
Grand Trunk.
Prolific*, Eastern.
Burbanks.
Grand Trunk.
Jacksons and White Brooks.

The Situation at Iron Mills

Foreign Exports.
BOWLING, SCOT. Brig Has tings-207,990 feet
■pool wcod, 71,918.

...

—

Heartrending

Scenes at the City

Hall Station.

Thrilling Tales by Eye-Witnesses

in

Losdok, May 31.—In the Central criminal
court ii -nay ihe recorder charging the grand
jury referred to the dynamite conspirators, the
Qallsgliers, Whitehead and the others, and
said the indictment against them would charge
the prisoners with treason-felony. He stated
that Lynch alias Norman, who bad turned informer, bad been permitted to give evidence
for the Quean. He would describe the plaua
of the Feoiau rouspiracy which existed in
America.
Lynch'a evidence, he said, would
be most fully corroborated by other witnesses.
A secoud indictment, he said, would be prepared against six of the prisouers including
Lynch. Lynch would also be permitted to
give Queen's evidence In this case.
Tbe grand jury returned true bills in all
esses within one hour after receiving tbe recorder's charge.
Proceedings In Parliament.
In the Commons this afternoon Mr. McCoan, member for Wicklow, recalled the fact
that O’Kellev, member for Roscommon, bad
been suspeuded during tbe debate in tbe
House on the Queen's speech. He(McCoan)
said that during the Whitsuntide recess he addressed his constitatents. His speech was reported in the Freeman’s Jonrnal to the effect
that be had referred the suspension of O'Kelly saying that the House was at least sup
posed to be composed of gentlemen.
O'Brien, member for Mallow, bad written to
him subsequently asking on behalf of O'Kelly
whether ho accepted the responsibility for the
report.

MeCoan said he had given O'Kelly au opto withdraw this question but he had
not done so.
Gladstone moved that O’Kelly be required
to appear in his place to-morrow because of
the complaint made by McCoin that O'Kelly
bad sent him a challenge.
Messrs. O’Brien, Parnell and Slieil objected
to reference of private quarrels to Parliament.
Mr. Bheil said be thought It would suffice If
both MeCoan and Mr. O'Kelly were bound
over to keep the peace.
Gladstone's motion was carried by a vote of
of 250 to 19.

portunity

The Czar's

Manifesto Unfavorably Re
celved.
St. I’ETKRsnvKQ, May 31.—The manifesto
Issued by the Czar on the day of tbe coronation has created an unfavorable impression
A riot occurred on the evening of tbe
here.
28th among the crowds of people which had
assembled 111 the streets. The mob assaulted
a director of
police who was endeavoring to
restore order.
A detachment of Cossacks was
called cut and dispersed Ihe rioters, 1000 of
whom were arrested.
The riots arose from

political

causes.

Germany's Interest in the Tonquia Fight.
Hkhi.in, Muy 31.—Despite the assurances of
the Froncli that there is no danger of a war
between France and China the commerce of
Geruiauy with China has already been much
disturbed by the Tonquln dispute. It is hoped
in Berlin that If France declares a blockade of
Chinese ports Great Britain and America will
refuse to recognize it. A French blockade
cannot be effective, aud Germany will certainly support Kuglaud and America In opposing
ir.
The German government are considering
the question of sending more vessels to the
Chinese coast.
The War Id Afghanistan.
Calcutta, May 31.—Fighting between the
forcea of the Ameer of Afghanistan and ShinThe losses have
warrla has been renewed.
been heavy on both sides. Haft loads of dead
down
the Cabal
bodies have been brought
River.

The Capital of Annam of Bombarded.
Paris, May 31.—Bombardment of the oapital
of Annam m rovenge for tlie death of Capt.
Riviere is probable. It is a a ted here that
several German vessels will leave Kiel for
China next week.
Paris, May 31.—The French have re-entered
the citadel of Hanoi. Gunboats maintain communication with llienoa and prevent annamltes
from approaching. Steps are beitig taken to
la; a cable between Hanoi and Saigon.
Prussia and Vatican.

Home, May 31.—The Diretto says that Baron
you Schloezer, Representative of Prussia In
the negotiations with the Vatican, will shortly
leave Home and will not return. Negotiations
lisve failed and relations between Prussia and
the Vatican are not of a friendly character.

English

W'orry

About
Award.

tbe

Alabama

London, May 31.—The following is the resolution relative to the disposition of the surplus

of the Alabama award which Mr. Kennara Intends to move in the House of Commons;
That In view of me public utteranoes of eminent Amertcau statesmen with referet.ee to
the distribution of tbe undistributed moneys
resulting from tbe Oeueva award, me House
is ol opinion tuat an ext haugo of views between the English and Coiled States governments on the subject would he souducive to
the development of tbe friendly relations between tbe two countries.

Other

Places.

Railroad Receipts
Poktlajtd, May 80.
by Maine Central Railroad, for Portland
87 cars miscellaneous merchandise; for connecting
roads 107 ears miscellaneous merchandise.
Reeelred

The Disaster Generally Attributed
to Thieves and Pickpockets.

May 31.—A very evident gloom
depicted on tbe faces of the whole community this morning, in consequence of tbe bridge
New York,

was

Immense editions of newspapers
disaster.
have been exhausted. The general impression
is that the accident was tbe result of e plan by
roughs and pickpcckets, who have infested
tbe bridse since its completion, to ply their nefarious trade.
Tbe account telegraphed last
All editorials
night leaves little to be added.
agree that measures must be taken to prevent
auy farther slaughter of this nature.
Thirteen members of tbe 12tb regiment did
noble service in rescuing people from tbe mass
of writhing humanity. Private Patterson had
a fight with a rough over the bodies of the
dying, and was obliged to beat the villain away
with a club, but not until the rough had cut
Patterson with a knife.
Twelve persons are reported as mlsslug, who
were known to be on the bridge. |
In the City Hall station, tbe scene was simply horrible, women screaming and wringing
their bands, and men with bleediDg faces.
Every now and again a frantic mother would
rush In, Inquiring for some one lost, but there*
were none to answer.
Then the jangle of the
ambnlance bells added to tbe confusion, as
A
wagon after wagon tore up to the door.
stream of unconscious forms was borne
perfect
Into the station on stretchers, as ambulances
were filled and driven away.
Sale, thank Goal 1 was walking along the
bride this way,” said a man who held a young
girl, who was crying bitterly, "When I heard
shouting and screaming suddenly rise in front
of me.
Then I saw hats, sticks and bands
stretched aloft from the mass below. I suppose the people thought the bridge was coming
down.
Anyway they fought, screamed and
I was borae irreaistably
yelled like demons.
out of the entrance. Then I found this little
girl clinging to me, having lost her own
friends- safe, thank God!”
"X went on the bridge,” said Mr. Charles
Bligh of Brooklyn, “at about 4 o’clock, and as
I was approaching the river span I found mysolf unable to move either backward or forward. The woman and children commenced
screaming. Hundreds of men climbed to the
beams running oyer the railroads, and made
their way to the carriage-way, and many let
themselves drop through and were caught by
those beneath. A number of women also escaped in this way. I escaped this way myself.
The shrieks of the children on the pathway
were blood-curdling.
They cried, “Help!
Help! Save me, for God’s sake!” but where we
we could do nothing.”

were

Policeman Walsh was seen near the New
York approach, and said:
“The accident was
due solely to the refusal of the people who
were walking
in the pathway to observe the
rules and keep to the right. Those coming
from Brooklyn and those coming from New
York were equally as obstinate. Mothers held
their little ones aloft, in a frantic endeavor to
keep them from being trampled upon. The
bridge officers, aided by strong-armed citizens,
endeavored to prevent the crush, but it was
impossible to preserve anything like order.
Suddenly there was a great rush, and then
came the trampling.”
Another eye-witness gave the following description of the accident: “I started to cross
to Brooklyn about 3 45 o'clock.
As I entered
on the bridge I noticed a large
number of passengers, but everything was orderly, every one
After passing up the
keeping to the right.
steps I found the crowd much denser, with occasional baits in their progress.
Soon a dead
check was felt, but all were in good humor, it
seemed. In a few minutes a policeman came
running down on the top of the partition, and
said, ‘Go back! Go back! Y’ou can’t go over.’
.Inst as he spoke there was a considerable pressure in the direction of New York, probably
produced by theorders of the police. At once,
from all sides, came cries of the women and
Women called to the men near
children.
them in piteons terms for assistance. Herculean efforts were made to help them, but so
awful was the pressure that it was with difficulty that they could save themselves from being crushed. Ou all sides were the pale faoee
of half fainting women and the troubled faces
of men apprehensive of the terrible consequences. At that moment theie was a rush
towards New York. Now and again some bold
youth would clamber over the partition to the
The crowd
railway beneath and escape.
moved toward the stairs descending to the
lower level, some stumbling and others falling
on them.
When I reached the top of the steps
on looking down to get a sale footing, I saw a
blue dress aud a woman's foot.
By a tremendous effort we held the crowd back for a moShe was alment, aud raised the woman op.
most unconscious and bleeding copiously.
She
mothet!
"Ob,
Oh,
exclaimed,
my
my brother!’
We hauded her over to tbe bridge officials.
As we passed down I glanced down on the
roadway below and saw about filtv dead and
dying men, tsomeu and children, some covered
with blood, apparently suffocated to death."
Mr. W. C. Beetcheuou of New York, said;
"A few moments before the accident some
people began to be atrafd something would
happen, aud tried to get back to the entrance.
Wbeu others saw this they algo turned and
tried to follow, aud then, a« if by magic, tiie
most horrible thiug I ever witnessed took
I ha opened to be near the railing, and
climbed down on to tbe railroad track and
called upon the others to do the same. A
child fell at my feet, but was not seriously
hurt, for although he cried very hard, he was
able to walk off
Two young women fell in
trying to climb down. One bad her leg broken near me, and came near falling through the
ties into the river. I bald her up until I got
help, and then carried her iuto the New York
station."
A party of three little girls, consisting of Sarah Oaertner, 13 years old, Rachel Shonliski,
12 years, aud Annie Goldstein, 8 yeaos, started
over the bridge to Brooklyn,
and had reached
the steps under the New Y'ork arch when tbe
set
in.
In
a
moment they were swept
panic
frem their feet, but Rachel Shonloski, with
rare presence of mind, clambered od to the
back of a man who had fallen on his knees beside her, aud from that position pulled herself
up on the railing of the bridge. She remained
perched ou the railing until the panic subsided
and was tbe means of having the little girl,
Annie Goldstein, who was very badly injured,
taken to her home, Sarah Oaertner was burled under a mass of struggling human beings,
and whin she was polled out nearly all of her
clothes were torn from her b»ck.|
Most of those injured have bee n rt moved t
their homes frnm the various bopitals and
station houses.
Eight remain at the New
York Hospital and three at St. YTmcent’s. All
are doing well. Dr. Larkin of the latter hospital states that while in a station house last
evening attending to tbe Injured several pickpockets got in and begau to rob tbe wounded
and their attendants. All the dead have been
Identified.
Coroner Kennedy says an inquest will be
held Saturday at 11 o’clock, and at that time
he shall subptena as witnesses the bridge
Martin with
trustees and Superintendent
them, and the jury will probably go over the
of the accident and get in working orer for a thorough investigation.
A number of persons inquired at the police
headquarters today for children or friends supposed to have been on the bridge at the time
of the accident. Only io one or two cases
is there reason to suppose that the missing person might have beeu on the bridge.
The Oak
street police have a cart load of property taken
from the anchorage when it had been cleared.
Meet of the clothing is torn beyond recognition. Very few articles have been claimed.
Superintendent Martin has been personally
investigating the cause of the disaster, and the
best authenticated information leads him to
believe that the panto was caused by pickpockets. No action has yet beeu taken by the
bridgo trustees. It is believed that the full
list of dead and seriously injured has beeu
given.
Police Inspector Byrnes deules the panic
was caused
lie says there
by pickpockets.
were noue there.
The accident was doe, he
olaiins, to the inefficiency of the bridge manBy paying the salaries of regular
agement.
policemen the trustees could get good men and
thus secure responsibility lor the safety of passeugera and asauranoe that their duty would be
properly altendod to.

rlace.
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A DRUNKEN MINER S WORK.
Three Men Killed, One Dying and One
EUtely to Die.
Halida, Cal., May 31.—East evening two
drunken miners raised a disturbance and City
Marshal Baxter Htingley started to arrest them.
One named Evans attacked the marshal, when
the latter shot and killed him. The other
miner, Thomas Minameyer, then shot Marshal
Htingley, Deputy Marshal dames II. Bathurst
and a man named Thomas D. Ganou, after
which he started for the mountains with a
party of oitizens in pursuit. Before he was
captured the fugitive snot and killed William
11. Brown, one of his pursuers. The dead are
Brown, Evans and Ganou. Deputy Marshal
Bathurst is dying and Marshal H ingley Is tit a
critical condition. Thera is great excitement
and strong talk of lynching Mumureyer.

Chicago, May 31.—From an Interview with
the managers of the leading iron mills in and
abont the city it appears inevitable that all
will sbnt down tomorrow, owing to the failure
of the mill owners to accede to the Pittsburg
scale. The controversy will not in any way
affect the steel rail mills, which will continue
their operations. The managers of the mills
join In asserting that the advantage rests with
them, as the market is inactive and prices are
only moderate, while the employes were only
recently engaged in a long strike, from the effects of which they have not yet recovered.
Cincinnati, May 31—The five leading iron
mills of this city, Covington and Newport have
refused to sign the scale presented by the
amalgamated association and will close tonight. This will throw 4000 or 5000 persons
out of employment.
PiTTBBtjno, Pa., May 31.—A conference of
iron manufacturers and amalgamated association committees this afternoon resulted in
the manufacturers signing last year’s scale,
which is $5.80 per ton for puddllcg.
This
action happily averts a strike and Insures the
running of all mills in the West for at least

year longer.
Wheeling, W. Va., May 31.—It ha* been
definitely decided ‘hat there will be no lockout

Propose

to

Honor Oov.

Butler.

Boston, May 11.—'Tue overseers of Harvard
University to-day refused, by a vote of 11 to 18
to confer the degree of LL.D on Got. Butler.

Dry Gesds Wholesale market.
'I'ho following quotations nrc wholesale price* and
corrected daily by 8torer :Bros. A Co., Dry Uoods,
Woolens and Fancy Goods, 144 to 162 Middle street:
(TNaLKACIfKD OOTTOWt.
Hoary.’Win. 7Vi® 8Y1 Pine 7-4.14ft 17
Me4. 33 10. 6V4® 7V4 Fine 8-4.1*22*
Fine 9-4.22028
Light 33lo. 5 ® 6
aaio
7Yi a a
Fine 10-4... 2744428244
BLSACHXD COTTONS.
nne

Med. 80 in.. 8
Light 88in., d
48 to..10
5-4_11

in the iron mills here.
N. E. Whittaker,
President of the Orescent sheet iron mill, signed the scale today and the mill will continue
work without stoppage.
New*, of the signing
of the scale at Pittsburg was received here tonight with satisfaction by the manufacturers
and with delight by the workmen.
Pres'dent
Laugblin of Junction Iron Works at once gave
orders for his mills to continue without stopping. Other mills resume Monday.
Cincinnati, May 31.—The situation of tbe
iron workers here is peculiar.
Tbe puddlers
ask an advance of 30 cents per ton, maki ug the
price $6, which the proprietors refuge to pay.
The puddlers herere have not the united Bupof other workmen. A meeting of finishers
a been called for tomorrow, from which the
puddlers will be excluded, when it is said
action will be taken to compel the pudd'ers to
recede from this position. One mill owner announced tonight that he would supply the
places of the puddlers and continue operations.
Tbe agreement at Pittsburg make tbe demand
of Cincinnati workmen more hopeless.
The Bellville Trouble.
Se. Louis, May 31.—Conference of miners
and operators and a committee of tbe Board of
Trade met at Bellville, 111, this morning. Tbe
miners agreed to accept all the conditions of
the Board of Trade's propositions except one
which contemplates uon-interference with machine mines. Another conference will be held
Monday. It is believed the differences will
then be finally and amicably adjusted.
Freah Trouble Among the Chicago Brick-

Krt

layers.
Chicago, May 31. -The striking bricklayers
held an indignation meeting last evening and
refused to be bound by the agreement maaexm
Tuesday by tbe committee of bricklayers and
master masons. They claim that after tbe areement was eigned by both parties it was given
into the hands of Geo. C Pressing, President
of the Master Builders’ Association; that before giving it out to the reporters for the daily

papers be removed one of the leaves of tbe
document and substituted another containing a
clause not in the original, under which tbe
masters may declare any man not a competent
mason and may compel tbe Brichlayers’ Union
to issue an apprentice card to him.
Tbe men,
are very bitter and will not resume work.
The President of the Master Masons' Association stoutly denies the imputation made by
members of the Bricklayers’ Union that be
bad tampered with tbe agreement signed by
the committees of arbitration, and which it
was supposed would end in the strike.
He asserts that the brick layers are in a rage (imply
because they have been defeated in everything
The end ol the
they set out to accomplish.
strike cannot now be foreseen.

THE WATERTOWN MURDER.

®11

&

7V4

&14
#317

.jo

Fine 7-4.1»
Fine 8-4.J21
Fine 9-4.26
W*in« 10-4.

271

BTC.
Drills.

wzu

423
&W
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TICKINGS,

Tickings,

»

@18 Corset .Joans.... 7 u, 8
@14
@10 (Jambrios. 6« 6Ml
Denims.lS%@18Vfc Silefiaf.1 Ora 20
Ducks-Brown 9
Cotton Flannels. 7£$16
@12
"
Fancy 12V%«1«V4 Twine ft Warp* lH@28\fc
Best.15
Medium. .11
Light. 8

Best...11% <tl3
Batting•
Good.

8%<tK%

Mtock market.
The following a notations of stocks are reported
and corrected oaily by Woodbury ft Moulton, cornet
of Middle and Exchange streets.

one

NEW YOU STOCKS.

j

Missouri Pacific.101%
Wabash preferred.. 41%
Omaha common..... 44%
Denver ft It. G.
46%
Omaha preferred.108%
Northern P*c fie preferred... 86%
Northern Pacific common
49%
Pacific Mail
44
Mo. K. ft Texas.
Louis ft Nash. 48%
Central Pacific.
76%
Texas Pacific..
36
BOSTON STOCKS.
Flint ft Peto Marquette common. 24%
A.rr.-ftS. F... A. 82|
Boston ft Maine.166
Flint ft Pere Marquette preferred.103
L. K. ft Ft Smith. 26
Marquette, Hugh ton ft Out. common.... 44%
Mexican Central 7s. 69
...

—

New York Mtock and Honey HarLet.
(By Telegraph.)
New York, May 31.—Money on call loaned very
between 2%@3%; prune mercantile paper at 6(2
6%. Exchange strong, 4.84% for long and 4.88%

forshof}. Governments unchanged. State bonds
neglected, except Tenn.. which are higher. Railroad
bonds higher on moderate volume of business.
The transactions at the Stock Exchange aggregated 128.740 shares.
Ine following are to-day’s closing quotations of
Government Securities:
United States bonds, 3s.103%
do
do
do
5s, ext.102%
do
do
do
4%s, reg.112%
do
do
do
4%s, coup.118%
do
do
do
4*, reg.119%
do
do
do
4s, coup.119%
Pacific 8s. ’96.117
The following are the closing quotations Stocks:
133
Chicago ft Alton...
140
Chicago ft Alton 'pref.
Chicago, Bur. ft Quincy.121 Vs
35
Erie.
Erie pref.
P—
Illinois Central.
143
Lake Shore.108
Michigan Central.j 93%
New Jersey Central. 79%
140
Northwestern.
Northwestern pref...
148%
New York Central.121%
Rock Island.122%
Rt. Paul.101%
St. Paul pref.*....118%
Union Pacific Stock. 93%
Western Union Tel. 82%
California mining Mtock*.

(By Telegraph.)
San Francisco, May 31.—The|following are the
closing official quotations of mining stocks to-day:

Best ft Belcher.... .7b%
Bodie. 1%
Eureka. 3%
Gould* ft Curry. 4
Hale ft Norcroes...
8%
Mexican. 5
Northern Belle. 6%
Ophir
8%
6%
S1erra]Nevada.
Union Con.
7%
Yellow Jacket. 4%
Boston Produce Tlarkel.

Poor

Prospect of Amero'a Extradition.
Boston, May 31.—A special from Digby,
Nova Scotia, Bays there Is a prospect of a contest over the extradition of Roger Amero, the
alleged murderer ol Mrs. Carlton of Watertown, Mass. The term of 15 days expires today bnt it is unlikely that the prisoner will be

turned over on account of a habeas corpus
which Amero is entitled to ask. Judge Savary
is charged with making strong efforts for the
prisoner’s release and with expressing the opinion that Amero would be discharged on the
ground of illegality of commitment, and other
law points. A habeas corpns has been applied for but the hearing will probably not oocui for four weeks, when the Supreme Court
will meet at Halfax.
Halifax, N. S., May 31.—Application has
been made to Judge Rigby for » writ of habeas
corpus to bring up and discharge Roger Amero
now lying in jail at Digby awaiting extradition
to the Uuited States for the murder of Mrs.
Carlton at Watertown, Mast.
The act provides that before a fugitive be removed he
shall be retained in British territory (or 15
days s > as to enable him to make application
under lhe habeas corpus act.
Yesterday was
the 15th day from Amero’s commitment. Numerous technical grounds are taken against
the
regularity of proceedings, bat the chief ground
for his discharge seems to be insufficiency of
evidence to justify the charge togetl er with
the suspicious character of much of the evidence. The judge granted an order nisi which
will be argued before the full bench in Jnly.
Meanwhile extradition is stayed.
Death of Gen. G. P. Buell.

Nasbvillx, Tenn., May 31.—Gen. G. P.
Buell, U. 8. A., died this afternoon near this
city from the effects of an operation performed
on his jaw some three weeks ago,
combined
with heart disease.

The Dealers Process'.on.

The committee having in charge the trades
feature of the Fourth of July procession, held
meeting last evening at the store of Owen,
Moore
& Co.
Very gratifying progress

a

reported. Between seventy-five and one
hundred firms have responded, and will be
represented by nearly two hundred teams
Commercial street was divided into sectiona
and within three or four days will be visited by
It is to be hoped the mer
the committee.
chants there will consider the matter favorably
was

and be ready to give an aflunative answer to
the committee. This promises to be an important feature of the day, and those who do not

join

it will afterwards regret it.

Obituary.
Capt, Warren R. Houdlette, of Malden,;who
died suddenly at midnight, on Wednesday,waa
born in Dresden, Me., seventy years ago last
January, and early entered into the manufacture of box shooks, and later acted as superHe then epgaged as
cargo tor a few voyages.
shipmaster in the old house of Lombard,Whitmore & Co., and for yean was one of their
He was then ap.
most successful captains.

pointed Underwriters’ Agent

at Mauritius
Isle of France, where he remained for ten
years, and amassed a considerable fortune. He
has lived a retired life in Malden forlbepmt
fourteen years, and has invested largely in real

estate.

__________________

FINANCIAL AND COMMERCIAL
Daily Whalnalt Market.
Portland, May 81.
The wholesale market shows no change.and prices
are generally steady with a quiet trade.
lie following are today s quotations of (lour.
Grain, provisions. Jte.
l*ortlnn<l

r«min.
Flour.
H.M .Corn ,carlots7 4 Mi 75
Suiter Hue ami
low grades. .3 60@4 60 Mix Corn.car lots? 17U1
X Spring and
Corn, bag lota....76377
XX Spring 6 60@6 60 Data, oar lota.67
Patent Spring
Oat*, bag lota.60
'•
Wheats.8 26<g9 00 Meal
70
CottonSeed.oar lot* 28 00
Michigan Winter BtraightsO (HK§6 50 Cottonseed,bag lot*30 00
00 Haoke<lBran ear lot,
Do roller....6
St. liOuis Win19 00321 00
ter straight 0 6Gcj$6 76
do bag lot*.26 00
Do roller.. .6 76vft7 26 Middling*, ear lot*.24 00
do bag lot*.26 60
Winter Wheat
atents.7 50.38 00 Rye. 1 30
Produce.
Prniaioaa.
PorkCranberries, i> bbl—
Maine ...12
00
Back*. ..23 60324 00
Clear.22 50323 00
Cane Cod, 16
17 (Hi
00
Pea Heans
2
Me**.21 00321 SO
Beef.. 12 60 S13 CHI
Mo**
76
Mediums....2
Kx Me**..13 60y£l4 00
German nied2 26.a 2 30
60
60
Plate.17
Yellow EyeeS 40@3
Ex Plate.lS Otto 18 60
Onions %> bbl.3 00®3 50
Hama
45
134k@14o
1
35m1
Bermuda....
00 Ham*,covered 14Vt3l6o
8weetPotatoe*3
Eggs P dox.11 l>c lj»rd
Tub, $1 lb .UV4«13Wl
lb.. 24c
Turkeys,
Chickens.18.o£20c Tleroe*..

60$7

00$13
00$
90$3
50$2

00gl7

..

60$4

—

.12V»iSl2V4

Fowl.16vfl}18o

Pall.12s.31344

•fuller.

Creamery.23g24e

Se

Gilt Edge Ver....20a21c Hod Top.4 ‘2."> 0,4
Choice.17v®18c Timothy.3 1&S2

(iiNHl.13$16c Clover.15Miv$16
Store.10@12c
4’liCCSC.

REFUSED AN LLi.D.
Harvard Doesn’t

....

..

of the Crush.

the hill investigation.

to

(Special Despatch to the Press.]
Boston, May 81.—Edward Haitian to-day
added another to the long list of his victories
as ascaller by deleating John A. Kennedy in a

Portsmouth, N. H., May 31.—Lewiston
(Me.) Commandery Knights Templar will vis I
this city, the Isle of Shoals and Wentworth
Uonse, June 25th and 26th.

Several Specimen Texas Murders.
St. Louis, May 31.—A dispatch from Killen,
Tex., says that in a personal encounter thereon
Tuesday night between Dr. Rengra, a prominent physician, and R. J. McDodald, a leading merchant, the latter was killed aud the
former seriously wouDned. Another dispatch
says that when the train on the Texan Pacific
Railroad reached Baird’s station on Tuesday
night J. W. Mobley, agent of the Texas Express Company, and John Reeves, a passenger,
got into a heated deepute and the latter shot
and killed the former. A bystander named
Davenport was seriously wounded by one of
the shots fired in the affray. Reeves fled but
is being pursued.

WASHINGTON.

Speed.

to

officers were summoned to 218 North street,
where they found Bartholomew NealaD, 22
years of age, who had cut his throat and was
bleediDg profusely. He had attempted suicide
and was taken to the city hospital. According
to the latest statements he will recover.
This
morning, however, the dead body of Nealan’s
wife was found in their apartment, 224 North
street.
She had evidently been attacked by
her husband in a drunken passion, while in
and
had staggered to the window,
bed,
where she fell dead.
Nealan then left the
hense and went to his father's)residence, 218
North street, where be attempted suicide.
Removing Boston’s Superintendent of
Streets.
The Common Council to-night concurred
with the aldermen in removing Nehemiah
Merritt, superintendent of streets, by a vote of
35 to 34.
■Bostonl Anni v e rsa ries.
The annual Unitarian festival was held this
at
Music Hall.
There was the usual
evening
large attendance, and addresses were made by
Harry H Edes. Dr. Oliver Wendall Holmes,
who presided, E. B. Haskell, Rev. Frances O.
Peabody, of Cambridge, Rev. O. B. Frotbingham, Dr. Hedge and Rev. James Freeman
Clark, interspersed with siDging of hymns
written for the occasion. An allusion by Rev.
Dr Peabody, in his address, to the action taken to-day by Harvard College overseers toward
Gov. Bmler, was the signal for a load demonstration of approval.
At a meeting of the Executive Council this
afternoon the Governor made three nominations which the Council confirmed under suspension of rules: Carroll D. SVright, chief of
the bureau of statistics of labor, to succeed
himself; Reuben Noble of Westfield, member
of the board of health, lunacy and charity, vice
Hon. George P. Carter of Cambridge; E. C.
Oarrigan, Boston, member of the board of education, vice Hon. C. B. Rice of Danvers.

is

been obliged to make a record below nineteen
to accomplish it."
St. John, N. II., May 31.—The IlanlanKeuuedy race attracted much attention here,
although the interest Id aquatio sports has
largely declined. The (act that Hanlan will
row his next race with Wallace Ross invested
to-day’s contest with more than usual interest.
A small amount of money changed hands, the
odds being more than 2 to 1 on Hanlan. Ross,
who has been practicing on the Kenuebacasis
for some time past will leave to-morrow for
Portland, Me., to finish his training.

PRICE THREE CENTS.

gLTOMfflBBt

1883

drew level with his lighter antagonist. The
bows of their boats were even for a few strokes
while Keuuedy was making another effort, but

West Lynn
good.
Virtually

Defective Seat

a

Slackened his

Cape Jellison, was destroyed by fire this
Insured for $1300; insured for
morning.
$1500. Probably defective Hue.

by

THE REVERE RUBBER CO.

to Ken-

defendant.

sneod2m

apr5

52 see.

Kennedy Acknowledges Haulau
too Fast a Competitor,

into next week.
Higgins, county attorney, and Yeaton for
the State; Drew, Hamilton & Emery for tbe

Embracing the Latest designs in
the Fashionable Miades, such
as Wine, Green,
Gray
and Light Goods.
These

m.

4 sec.; Ken-

nedy’s Defeat.

*

The

19

m.

Steering Contributes

MAINE.

ance.

foot he closed with Kennedy.
The man from the capital of the country
It was to no purpose'
quickened his stroke.
however for Hunlan crept aloug steadily and
John waB slowly but surely losing bis lead.
Midway between the grand stand and Hanlan's
boat house, on Steamboat pier, the champion

this
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Fastest Three Mile Race

The

The barometer is lowest in Dakota and is
high east of the Mississippi river.
al rains have fallen in the Gulf, Atlantic
coast States and Lake
region. Southerly
winds prevail west of the Mississippi river
and in the upper Lake region, northwesterly
in New England, Mid He States, Tennessee
and Ohio valley. The temperature has fallen
in New
States and risen
England and Middle
west of the
Mississippi river.
Fair weather is Indicated on Saturday iu the
South
Atlautic, Middle States aud New
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the deciding period of the race. If Kencoaid maintain hia lead he mutt Bcull
harder and longer than he had since startingOne, two, three limes did the blades of Han
Ian’s oars ruBh through the water, and foot by
was

HANLAN WINS.
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Muscatel.2 0003
London
I Ondura
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Vat.. 10% £11%
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50®B 00 Valencia.8 t 0@9 00
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Evaporated p lb.. 18®19 Florida..4 F0§5 60
Dried Applet.. .8 Vt($9
.Moesina.4 l 0va6 00
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Sliced
@9Vk Palsrmo.3 76$4 60
Leassa,
Augur.
Granulated p lb
9Va Messina.3 60®4 6
Extra 0.8*k Palermo.3 2634 04
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Boston, May 31.—The following wers to-day's
quotations of Batter, Cheese, Eggs and Potatoes:
Butter—We quote We* tern creameries at S3®
24e for chotee, SOffiSSe tor fair and good: Northern
creameries at 23 a 24c for choice, 2* "3,220 for fsir

and good; New York and Vermont daines720®23n
P tb for choice, 17319c for fair and good; Western
ladle packed 14 ft 15; market dull.
Cheese moderate, J2gl2V4e for choice and 10®
11V4 s for fair and good; 7 it 9c for common.
Eggs—are Orm. 19®l9Vic for Eastern, lSVtflll*
for New York, Vermont nnd Northern, end 18ft)
Id Vic p dor for Southern and Western.
Potatoes in moderate demand: Aroostook Rose SO
Maine Central and Northern Rose at TMk
Oe; Proliflcs and Peerless 7lft7Se; ether kind*
55ft7Cc as to quality.

f!85e,

C'hicagn

Lire Sleek Tlarkel.

(By Telegraph.)
Chicago. May 31— Hogs— Receipts 18,000 head;
shipment* 3900 head; Be bighe-: mixed 6 603:6 9B:
heaTy at 7 C0§7 35; light 6 05ft7 10; skips's 30ft)
6 20.
d Cattle—Receipt#

600 head; shipments
xt C ooft6 45.

5ftlOe higher: exports

2,700;

Domeatic Markets.

<By Telegraph.)

Youk. May 31.— Flo*r—market—Receipt*
2,418 bbls; exports 3957 bbls; without decked
change with light export demand, mainly for low
grades, and moderate inquiry from jobbers; sales
18,400 bbls.
Flour quotations—No 2 at 2 6C@3 75; Superfine
Western and State at 3 85 34 25; common to geo4

extra Western and State 415®4 60; good to choice
do at 4 70®7 00; common to choice White Wheat
Western extra at 6 25®7 00; fancy do 7 10®7 26:
common to good extra Ohio at 4 15 36 75; common
to choice extra St. Louis at 4 1537 OO:
l atent
Minnesota extra good to prime 5 CO®6 50: choice
to double extra do at 6 GO,a7 40; City Mill extra
at 6 45®5 90; 900 bbls No 2 at 2 60®3 76; 1204
bbls Superfine at 3 50®4 25; 700 low extra 4 15®
4 3b; 3«00 bbls Winter Wheat extra at 4 15®7 00:
4200 bbls Minnesota extra at 4 1537 60: Southern
Southe-n flour firm ; common to fair at 4 3f ®6 26;
to choioe at 6 3036 87*4. Wheel—receipts 323,220 bush; exports 311,424 bush; opened Vk®T*c
lower, afterwards recovered from dtcline and advanced *4
closing however barely steady at a
trifle above inside rates with light export trade and
fairly active business in opt ons; saiee 8.413,000
bush, including 349,000 bush on spot; No 3 Bed at
1 18® l 20; No 2 Red 1 23*4 in elev, 1 24 31 24*4
canal receipts: No 1 lied State 1 25*4: No 1 White
State at 1 24*4*. No 1 White. 600 bush 1 18. Bye
weak; Western at 72®74c; Canada and State 74®
77*4* Barley is ominal. C era opened *4®%c
higher, afterwards weaker and reacted *4 ®%, aiding aJout steady and trade moderate receipts 191,242 bush; exports 81,081 bush, sales 1.446.000
bush, ii eluding 262,000 bush on spot: No 3 at 62e;
No 2 at 65®6tic; Southejn Yellew at 70c; No 2 foi
May at 65®66<Vfec; June at 65®65Vkc,ciosing 65c;
July 66% @66 Me, doting 66*40, August at 67*4®
673kc, closing at 07%c, Sept at 68Vkc. Oate
1 higher and
active; receipts 101,000 bush:
sales 761,000 bush: No 3 at 46Vxo; White et 60®
50*4e: No 2 at 45%@46c; White 61®52c: No 1 at
46c; White 68c; No 2 Chicago at 47®47*4c: Mixed
Western 45*a®49c;'White 49@59c; White State 63
®60ce. Miliar dull; refining at 7 3-16 n 7 6-16; re
fined weak;jWhite Extra C at 8; ofT A 8Vk@8*4c;
Tellow 65k@7; Yellow at C 7Mi®7*4; standard A
8M1; cut loaf 9Vkc crushed 9%c: powdered 9Vfc@
9Vfc; granulated 8Tfc@8 16-16c; Cubes 9*4c. Molasses is dull.
Petroleum—united l 19*4; crude
in bbls 7*4®7%; rained 7% @8.
Tallow weak;
sales 70,000 !t\s. 7 15-16c. Park weak; sales of
family mess at 21 60; 95 bbls clear back at 22 60®
22 75; new mess 20 00@20 25.
I.nnl opened a
shade stronger.afterwards weaker and, closing fully
20,325 lower, unsettled and depressed prime steam
on spot 11 60: 1140 tes city steam *1125; refined
oontinent at 11 70; 12 1031112*4 for S. A. Butter weak; Western 10 3®21; State 12®22ccreamery 2 l®22c. Cheese is weak; new State 9®12Vfcc,
Western fiat at 10®llVk.

Vk®

fairly

Chicago, May 31.—The Flour market Is firm;
Spring Wheat 3 50@o 00; Minnesota at 3 5034 25;
bakers at 4 25®5 60; patents 6 00.37 50: Wlntei
at 4 2536 00. Wheat—regular generally lower at
1 13*4 for May; 1 13*4 for June; 1 16*4 for July;
I 18% August: 1 17*4 September; 118 October;
No 2 Chicago Spring at 1 13 31 13*4; No 3 at 96c:

No 2 Red Winter at 1 16. Com higher; 66c cash
and May. 66*#®66Vec for June; 67*4®57%c tor
July; 68s*s®58Mic for August.5814 for September.
Oats are firm at 39*4@89%c for cash; 39Vk@394k
for May .June and July;34o for August, 32% ® 32%
September. Rye is firm 64*40. Barley nominal at
80c. Pork irregular at 19 20®19 25 cash, May and
June; 19 37*4® 19 40 for July;19 67*4® 19 60 for
August; 19 70319 75 September. Lard easier at
II 62*4®11 65 for cash, May and June; 11 76®
11 77*4 for July; 11 47*4®ll 60 August; 11 46®
11 47 for September. Bulf Meats iu fair demand;

shoulders 7 80;short rib at 10 36: short clear 13 65
At the closing call of the Board this afternoon
Wheat declined efccc for June and %c for September.
Corn declined Vkc for June and July. Oate
declined Vkc for August and%ic September. Pork
declined 2 Vk. I Aid declined 7 Vkc for August and

Sept.

Receipt*—Floor xa.uuu oois wueat aeo.uuu du,
60,000 busbJoeta 637;OOO.bu, rye 36,000 bu,
barley 24,000 bush.
Shipments—Flourl2,000bbls,wheat 69,000 bush,

corn

corn

468,000 bush,oats

It 3,000

busb.rye 8,000 bu,

hurley t>,000 bush.
St. Lons,May 81.—Flour unchanged ;famlly 5 10
®®6 26; choice at 6 60®5 70: fancy at 6 80®6 26.
Wncut is lower; No 2 Rod Full at 1 19*®l 20 for
cash; t 19* bid June; 1 19*®l 20*Tor July;
1 20*®l 21* for August; 1 21*® 1 23* for
September; No 3 at 1 11*. Fork duff; jobbing at
19 60® 19 70. Lard nominally lower.
Rocmnt* for two days—Flour 10,000 bbl«, wheuv
33,000 bush, corn 0,000 bush, oats 0,000 bush, rye
0,(100 bush, barley 0,000 bush.
Shipments—Flour 8,0(H) bbls, wheat 6,000 bush
corn 00.000.bush,outs 0,000
bush,
bush,rye
00,000
J
*
barley 0000 bush.
Detroit May 81.—'Wheat strong; No 1 White fall
spot anil June at 1 llVi; July 1 13Vh; August at
1 14Vk; September 1 1014; No 2 White 1 02; No 2
Red Winter 1 17*4.
Receipts 0,000 bush; shipments60,000 bush. ;
New Orleans, May 31,—Cotton in fair demand;
Middling uplands lOVho.
Mobile, May 31.—Cotton Is dull; Middling uplands lOVic.
Savannah, May 31.—Cotton dull;] Middling uplands lOVkc.
Memphis May 31.—Cotton easy; Middling up-

lands lOe.

_______

European Timken.

(By Telogreph.)

LviEEFOOL,Mav 31-12.30 P. M.-Cotton market
—moderate inquiry and fr.elv sappllad; uplands at
.'.a, it; Orleans 6tgd; sales I.OOe bale., speenlatl n
and export 1,000 balM.
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The Chief Justiceship.
The question who is to bo the next Chief
Justice of Maine is gently agitating the legal
mind. From expressions which we hear in
this part of the State Judge Peters seems to
be llrtrfavorile.' Up lias all the qualities
that would make a good Chief Justice.
He

large experience both

at the bar and
of legal learning
are ample for the position.
He presides
with dignity and good temper and has the
confidence of the bar as an upright and im-

has had

on

His

the bench.

partial judge.
instincts and

stores

More than

breeding

of

that, he has the
a

gentleman,

and

member of the bar, young or old, lias had
occasion to complain of his irritability or impatience. If the choice is to be made from
the present members of the court the Governor canuo- do better than to appoint Judge

no

Peters.

The time may come when some iconoclastic historian will deal with General
Grant’s now accepted exclamation ‘‘Let us
have peace” in the same fashion that merciless critics have dealt with another grtat
commander’s alleged injunction:
“Up»

guards, and

at ’em.”

Hut until that

period

arrives it will be safe to reckon upon Giant
to
as a man of peace, and therefore eligible

the distinction conferred by his recent election to an houorary membership of the
GladAmerican Peace Society. That Mr
stone, however, should have been selected
as his twin brother in the organization is
not quite so consistent in view of the Egyptian

war—a

barely justifiable proceeding—

irritating, peace-breaking pressure
put upon tile Irish people. There is nothing eminently pacific about Mr. Gladstone's
idiosyncrasy, and consequently—though it is
not of much importance, anyway—his membership of an American Peace Society is
about as appropriate as would be ids adoption by a Fenian circle.
and the

A great feature of the first

public day of

the international fish business in London
was the sixpenny fish dinner, in a room devoted to the British sea fisheries.
This, it
was announced, should
be between the
hours of one and three; but, so ^reat was

demand, that it was begun at half-past
twelve, and not concluded until seven
o’clock. During this period no fewer than
1500 meals were served by the assistants of
the school of cookery, who not oi ly prepare
the

•the food, hut wait at the. table.
So great
was
the
at
crush
one
time, that

the doors were nearly
being forced,
and
a
detachment of police had to
be sent for to keep order. The ru'e observed was that no more should he admitted
to the apartment than could be served : and,
after a little friction, good temper prevailed.
The Baroness Burdett-Coutts and Hr. Burdett-Coutts were here during the greater
portion of the day, personally looking after
the comfort of the guests.
Tue Suez Canal, opened thirteen years
ago, is rather too small for the trade nowcrowding into it, and worse yet, as the Lou-

ship-owners look at the matter, it is nut
in English hands. Hence $100,000 has been
raised in England for the preliminary expenses of contributing a new and exclusively English water way. Of course, now that
Egypt has been virtually annexed to the
British Empire, there is really nothing in the
M. Leroyway of this job save its cost.
don

Beanlieu pro'ests that the construction of a
uew eana!, whether from Alexandia to Suez

by way of the Nile, or parallel with the existing canal, ou!d violate the righ s of the
Suez Canal Company. But England is likely to give no more heed to remoustranc s of
til's kind than it did to De Lsseps- protests
against the outrageous violation of ‘.he neu"
trality of the canal when the British gener
ais filled it up with men-of-war.

It look* as though the French, with their
new-born appreciation of colojial development, would presently have their hands unpleasantly full. The subjugation of Anuam
promises to be a la9k of much greater difficulty than had been anticipated, and if, as
now seems not unlikely, Great Britain should
im-

Madagascar
broglio, the situation there would be painfully complicated. France has nothing
to gain from these
adventures, for the
French are not a colonizing people. They
prefer to slay at home, and as they do not
multiply rapidly, there is room enough for
them all there. Unfortunately the governdecide

ment

to

take a hand in the

of the country is in the hands of

men

only equalled by their
rashness and their improvidence, and if they
are left alone, they will ruin, if not the nation, at least the Republic.
whose

incapacity

is

The proposition to flood the great Desert
of Sahara, and thus change it into a sea half
as large as tte whole territory of the United
Slates, seems at first, glance to suggest a reversal of the scheme of the creation; but M.
de Lesseps certifies, afler a careful and thor-

entirely feasiough investigation
ble. It will cost about $30,000,000, he estimates, and he is already “working up"’ a
scheme for raising the money and doing the
As an irrigator, M. dc
necessary digging.
Lesseps has a supreme contempt fer what
that other unique Frenchmau, Mirabeau>
that it is

used to call “that blockhead of
»

possible.’

a

word, ‘im-

”

satisfactory to have Fred Douglass
boldly out and deny the absurd s.ate-

It is
come

meut that President Arthur had dic ated tike

time and place for the colored convention;
but it was hardly necessary, since only those
of very limited intelligence would have given

However, it
can now be contradicted on the authority of
the Douglass, for he himself hath said it,
and it is vastly to his credit that he has so
promptly placed tbe President and himself
in proper position before the public.
credit to such

an

absurdity.

A Gebmast firm took a contract for a couple of gun vessels for Peru. The German
government carefully waited until the manufacturers had received all

pay from
and then seized

their

the Peruvian government,
being intended for a foreign
belligerent power, and sold them to a Hamburg firm. Of course, as tbe Peruvians had
paid the construction price, there was a very
good profit in the transaction.
the vessels as

It is now proposed to change the name of
Washington Territory upon her admission
Into the Union as a state to Tahoma, which
is said to be the proper orthography for the
Tahoma is
mme usually written Tacoma.
the
if
philolomeaning,
Indian
an
word,
relied upon, “AT
gists of that region can be
name of
most to heaven,” and is the Indian
Mount Rainier.

Yet another of the Swiss cantons which
abolished capital punishment has
had
leirned to think better of it and has reversed
Its action. The people of Zurich have apparently found by experience that the death
but that

penalty cannot be dispensed with,
it is indispensably necessary for the protection of society.
Quoting Gen. Beauregard’s expression of
the opinion that the negro is dying out In
the South, the Richmond, Virginia State
says: “That’s how we think heie in Virginia 303 days in the year, but on the other
two, which are election days, we find every
reason to believe quite the reverse.’’
The New Orleans Times Democrat says
that Mrs. Myra Clark Guines has offered to

compromise her claim against that city for
the sum of $1,317,000.
GoVEiuron Butler is invited to make the
“long talk” to th« Tammany sacln ms on the

Fourth of July.

Delivered by

ng and

C. F.

Work

Libby, Ksq.

Graduating Class of the
Maine Medical School May 30tb.
tbe

Gentlemen oj the MedicalSchool of Maine'.
It is with some hesitation that I have accepted the invitation to address you at tills
time. As 1 have felt that it was almost an
intrusion for a lawyer to attempt to speak to
the members of the medical profession on

matters which are not recognized as within
his peculiar field; and 1 have only yielded in
the hope that what I have to say may tend
to bring about a freer interchange of views
on matters of common interest,
and promote the friendly and intimate
relations
which have always existed between the
members of the two professions.
PROFESSIONAL

TRAINING AND WORK.

In this nineteenth century the professions
have no reason for existing unless they furnish the community with men of superior
attainments in their respective fields,—men
who know a good deal more than the average man about matters which are essential
to the well-being and prosperity of the race,
—men who are experts in fact as well as in
name.
In the progress of civilization the
standard of knowledge has been constantly

The common truths of to-day
the advanced truths of yesterday. The
average intellectual inheritance of this geneiatiou is far greater than that of the generations that have preceded it.
The raci has
been steadily pushed along in its intellectual
march, so that each succeeding generation
starts from a more advauced standpoint. All
classes and conditions of men share In this
advancement. It has opened up a larger intellectual horizon to the race, but this enlargement of the field has also lad up to a
greater subdivision of labor.
Professional
work is becoming more and more subdivided
—specialists are springing up In every department. As a result of this condition of
things professional education is becoming
mure exacting and thorough.
It is getting
farther and farther away from tbe ordinary
t
of
dueatioual
It presupposes
work.
range
that certain preliminary work has been
done before men enter upon tbe special
work of the professions.
It starts wbe.i elementary and general education leave off,
and builds upon tbe foundation which the
latter has furnished.
Upon the breidtli and
solidity of this foundation the character of
the superstructure largely depends.
A thorough preliminary education is one
of tbe conditions of professional success,
do not mean by this that a classical or collegiate education is indispensable for men
who enter the professions, but I do believe
that thorough mental training and generous

advancing.
were

culture, whether obtained inside

or

outside

of a college, are the necessary prepara!, on
for the best professional work.
Schools ami colleges are only aids in accomplishing this result. The work can be
done without their assistance, but it is rarely so accomplished, and then only by minds
of exceptional vigor and intelligence.
Few
of us are wise enough to do it for ourselves.
The human mind is a peculiar organ, and is
susceptible of very eccentric and uusymmetrical development. Its action, when not controlled by a wise system of checks and balances, which only a broad and thorough education can give, is often erratic and untrustworthy. It is prone to jump at hasty
conclusions. It is impatient of the restraint
It does not
imposed by logical processes.
yield readily to the demands of scientific inquiry. It is only by severe discipline that it
can be taught to adopt the attitude of a careful aud unprejudiced observer, and to couform to the requirements of scientific proof.
Vot only is the average mind incapable of
broad generalizations, but it too often fails
to draw the correct conclusions from premis s
which are furnished; and yet the ability to
reason correctly is what education is intended to give, and the want of it is one of the
serious drawbacks to students in the profes

sions.
The great difficulty in the professions to
day is too low a standard of preparatory
work. Men come to the study of the profes-

sions without the previous mental traiuiug
and discipline necessary to a clear understanding of the nature and scope of their
work. They are still in the nebular stage of

development. Iheir conceptions are vague
aud hazy.
Their grasp of principles
is

weak and uncertain. Their whole mental
machinery seems to lack logical exactness
and precision. These are deficiencies which
I notice iD students of law, aud I doubt not
that the same must be more or less true of
students of medicine.
Some of these defects are undoubtedly partially cured in the
course of professional study, but many of
them become permanent and inhere in all
subsequent work. So far as the question,—
which of the two professions furnishes better opportunities for the correction of these
t v'.Is—U concerned, I cannot but think that
the advantage lies largely with the study of
medicine.
Its methods are not favorable to
Joose thinking,
it deals with phenomena
which illustrate the operation of immutable
laws. It requires habits of close and accurate observation. It teaches the force of tbe
syllogism by example, a d in a way which
the common law, with its proud boast of being “the perfection of human reason” can
never equal. Nature never yields to expediency—she is blind to human passion and ignorance—she works out her purposes regardless of human prejudice and frailty
No
matter how mysterious her processes, or apparently abnormal her actior:—underneath
alt her changing phenomena lies the groundwork of unvarying law.
The student of law, however, finds no such
ground to rest upon. He is dealing with tbe
shifting institutions of society—with arbitrary systems and theories—with laws which
embody the ignorance and prejudices of tbe
race—with errors which toooften have nothing bat antiquity to recommend then). He
is oppressed by the intellectual vagaries of
the past. It is hard for him to see the permanent element in ail these shifting scenes
—ti detect tbe “unceasing purpose” running through this strange medley of contradictory codes and institutions.' And yet,
even here, the immutable laws of nature are
working themselves out, shaping tbe institutions of men, and moulding to her will
their activities by forces which opetate in so
large a way as to escape ordim ry observa
tion. It is difficult sometimes to see the
“logic of events,” but the logic is there if
we only know how to find it: and we are at
last beginning to learn that mind as well as
matter is subject to the domain of law, and
that this is true even of the operations of
consciousness as it uufolds itself in the history of the race.
Not only has there been a gradual advance of the race in knowledge, iut the
standard of professional acquirements has
also been advancing. Success in the professions to-day demands a larger mental outlay and capital than was formerly the case.
The professional man must not only know
more, but be must also know accurately
what he pretends to know. The day of smatterers is going by.
The times are not propior quacks.
tious for either pettifoggers
Thoroughness and accuracy are essential to

professional

Superficial knowledge
is almost as dangerous as ignorance—peras
it often leads men
haps more dangerous,
into dangers which conscious ignorance
wou'd avoid. Even the public is becoming
somewhat less tolerant of professional humbug , aid is learning to weigh nicu lets by
Pretheir professions than by their works.
tentious ignorance may have a temporary
success, but cannot long sustain the strain
of daHy competition and test.
A man’s diploma means to-day that be is
master of at least the common learning of
his profession. If lie lias not that, lie has no
excuse for attempting to practice.
By as
suming the tit e conferred by his degree he
liolde liiniBelf out to the public as competent
to perform the ordinary duties of his profession. lie is bound to possess ordinary skill,
—inch skill as knowledge of the well settled
truths of liis science confers. Nothing less
than this will satisfy the requirements of the
success.

He camiot she ter himself behind his
degree as a defence for ignorance or lack of
skid. The rule is the same both as to attorneys and physicians—if they practise their
law.

bound to possess the
necessary for the discharge of its ordinary duties: and this Standard is a variable one, dependent upon the
standard of professional knowledge existing
in each generation. As that standard ad
vauces the requirements of the law advance
also. Men must keep abreast of the knowledge of their day if they would escape I.ability for incompeteiry In the practice of their
profession. This legal doctrine is but a recognition of the progressive character of our
civilization. Each generation builds on the
knowledge of its predecessor. The gigantic
strides which science lias made within the
last generation has remb red obsolete one
half of the learning of the world, and has
overturned theories and systems which have
been accepted for ages as correct. Its teachhave profoundly influenced the course

profession, they are
knowledge and skill

ings

of modern thought. Its spirit has pervaded
aij professions and occupations. It has made
It has
the world critical and exacting.
be settled anew.
brought up old questions to of
government
It has modified our theor es.

and reshaped the course of jurisprudence. It
of the
has swept away tin) old landmarks
and social
law in its treatment of economic
for your
questions, llow much it has done than
I;
profession you can better appreciate
to
but to the outside observer it has seemed
revolutionize both its theory and its pracIt lias given it a Mainline-ground of
tice.
solid fact to rest upon, which has increased
the value of its teachings a thousand-fold
and has made some of its representatives
the best exponents of the progressive scientific spirit of the day. It lias substituted observation and experiment in place of theory

and conjecture, and has eliminated providential visitations from the list of efficient

of human ills,
lly the emphasis it
has placed upon the uniformities of nature
and the unvarying operation of its laws, it
has directed attention to the source of many
evils, and has taught us that nature has no
mysteries to those who have the patieuce
and intelligence to seek their cause.
It has
widened the field of professional beneficence
by directing its energies to the prevention
and removal of diseases, as well as to their
treatment and cure.
To day medicine is one of the most Inviting, perhaps I may say the most inviting
field to the Intellectual activities of the race,
and, though I say it, who perhaps ought
with
law, it presents
not, compared
immeasurably greater attractions to students in all that stimulates to en1 almost
thusiastic labor and thought.
wonder that men can study the dusty tomes
of my profession, while the doors of yours
stand open, inviting them to the fascinating
study of nature and her works. Were it not
for the advantages which the law oilers as a
stepping stone to public life. I fear that the
number of its votaries would soon grow less.
It is a question whether the intimate relations of law and politics, us commonly understood and practised, are not to the decided disadvantage of the former.
The studeut who has just received his do
greo in any profession lias hut a very imperfect idea of the field lie is about to cultivate.
Ills previous study lias only taught him its
general outlines. His real difficulty is to
know whether he has any special fitness for
tliewoik. The tests of student-life are at
the best Imperfect and partial.
They do not
measure the student’s real powers—his skill
In adjusting himself to new relations—his
readiuess in applying the principles of ids
art—his resources in emergencies—his self-

causes

self-confidence. These are
mportaut factors, and fortunate is the man
who has measured himself against his fellows, In his studeut days, sufficiently to
know that he starts In the race with fair
chances of success, handicapped by no
special weakness or disability. This knowledge gives him a confidence that can be
acquired in no other way, and without a
certain amount of confidence iu himself no
man can do his best work.
Yet there is
danger that men may get wrong estimates of
themselves from the contests and experiences
of their student-life. They start at very
different stages of development, and with
and

fiossesslon

different mental
equipments. One
does easily at first what another has to
labor hard to attain. The disparity between
them is apparently great, but as the days go
by it begins to disappear, until at last the
temporary advantage, which was due to
accidental circumstances, .is ovtreome by
superior energy and industry, and the race
is dually won by men who in their early
days showed up to little advantage by the
side of their more favored fellows, but who
subsequently developed powers of labor aud
endurance which nave inrown the latter
completely into the shade. This is one of
the reasons why it is so difficult to foretell
the relative success of men as they start in
their professional careers. There is no fixed
standard by Which to judge them. We cannot well measure them against each other.
Their potential energy is a variable quautity,
and there is no uuit of power by which to
gauge it. Aud yet there are certain qualities which enter as controlling factors into
the result. Among them there is none more
important thau the capacity for hard work.
If iu any case this can be ascertained iu
advance, we can predict with reasonable
certainty the result. Iu thus placing a
capacity for hard work among the most
important conditions of success in professional life, it h uot to bo understood that I
ignore the natural differences which exist
arnnng individuals iu the matter of meutal
endowments. I recognize those differences
and the fact that they are sometimes very
great. We occasionally meet with meu so
far superior to the average of the race iu
range and quality of mental power as to
place them in a category apart. Such men
are not subject to the ordinary conditions of
life—they suffer from none of Us competitions. Their success is phenomenal aud
rye, and the average man is little aided by
its study. Geniuses move In orbits of their
own, the eccentricities of which cannot be
safely followed. So far as the consideration
of the ordinary conditions of professional
success is concerned, such cases can be
very
man

properly disregarded.
My observation of professional men leads
me to believe that they differ less iu natural
ability than in mental training and habits.
While I am disposed to recognize the influence of heredity as an important factor in
mental deve'opment, I still hold that the
conditions of success in professional life are
much more uniform than is generally believed to be the case. In my own profession
I would stake average intelligence, combined
with marked industry and good habits,
against exceptional abilities accompanied
with irregular and spasmodic efforts. The
fable of the hare and the tortoise is constantly illustrated in the careers of professional men. It is so easy to* account for
differences in results by assumed differences
in natural powers, that we are constantly
inclinel to overlook the important part
which education plays iu the history of the
individual. Systematic training makes the
most of a mao,—it brings out all there is in
him. We see that this Ts true in tbo matter
of mere physical skill and power, and it is
quite as true as regards mental skill and
power.

they are called as experts, and are among
the few witnesses who are allowed to give
their opinions in courts of law, and this often without any personal knowledge of the
facia in the case,'
Their office is to enlighten the court and the jury on matters
which
to
rest within their peculiar
are supposed
ilio
knowledge—to explain
principles and
laws underlying liie phenomena whleh

honor of ids
profession should deter him from accepting
such a position until he is qualified to fill |l,
and then lie should discharge its duties with
a duo rogard to their
professional hearing
ill! should Seek to reconcile his opinions
with those of ids associates rather than to
emphasize his dissent.
Even in tho more common matters of the
profession It is surprising to see how many
men lack the necessary learning and
experience to euabh them to speak with
accuracy
and authority. As we approach the higher
levels (of the profession) the difficulty be-

know

more

to

aware

that

professional success, and that, their
is just so much drudgery that every man
must go through alio attains eminence in
his profession, I believe wo should see them
buckling down earlier to their tasks and

crets

com-

and after using It for

say

of

have to record fewer lamentable failures.
Professional life has its public as well as
prlva’e duties, and to this rule the medical
The important
profession is no exception.
In legal investigations
part which it plays as
to physical Injuries,
involving questions

testamentary capacity and criminal responsibility renders it necessary that the relations
which medical experts hear to such Investigations should he clearly understood,
and that the influence of the profesSion stiouiu De exerted towards
maintaining

a high standard of professional feeling and
conduct in this regard.
The medical-man
when testifying as an expert is not testifyHis
ing as an ordinary witness in a ease.
aid Is invoked because
he is
supposed
to speak authoritatively on matters which
are beyond the ordinary ken.
He is speaking for bis profession, and is supposed to
voice its knowledge and judgment.
The
value of his testimony depends not only on
the extent and accuracy of his knowledge,
and
but on the independence
uprightness of his judgment—its freedom from tlio
out of
bias
of
witnesses
growing
ordinary
Ilia funcpartisan feellna(and prejudice.
tion is not tliai of an advocate wlio selects
out and presents those facts only which are
favorable to the interests of the party employing him, hut rather that of an impartial
and disinterested observer, who carefully
examines all the facts and states the concludons which science draws from them.
These may seem to lie self-evident propositions which need no argument In their liehalf, and yet I venture to say that the failure to observe them has done more to place
the medical profession In a false position before the courts than anything else. This result is due partly to tin: vicious system by
which the selection of expert witnesses is
left to the parties interested, and partly to a
lack of appreciation on the part of the medical witnesses of the relations which they
bear to the case.
They are not called, as I
have already said, as ordinary witnesses,
to
who are simply
testify to facts which

have fallen wl'.hin their observation, but.

that Hunt’s Remedy is
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prevents baldness,

it stimulates

and t

j

price 20 cents.

FOULE, 62 1-2 cents per yard

pieces French Brocade
former price #1.50,

5
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10PlOlWT DISCOUNT.
Ow ing lo the marked success of my Iasi neck’s sale, and in order lo
reduce <»*y slock, I shall continue lit rough this w eek my great
Special Sale of Trimmings, Ornaments, 1. -ces, Bullous,
Hosiery, Cloves, Cuderweur and Corsets.

I shall give

discount of 10 percent from the
marked prices for this week only.
DEPART-

MENT.
85 New and Elegant Styles Passementeries, in plain, satin and li -ailed, corded, braided and le..f patterns, making
in all the most complete assortment
ever shown in this eity, iu all the different prices from 25 cents to $6.50.

‘us

ORNAMENTS.
90 different, styles of Ornaments, all
new, hi the braided, beaded and satin,
in all colors, and black. Also full line
of Trimming braids, in ali colors and
black.

single preparation,

H. H.

LACE

Sold by all Dealers in Medicines.
MWAFlw

ATHLOPHOROS

CINCER
A Delicious Combination
of Imported dinner.
ChoiceAromatics.and the best ofFrenchBrand.v.
Vastly superior to all other gingers, all of which
are made with the strongest Alcohol.
Cures Colds,Chills, Feverish and Rheumatic
symptoms. Ague Palos, and Malaria.
Cures Dyspepsia, Hick Headache, Sea Sickness, Flatulency, Cramps, Cholera Morbus, Dysentery, and Ills incidental to change of climate.
A Fruit Stimulant without alcoholic reaction, deliciously flavored, purely medicinal, Sanford's Ginger overcomes exhaustion,
allays
nervousness, promotes sleep,eradicates a craving
for intoxicants, and strengthens those reduced
by
disease, debility, and dissipation.
Beware of all Gingers said to be the same
or
as good as Sanford'*,
A void mercenary dealers,
whoforafewcents extra profit try toforceupon you

An

Rheumatism
and

their

own or others when you call for
Sanlbrd's
Ginger. Sold by druggists, grocers, etc.
Potter Drug and Chemical Co., Boston.

l &. v \ji.

•%

THE TESTS OF

40YEARS

NPE€III€ for

n

j

DEPARTMENT.

110 choice patterns black Trimming
Laee, hi Haud Kuu andt haul illy Spanish, Satin and Uipure, Escurial and all
the new styles, in prices varying from
16 cents to $6.25 per yard.
100 new patterns White Laces. This is
the eh. icest assortment of new patterns to be found in the city, at prices
ranging from 8 cents to $2.50 per yd.

_

SEARLES'

SANFORD’S

1100 choice styles and colors, all new
this Spring. Small and large sizes to
match in all the different styles and
colors, at prices from 8 cents upward.
Remember, this is unquestionably
the best line ever shown in Portland.

100 dozen Scliopper’s fall regular finished feet, redared from 37 1-2 cents to
25 eeuls; the No. 4,55” stamped on
every pair. Remember, these are his
finest make, not 24, 27, 30 or 33, but
the regular No. 55. Also. 25 dozen No.
48 full regular finished feet, at 20
cents, 1 lot, 25 dozen, No. 1809, Pin
stripe, full regular ttni-h d feet, 24
cents. Also, 1 lot, No. 1961, worthy
of special notice, at 37 1-2 cents. Do
not fail to Inspect the fine wearing
quality and elegant colors, ranging
in price from 37 1-2 cents upward.
The assortment of Infants’, Children’s,
Misses’ and Ladies’, in eotton, lisle
thread and silk, is full and complete
in all the new shades.

Corsets, Gloves and Underwear,
Swiss and Nainsook Edges, speak for
themselves, and only call for a peisonal inspection to satisfy all.

My

a

John W. l‘« rkiu*

PROVE BEYOND DOUBT

New

t

&

THAT

lar

Around the World in 80 Days.
with all its wealth of Scenery, Gorgeous
Costumes and 50 pretty Amazons.

A Strong Dr:i«s<ati<: Company and
llie Live Elephant,

Usual prices.

day, May

on

—

ASD

WANTEI>— 20 young ladies and 60 young men.
to stage manager,
Thursdav, 10 a. m., PortTheatre.

land

CURTIS & SOULE,
No. 50 CROSS
STREET.

Prices for Families and Offices
10 lbs.
15 lbs,
20 lbs.

FAMILY, WHICH SHOULD
ALWAYS BE AT HAND.
keeps

30

“It liu become so common to write tbe beginning
of an article in an elegant, interesting manner,
‘•Then run it into come advertisement tbat we
avoid all such,
“And simply call attention to the merits of Hop
Bitters In as plain, honest terms as possible,
“To induce people
To g'vo tlicm ote trial, which so proves their
value that they will never use anything else/'

Styles and Reasonable IMPORTED

F I 1ST £]

I

BAILEY & ABIES.

louug, ,Tli.id le-

PORTLAND.

shown,

DR. H.

Shn lingered and suffered along, pining away all
the timo for years,"
“Tbe doctors doing her no good;
‘•And at last was cured by this Hop Bitters the
papers say so much about."
“Indeed!Indeed!”
“How thankful wo should be for that medicine."

bed of

a

L BuWKER,

of

3701-2 CoiiRroNs
(•nirrnl Agent*

inafrfr

relief,
restored to

us in good health by
Hop Hitters, that wo had
years before using it.**—'Till? PARENTS.

Boston,

ABsayer of

State

an

Artis!

re-gUdinx ''id Frames
Inlty. in

mill

re-

AXVFAC1 TRI'S

Lime Juice
needs.

a

A

(Formerly of Stubbs Bros.)

my 16

—

Variety of Oilier Firstclass Confectionery.

OreaI

Gil t Him A CALL I
rayso

dtf

PINE HYGIENIC iTlRtSS!
Good for Catarrhal and

much better father is since lie used Hop

Hitters.
"Hois getting well after his long sintering from
ft disease declared Incurable,
"And wo are so giad that he used your Bitters."
A Lady of Utica, N. Y.
ray 14»M,W,Fa w4w20

FLOORING,

pcr-oaa-.l

faaraaiMlted
omit

I,

w

ill

on

James&Abbof,

Of ihc li*«e Arm of It

Kilby St.,

l

I

mar26

$9 and

$10,

according to size.

LIQUID PAINTS.

WHIPPLE & CO.,
(General A genu,
SQUARE,

PORTLAND, ME.

Also

agents Asbestos Mill Board Sheathing. Fir®
Proof Paints,Coatings audCemeut*.
ap

J. II.

01UBERT, Proprietor,
IJM> 1*1 i<l«!■<>

8 Freest. Block, PORTLAND.
norl 4

“la3

(No. 8.)
tit f

fit HE

1

ew«i.. , ltia«»ei A « o.
KICII tHiin Wlin i>i:v,
.lv of Shave, IKilio A
Uhimoy.
JOHN II. WHITNKY,
Member of the Mtork KirknngCi

next Yenrlv Meeting will be held In this
etiT, commencing June 7. Ail wn are willing
entertain Frleti * Fur n c- minn.atltn er free,

to
will

pleaiu report at 22 i’reble etr.et.

I

DON’T
you
reduced

get the genuine article of us at greatprice*.
for tho Gnnlcu, Pann nml
AT LOWEST PRICES, WHOLESALE ANU
can

BF*Kverytbing
»

RETAIL.

KENDALL & WHITNEY.

in.jio

dlnj

d&wtfl»

FIRE

o'lioiesala and Retail Dealer

J. J. FRVJR.

dtf

in

COAL.
a

INSURANCE.

322 Comm rcial
Bi’own’a
Order, reoelred

HAMBURG BREMEN FIRE INSURANCE CO.

OF GERMANY.
Losses paid in this Country over
$2,500,000.
no sixty days clause in its
policy, losses
are pa\able immediately after
proot without
discount.
MORsK
RlNRU ‘M. Agents.
0 Exchange St., Portland, Mew
inaySOeodL’m

HAVING

C. H. LAWSON

Specialty, at {^Lowest Market

PORTLAND
mv2D

Uirlitrst Drill’!, Wod Durable,
buy imitations of the Philadelphia when

Street,

POUT L AND, ME.

Domestic Cc»I*
Prices.

IIAI«ET,

The Best Lawn Mower Made.

INSURE WITH XUE

WILL YOU CALL

receive

Tlie Philadelphia Lawn Mower
OVER 100,000 IN USE.
| ly

Samuel Thurston CF AS. H. O’BRION,

nil

ooUBiu

al

$8,

Warcrooiiiw of

ornn

BOSTON.

price*

PIANO and ORGAN

cm re.

WIELUHI

low

tlic

44overn***« »»• n«>al other bo*««lo oiiiinble for
triioi fi*udo oiipplied «
n.arket rule*.
Three per ce- * iineie t »«t|owei on
epo*if« oMoJeci *o li on ou lieu. ml.
l»ivl«lrn«lo. coupoiiM an ctJuikm ini paper col-ect* d

&e., of all thicknesses,
widths and qualities.

aslonishliiBli

ai

exrniinl fin llenlon, \ New
fork »••»«! lkliiliMi«-|.» i.i iiunli* l«.
Pnriicnlnr »• tie‘ttiioia |*iven tv micro ky

on

mill cIci:miii assortment

PIANO COVERS,

eodAwtf

CoitimlnioitM

until »r iclcpnaph.
Inform ••Ion freely
otocliM iiu«l bontU
C ««li order* however

Lung A flections. Hay Fever
sud Asthma, Nervous Exhaustion,
Neuralgia and Rheumatism.

Prices

Devonshire Street, Boston.

71

lain*-

A

BASSET, WHITNEY & CO.,
BANKERS,

Father is Getting Well.
"My daughters say:

dtf

The United States Capitol at Washington, the Metropolitan Elevated Railroad of New York, and
nviny of the largest and finest structures iu this
country, are painted with H. W. dob us' Asbestos
Idqnid Paints, which are rapidly taking the place of
all others for the better classes of
dwellings, on account of their superior richness of colt r and durability whichremler them the most beautiful as well
as the most economical paint* in the
world.
Send for sample card of colors, which will be furnished free upon application.

21 MARKET

Cleanest,

Mhtiiie.

_

St.

-MAKES THK-

St., Portland.

for the Nlnte of

Congress

_my 14

W. W.

dtf

alway. einjal

SQ.,

New Art Store,

400 CONGRESS ST.,

.is we are

CHARLES CUSTIS & CO.,
4911

Tablets,

AKD

early,

(DAILY)

FineChocnlate Drops

f ;>eo

J. T, STUBBS’

INVESTMENTS.

as

iodlymm

—

13 MARKET

—

J. K. FGY & GO.,

complication of kidney, liver, rheumatic
Nervous debility,
“Undei the care of the best physicians,
“Who gave her disease various names,

»pr6

AT

Purest, Sweetest and
Hcalltiivst lied in the World.

trouble and

58

—

TO

ORDEIt

dtf

C. 0. HUDSON

FINE GOLD FRAMING

'ihe amount of balsam and resins it contains pro
vents the absorption of any moisture whatever.
Aside from the bsneflt that may arise from the odor
of it as a disinfectant A*c., Its power to resist the absorption of any moisture, must give it tlie pr« cadence over any other material at present in use.”
The success and virtue of the above bedding have
led to the introduction of a worthless imitation
against which the nubile are warned.
To obtain the only geuulnc Pino Palmiue bedding
call on, or write to

Did She Die?

"How

and everything

Mrbb. says; “J am fully prepared to say that* Pino
Palmiue is the driest substance ever used for ladding.

s0

1

shunned for

mar 28

ltooli«« and ISIoekis,

freshing rest to tit him tor the rushing duties of
the coming day.

“Nol

remedy

ami

—

Prescription Dcpnrtuient a Specialty and Fully equipped.

CHAIRS and STOOLS

tration, Wakefulness. Ac.
The aroma arising from this lad, when warmed
with the heat of the body is most invigorating, ami

sleeper unconsciously derives strength,

TI1DK

Give your order,
time ahead.

STAFFS,

following diseases; Asthma,
Neuralgia. Rheumatism, Hay-lever, Nervous Pros-

the

W. PIERCE.

A.

some

and
properties in

connection with the

no denying the virtues of the Hop plant
proprietors of Hop Bitters have shown

she is

.UPLAND.

ARTISTS’

can be furnished,
Unquestionable testimony
testimonials
as to its curative

“There is

a

PORTLa NJD.

BOXIDS3

other medicines

now

dtf

«pr-

Cor. CONGRESS & GROVE STS.
F. I

Hxcliaugc Street

The driest, purest and best bedding in the world.

“Religious and secu'ar, it
“Having a large sale, and is supplanting all other

simple

& DOMESTIC

FOLDING EASELS
Caramels,

pers,

as

ST,
eodSt*

Oin-ARS.

M

“The REMEDY so favorably noticed In all the pa-

no

2.50

PRBBLiS

my30

83F"“K;ne Toilet Soaps. Brushes and Ccmhs, PerfumFancy Articles in Great Variety. Confecand Stationery. A Iso a line line of

by

Advertising Cheats ! ! !

“And

,2.00

“

Customers can commence taking Ice at any time
they desire, and delivery will be continued until notice to stop is received at tbe office.
We call particular attention to our
Androscoggin
Ice (or families and offices.
Any customer leaving town, by giving notice at
the office, will be entitled to a proper reduction.
Complaints against the drivers, for any cause left
at the office wifi receive prompt attention.
Norris G. Ccktis.
arthcr H. Soclk.
my29
dtfis

ery and

The untold miseries that result from indiscretion
in earl, life may be alleviated a >1 oared.
ih>-s.’
who doubt this assertion should purchase and read
the new medical work published by the I*«mibody
Jtledirnl Inwiitnte. Boston, entitled The Ncirnrr of liife; or. Nrlf Prtwrrstivn.
It is
not only a complete and perfect treatise on Manhood,
Exhausted Vitality, Nervous and Physical Debility,
Premature Declir e In man. Errors of Youth, etc.,
hut it contains one hundred and twenty-five prescriptions for acuta and chronic diseases, chcH our
•f w hich ia invmuubtr.so proved by the author
whose experience for 21 years is such as probably
never before fell to the lot of any physician.
It
contains 800 png* s, bound ia hcuiuful embossed
covers, full put, embellished with the very finest
steel engraving*, guaranteed to bit a liner work iu
every »ei »e-mechanical, literary, or professional—
than’ant other work retailed in this country for
,b0, or the money will be refunded. Price only
mail. Gold Medal awarded by the Na
$1.2o
tloual Medical Association to the officers of which
the author refers. Illustrated sample sent on receipt of six cents. Send now.
Address PEABODY MEDICAL INSTITUTE, or
Dr. W. H. PAHKEK, No. 4 Bulfinch Street, Boston,
Mss*. The author may be consulted on all diseases
my80d& wl y?2
requiring skill and experience.

AND A FRIEND OF THE

“But

“

dJcwSm

A H«»•»* tor 3 wrj JIuta
ft ««d n>»d til I.

THE ENEMY OF DISEASE

a

$1.50

month,
per
“
••

“

KNOW THYSELF.

THE COMFORTER FOR TAIN

misery,
“From

daily,
“

gain.

—

CHEMICALS.

THE GREAT HEALTH KEEPER

A Daughter's Misery.
“Eleven years our daughter suffered on

Wednes-

my28dtd

A full assortment of Cabriolets, Rus«
Man open Carryalls, Beach Wagons,
Standing Top Phaetons, Coroiua aui
B"X Buggies, on Fliptic, Tim kin and
Brewster Springs, 2 second-hand Phaetons, 2 Jumpseats, 2 Cabriolets at a bar*

MEDICINES,

Prices.

are

30.

all

DRUGS.

Best

groat shrewdness
“And ability
“In compounding a medicine whose virtues
pa’pable to every one’s observation.

BABY

commences

CARRIAGES A\D SLEIGHS!

IS

and the

Sale of seats

Apply

fectionery; Cutlery

EVERY DRUGGIST

JUMBO

BABY

Manufacturer aud Dealer in Fine

mantsood:

THE RELIEVER OF DISTRESS

success

ALBERT CHASE,

York.

ap21

Proprietor and Manager.

ENGAGEMENT EXTRAORDINARY.

g between Oak Sl Green
_my*8___7 __dtf

C’o., Portland, Me.,

Wholesale Agents.

Frank Curtis..

FRANK 60UDY

THE ATHLOPHOROS COMPANY,
liUoll P*lm

PORTLAND THEATRE

TELEPHONE NO. 373.

BUTTONS.

discount of 10 per cent
purchases this week only.

Remember,

JYcursilgia,

Has met with unparalleled success wherever it has
been introduced, not onlv curing cases o’ simple
forms of these diseases, but many wonderful cures
of CHRONIC RHEUMATISM are recorded, and
thus far not a single instance where relief 1ms not
been afforded.
'1 his medicine is put up with great care, containing nothing that would be in any way injurious to
the most deltaate constitution. Every one who has
used it has recommended it to other sufferers, and if
given a fair trial it will prove its own merits
The following testimonial came to us entirely unsolicited, and is a specimen of scores w ? have on
tile, the number increasing daily.
New Haven, January 1,1883.
R. X. Searlks:
Dear hiu.—1 am glad to certify that your Rheumatic cure, Athlophor> s. has cured inv wife when
all other remedies and the doctors failed. Shi* was
prostrate with severe rheumatic pain—could scarcely ni* vc in bed. A fter taking tbr e doses, according
to directien. 1 assisted her into a carriage, and she
enj yed the ride ver* n uch after being cm flt.ed to
her bwl for three weeks, hoping for something to
give re ief. She has taken but one bottle to effect a
Yours respectfully,
permanent euro
REV. E N. SEE EYE,
Ag*nt Hoard of Charities, AVtr Haven, Omn.
For Sale by H. H HaY & S<*X, Portland Me.
PREPARED BV
I

junlFMaW

HOSIERY.

PREPARED BY

oct3_

regular

a

THHVlfVIIN 2

Will change the beaid to a natural brown, or black,
desired. It produces a permanent color that will

1

a public
will
of vocal and instruat Pyand
supper
June Oth. Tickets
R. M. Libof K.
Ban born, H. K. Emery, O.
A. Harris and Wm. McLel-

Ian.

;

EASTMAN BROS. & BANCROFT.

DYES,

Co., Nashua,

IVANKOE ENTERTAINMENT.

First production in Portland of the great spectacu-

WHISKERS
a

IffOMA AV 9141T US,
the week ami our popular
matinee Saturday at 2.30.
First appearance of Jilt- »Aill I ANG anil
Initial bow of
OMA NUAKPE
HUM*
T1K JATIFS IIHOMflK. A roaring afterpiece by the company. Our popular prices.
dlw
my2o

Every evening during

two Mian* oulv,

FOR THE

not wash away. Consisting rf
t is applied withont trouble.

Mortimer. ..Manager

Friday and Saturday Evening)*,
June 1 and 2, 1883.

the weakened

BUCKINGHAM’

LYCEUM THEATRE.
Fred

mental
thian
60c
to be
by, W. P. Csborue, L. H.
H. Iriab, Jabez True, F.

10 pieces Fine SATTEENS, 12 1-2 cents per yard ; former price 20 cents.

economy.

R. P. HALL &

a \\

pieces All Wool Mattalasse OPERA FLANNEL, full
line of Shades, at 40 cents per yard; former price

18 cents per yard; former price 25 cents.

as

PAGE.]

cents.

K. of

glands, and enables them to push f orward a new and
vigorous g ;owih. The effects of this article are not
transient, like those of alcoholic preparations, but
remain * long time, which makes its use a matter of

have been thrust into cases as experts without any pretensions to such a title either by
their professional standing or experience. A

price 50

P.,
give
LODGE,
yard ; former price 15 cents.
IVAXHOE
entertainment, consisting
dance,
music, readings,
10 pieces Fine Figured SATTEENS, very choice stytes,
Hall, Wednesday evening,
L. Dodge,
each,
procured

to

humors, fever, and dryness,

Friendly Tip,

n it*. ANNIE YFAfll**. and
strong dramatic company.
Orchestra 76c. Dress Circle and Balcony 60c
Gallery 86c. Sale of seats commences Friday June
1.
uiay31dtd

25 pieces Cotton and VVool DRESS GOODS, 9 cents per

Tli proprietors have often been surprised at the
receipt of orders from remote countries, where they
had never made an effort for its introduet'on.
The use for a short time of Hall’s Hair RenewKB wonderfully changes and improves the i>ersonal
appearance. It cleanses the scalp from all impuri>
all

former

former

tses.

cures

Drama

new

Supported by

25 pieces Cotton and Wool PLA IDS, 10 cents per yard ;

the first preparation perfectly adapted to cure
diseases of the scalp, and the first successful restorer of faded or gray hair to Us natural color, growth,
and youtlifnl beauty. It has had m my Imitators,but
none have s > fu ly met all the requirements needful
for the proper treatment of the hair rcalp. Halls’*
IIaiu Rknkweb ha* steadily growu in favor, and
spread its fame and usefulness to every quarter of
the globe. Its unparalleled succeta can be attributed
to but ouw cause: the entire fulfilment oj its ]>rum-

ties,

A

OPEN

50 cents.

was

profession uutil they can find one or more |
persons
ready to adopt their respective
views, aud when once in court, provided a
man calls himself a doctor, his qualifications
aud experience sometimes escape a rigid
scrutiny. Persons thrust themselves or

til

yard;

HAIR RENEWER

aud in this country, says:
“It cannot he
denied that experts have frequently introduced iuto their exidence speculative fancies
and idle theories not warranted by a proper
iuduc'lou from the facts. * * * *
The
cause of the evil is that
the solicitors on
each Bide are allowed to search the whole

SHAXiIj

pieces 44 inch All Wool BEIGES, at 37 cents per

20

medicine that has real

a

the

a

HALIi’S
Vegetable Sicilian

peculiar value.
Taylor in his work on “medical jurisprudence,” a leading authority both In England

5

W Ts3

recommend it to the
J. F. WoODBUBY,
GU Manchester .St, Manchester, N. 11.
WF&MAwlw23
May 7, 1883.

a

ON FOUBTH

THURSDAY, MAY 31,

a

merit, and 1 do not hesitate
public in general.

medical testimouy.
The matter is of such importance, both to
the legal aud medical profession, that 1 feel
you will pardon me for calling your attention to it at this time, and that I may not appear to exagerate the u&lure or extent of the
evil, I will quote the opinions of distinguished medical and legal authorities, whose experience aud position give their statements

LCONCIXUBD

short time found that it whs
wonderfully, and one bottle has cured

of the famous Comedian

In his mtmt Comedy Creation of the “Dude”

In

helping
mo completely—have no indigestion, and am hearty
and healthy for one of my years (85), and can truly
me

frequent

and
knowl-

the first few years of
professional life are the years that tax one’s
courage and patience, and yet they are the
years in which the foundations of professional success sre laid.
They disclose the
quality of the man—the scope and character
of his ambition, as well as his tensclty and
mental grip. If they arc years simply of
wailing and loafing, and not of Intelligent
and well-directed labor they are sure to carIf young
ry disappointment In their train.
professional men could only be persuaded
that hard study and hard work are the seam

who are

meu

fellows,

pay for their

edge: (Nulla dies sine tinea should be the
role of professional men.)
I

greater—the

al authority, which
such a designation
would confer, would greatly enhance the
value of roedicrl testimony attd remove
many of the difficulties which now surround
the investigation of questions involving medical skill and science, flow great those dif*
flcltles are no one can appreciate who has
not listened to the conflict of medical testimony In courts of law. These conflicts have
become so
and pronounced as to Injure the stauding of medical experts In the
courts, and to materially affect the value of

view such a course is a

than their

still

Engagement

SIR CHAUNCY TRIPP,
Cjincdy

Ml.AC KN VI1TII*’ TltOnil.FH.

petent to speak with authority become fewer and fewer.
Tho question ',wlio are experts, thou becomes an Important one. If it
is left to tlie parties to decide, it is not iuipriidug that they select those most favorabie
to their InterestsThe misfortune is that
liie profession should furnish such a variety
of experts—that so many men of different
views and acquirements should claim to represent it.
it would be
greatly lor the beueht of the
profession aud of the public If the choice of
were
Untied
to uien selected by the
experts
medical profession who alone should be petnutted to speak in its behalf. The addition-

4th

Jane

LAST WEEK OF THE SEASON!

■■■

:-DRESS GOODS-:

‘•Being well acquainted with Mr. George W. Harrison at the time of his sickness, referred to in the
for* going testimonial, I cun certify to the correctness of the statement made by him.
**W. O. W EltHKU, Druggist.
“Hath, Mi:., May 15,1882.”

Having had occasl u to use a remedy for kiduey
troubles, I notice! an advertisement In one of the
papers of the reman* able cures that JR nut's Remedy had made all over the country. I purchased a
bottle at one of our druggists here in Manchester*

Manager.

UK14RD GALA WEEK!
t'oiuiueucing .HsuilaT,

Q JE^*

■■■

pressure, very tedious to endure. 1 consulted one
of our resident physicians, but I received no benefit
from the treatment, an l fearing that my symptoms
Indicated Brnght's Disease,* the most dreadful of all
diseases, 1 made up my mind that I must obtain re
lief speedily or I would be past oure. 1 consulted
my druggist, Mr. Webber, and after ascertaining
my symptoms, ho recommended the use of Jluut’s
Heiuedy, ns ho knew of many successful cures
effected by that medicine in similar cases here in
Bath. I purchased a bottle, and before 1 had used
the first bottle 1 found 1 had received a great bene
lit, us 1 suffered b ss pain, my water became more
atural, and 1 began to Improve so much that the
second bottle effected a cqinplete oure; and my
thanks arc due to Hunt’s Remedy for restored
health, aud l choerfu iy reennmn nd this most valu
able and reUab e me 'lulus to my friends, as 1 consider it u duty as well as a ploiture to do so *’

for ins own interests and the

The world has need of
mistaken
skilled and learned lawyers and physicians,
and is willing to pay liberally for their ser
vices. The rewards of the professions are
worth working for. They fall to those who
labor
while
know
how
to
other
men
sleep. The successful professional
men
to-day are men of large skill
which
have been
and
acquirement;
attained only by tireless and persistent practice and labor. They are the men, as a rule,
who

sire to urinate, with severe, darting, sharp pains
bladdor and side, and again, dull, heavy

through my

perience and knowledge. If they have not
mastered the learning of their profession
—If they draw hasty and incorrect conclusions from the facts presented, if they mistake possibillilles for probabilities, and allow
themselves to
speak in liie language of
the
where
ceitaluty
phenomena
are
In
involved
and
conjecture
doubt,
their testimony is worse than worthiest ;they
become blind leaders, and are a reproach to
the profession they represent.
No man Is
obliged to testify as an expert in civil cases
against his will. No man should be willing
to sotestify until ho has gained a certain degree of skill and experience. A just regard

one.

the world is willing

representative! of

learned profession, and aro presumed to
without any interest In the
result. Of course the value of their opinions
depends largely upon the extent of their ex-

The aim of education is to teach the mind
how to work to advantage,—to enable it to
do with ease whatever is within the rang; of
its powers. If well directed it not only
accomplishes this, but also augments its
It establishes regular and harpower.
monious action of the mental faculties, and
at the same time stores up mental energy.
If the process is carried tar enough, it produces marvellous results.
The work and drill of the professional
school is but one stage in the process. The
work must be kept up afterwards; and this
is where men usually fail. Alter admission
to their profession they relax their efforts.
They abandon habits of systematic work and
study. They lose their early enthusiasm
and impulse. Their work is desultory and
careless. They fail to master the details
and minulia; of their profession, without an
accurate knowledge of which success is impossible. There is no daily increase in professional skill and knowledge. They are
content to live on the outskirts of the profession and never penetrate to its arcana.
For such men the professions are only a
live ihood—a means of exploiting the ignorancejand follies of the race.

potntfof

with kidney and bladder affect Ion that there was
deposits in my urine, and continual do

Proprietor

Frauk Curtis,

sale

brick-dust

a

comes

SPECIAL

Harrison, the popular proprietor of “The Restau
rant”: “A few years since I was troubled BO severely

testify

»ir

From any

They speak

interpret.

PORTLAND THEATRE
<Sr

May 15, 1883, the following statement of Geo. W,

they

as

entertainments.

_MitiCKLLANE(K

From Bath, Me., we have received, under date of

201 middle St.,
poitTi.Asn,

Street,

I

A7V harl

nne,
all the beat

AMERICAS ami ESGLISH RICTCLKS.

N1A1NK

by Telephone.

Sol« agent

for

Machines dsltvsrud in Portland, express trte.

»pl5dtf

mjl2

dim

h it:

ACCIDENT ON THE GRAND TRUNK.

pbess.

«

THE HANLAN-KENNEDY RACE.

SOLDIERS’ MONUMENT.

INTER-COLLEGIATE BASE 'BALL CON-

FRIDAY

JUNE 1.

MORMKG.

THE P'lEBB.
May be obtained at the Periodical Depots of N. G,
Fessenden, Marquis, Bruneil & Co.. Armstrong,
Wentworth, Hod*.on, Robert Costello, Gilpatriek,
Jewett, Rose, McFarland, Watson, ?>t range, Stimson, Gould, Peterson, Lanagan, Shehan, Boston &
Maine Mepot, and Chisholm Bros.,on all trains
that run out ofthe city.
Auburn, Willard Small & Cod
Augusta, J. F. Pierce.
Bangor, Bangor News Co.
Bar Harbor, F. S. Jordan.
Bath, J. O. Shaw.
Biddeford, F. M. Burnham.
A. L. del lemon.
Brunswick, B. G. Dennison.
Cumberland MUls^F. A. VerrlU.

D&martisootta, E. W. Dunbar.!)
Freeport, Wr A. MitoheU.
Frye burg, R. C. Harmon.
Fairfield, E. H. Evans.
Farmington, D. H. Kuowltoa.
Gardiner, Palmer & Co.
Gorham, das. H. Irish & Oe,
Hallow ell, C. L. Spaulding.
Lewiston, Chaudier <Sc Estes.

CITY AND VICINITY.
[For Other Local Matter
NKV.

a

see

O VBBTIBFMERT8

Fib*/ Pace.]

~TC OaV

ENTERTAI SMENTS.
Ivanhce enterlalument.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
Wanted—Oook

Summer calicoes—A B Butler
Owen, Moore & Co.

For Asthma, Neuralgia, Rheumatism and
all Lung troubles use the Pine Hygienic Mattress.
Price 88, 89 and 810. J. H. Oanbert,
Manufacturer
and
Proprietor, 199 Middle

Street, Portland.
The

building

mylldtf

Topeka, Salina and
being vigorously pushed

of the

Western Railroad is
forward. The six per cent, gold bonds of thi9
road are a safe and profitable investment.
At 12 M. today, F. O. Bailey & Co. will sell
on the premises
the old established paper
stand of E. C. Andrews, No. 253 Federal
street.
See auction column.
F. O. Bailey & Co. will sell tomorrow at
10 o'clcck the valuable real estate in Deering
situated opposite the entrance to Forest Home.
See auction column.
F. O. Bailey & Co. will sell at rooms at
10 o’clock today a fine stock of dwarf roses,
clemstis and ornamental plants, etc., from
Messrs. Hc.ff & Van Dar Veer, No. IS Court*
landt street, New York,

“Going, going, gone," said the auctioneer.
“Going, going, but saved,” said the man who
was cured of a violent cough.
Adamson's
Botanic Cough Balsam did it.
Trial size 10cHub Punch has Grown in Favor.
“Hub Punch possesses real merit.”—Acker,
Merrill A Condit (N. Y.)
“Hub Punch is a beverage superior in every
reBpect to punches brewed at request.”—Park
A Tilford (N. Y.)
Sold in bottles
Wine Merchants.

Grocers, Druggists and
my28MThF

by

Municipal Court.
BEFORE JUDGE GOULD.

TFURSDAr.—Patrick McCarthy, Martin Green,
John Shea, Patrick McAuley. Intoxication. Fined
#5 and costs each.
Jamea Welch Intoxication. Sixty days in county

Jail.

Patrick McAuley and Thomas Stewart.
Fined $5 and costs each.
Patrick Hanrahan.
Search and seizure.
#100 and costs. Appealed.

Affray
Fined

Brief Jottings.
Cool and showery yesterday morning, glimpsts
of sunshine in afternoon. Mercury 57° at sunrise, 62° at noon, 68° at 3 p. m., 62° at sunset;
wind south.

Lamps are to be put on the
ing’s Bridge to Woodford’s.

road from Deer-

The steamer New York, of the International
line, has been thoroughly repaired, renovated
and

repainted,

looks

nice as a new pin, and
went on ;he Annapolis, N. S
route last night.
Mr. A. M. Sawyer, in the interest of the S.
P. C. A. Society, looked after the horse cars
Wednesday, and had extra b< ses put on the
as

np grades, especially at Pleasant Hill, Deeriug
There were thirty-one intentions of marriage
recorded with the City Clerk last month.
Private Frank E. Dnnn, of the Montgomery
Guards, has

won

the lleaiy medal from

eigh-

teen contestants.

Captain Tryon, of the High School Cadets,
presented on Wednesday with a fine
■word and belt by the mc-mbera of his comwas

pany.
A faucet, lelt open in the second story of the
block on the comer of Moulton and Commet'
cial streets, let a stream of water pour down
into the Forest City Eefinery office all Wednesday night. The damage to books, papers, furniture and building was considerable.
Tbe directors of the Diamond Island Asso*
ciation have voted to dredge a passage to the
farm wharf on the Deering side of the island,
by which the steamers can land there at all

stages of the tide.
There will be a pound party at the Rerorm
Club Hall, corner of Temple and Congress
streets this (Friday) evening, in aid of a destitute family. Plays, game., &c., will be in orgeneral good time is expected. Come

der, and

a

one and

all._

Molasses and Sugar.
Today tbe new tariff on molasses and sugar
will go into effect.
On and after today sugars above No. 13 are
to be classed by Dutch staudard in color.
Above No. 13 and not above No. 16 tbe duty
will be 2 75-100 cts. per pound; above No. 16
and not above No. 20, 3 cts. per pound; above
No. 20 3 50-100 cts. per pound.
All sugars not above No. 13 D. S. in color
All testing by polaritpay duty as follows:
cope not above 75 deg. shall pay a duty of
1 40-100 cts. per pound, and for every additional degree, or fraction of a degree shown by polariscope test, shall pay four hundredths of a

ponnd additional.
Molasses testing by polariscope not above 56
deg. pay a duty of 4 cts. per gal.; testing above
56 deg. a duty of 8 cte per gal.
Tbe custom-house has application for examcent, per

ination of fifteen cargoes and parts of cargoes
remaining in warehouse; also several cargoes
of sngar and molasses awaiting discharge.
We understand the change in tariff will net
affect the market for sugars, as the refiners
have been discounting sugars of late and they
Prices are very
do not predict much change.

steady.
Beal Estate Transfers.
The following transfers of real estate in this
county have been recorded at the Registry ef
Deeds:

Portland—City of Portland to D. W. LeI/&ohenr, lot of land at West End. Consideration
8461.28.
Manha W. Smith to Walter M. Jordan,
land and buildings on St. John street.
Consideration 81,500.
Windbam —Walter M. Jordan to Martba W.
Smith, land and buildings.
Consideration

81,050.
Bridgton—John B. Andrews to Eben A.
Cross, lot of land. Consideration 8250.
Gorham—John L. Curtis to John W. Sanborn, land and buildings. Consideration 82,700.

Deering—Edward Newman to Mary E.
Scott, lot of land. Consideration 8200.
Melvin Hamblet to Elhridge G. Bailey, lot
of land. Consideration 8100.
Falmouth—Smlt > Barbour to Franklin P.
Consideration
MarstoD, two lots of land.
8600.
Otifield—Cyrus Morse et als. to Franklin E.
Morse, real estate. Consideration 81000,
Bruuwick—Win. H. l’oslett to Emily S.
Morse, lot of land. Consideration 8600.
Reception to Bishop Healy.
Bishop Healy, of this city, visited St. Peter’s
Parochial school, Lewiston, while It was in
session Tuesday afternoon, and talked to the
children. In the evening the French Canadian
people tendered the Bishop a reception at Dominican Hall. A large number were present
and he received, one by one, 800 little children. A little six years old girl made him a
address in behalf of the children
and presented him with a beautiful bouquet
and a bunch of maple leaves, the Canadian national symbol. A happy entertainment was
by the children, consisting of dialogues'
neat

little

given
Singing

beautiful tableaux. There
Band. Bishop Healy
was music by Montcalm
made a brief address. St. Peter’s church was
crowded Wednesday afternoon. The church
and

some

was splendidly decorated, and »he
firmed a Class of over BOO persons.

visiting priests

Saeearappa.

was

ford at 1.45 Thursday morning, the engine
and all but four of the cars going over. The
engineer, Mr. Kavanagh, and Fireman Fowler
were killed, and brakeman <1. Ratcliff seriously
Injured, all of Island Pond, Vt. The cause
of the .accident is unknown at this writing,

bishop conAmong the

Rev. Father Deeelles of

News Was Received in

Messrs.

Gappy,

&

Kinsman

Alden, the

well-known apothecaries in Market Square,
made arrangements to receive the first news
in regard to the raoe between Ilanlan and
Kennedy, aud therefore about five o’olock
yesterday afternoon the crowd began to
gather in front of the store. The interest In
the great event of the day was not confined to
any oue class of

people.

Every profession

and

the

paper was pasted up on the Preble street side,
aud a ladder placed alongside the wall. A tel'

train

have been totally
one of the best engi-

must

Kavanagh

was

the line and a favorite with all. The
bridge is an iron truss, and regarded us one
of the strongest ou the road. It is
supposed a
rail or wheel must have broken and out off the
neers on

stays.”
The trains due in this
about an hour yesterday.
The Spring: Cruise of
As Memorial Day came
week and theolub usually
the opportunity seemed to

city

were

delayed

Yacht Club.
iu the middle of the

the

starts

ou

Saturday,

be good to make the
cruise four days instead of the usual three. But
the weather was too bad for the sailing of a
fleet cruising simply for pleasure, and It be.
no

possible

more

visit

to

Wiseasset

at

day afternoon with one of the strongest winds
one often experiuces iu the harbor, blowing
from the southwest. It blew so hard that a
boat’s crew from one of the yachts was glad to
be taken in tow by the steam launch aud towed to their vessel. The squadron starting was

composed of theGraoie, Commodore Seuter;
the Sparkle, Capt. Martin, and the Bonita,
Capt. Clark. Gen. J. M. Brown’s stoarn
launch, the Winona, was also with them at
the start.

The three named were joined the
next morning by the Idle, Vice-Commodore
Owen, who sailed down iu the raiu and fog to
join the fleet, and these four then kept together till the end of the cruise. Some other
yachts, which were expected, somehow were
missiug. The Tempus sailed somewhere else,
perhaps to Boothbay. The Laila, Fleet Capt.
Woodman, and the Ivanhoe, Capt. Bailey, ran
down to Chandler’s Covo Saturday
night,
which would have been the rendezvous, had
the wind been less favorable, and wero not on
ltaiu began Saturday mgbt about
o’clock and continued all day Sunday with
intervals, but all the time with thick fog, and
the wind continued all Saturday night aud
gave the yachtsmen a good Harps',veil roll for
their slumbers.
Poti’s Harbor
had been
tbe

cruise,

oue

reached in oue aud a hall hours. The
Addie;
Capt. Farbish’s yacht, was then' before the
fleet, but sailed back to the city the next morning. A rainbow Sunday afternoon gave tome

hope of

good day Monday, bnt the day was
Sunday had been. The yachtsmen
however, by no means kept their cabins, al
though there was the usual pleasaut visiting,
aud old adventures were gone over again, so
that the cruiser of a voyage or two was faii^to
believe that he had been on all, and had witnessed all the incidents. Places in the vicinity
were visited, Haskell's Island, the mill dam,
the Auburn colony, that i3 the un coupled
houses, and other spots. The base ball and
fojt ball clubs of the Bonita, joined by the
others, made tine sport, and there were lively
boat :races by the officers and crews of the
as

bad

a

as

Bonita and Sparkle. Tbe howling alleys were
open in the evening, and the sport was kept
up till a late hour.
A starry night Monday brought no tine day
Tuesday. The momiDg was c'.ouded and there
wore some showers.
The prevailing wind
Monday was southeasterly, and tbe same wind
Taesday morning, but about 10 o’clock ihe
fleet weighed anchor for Freeport which they
reached about half past 12 o’clock. A pouring
thunder shower here about half past 2 o’clock
fall of hail as large as
peas, and another shower came about half past
5 o'clock but a lovely night as well as forenoon
Wednesday gave a tine chance to eDjoy the
beauties of this charming
harbor.
There
were boat
races
here
also, the Idler
joining in. The inventive yscbtsmea here
was

preceded by

a

rivalled the old Greeks, or the modern college
or professional clubs, by some famous jumping
matches, in one of which one of the captains,
dressed for the contest, came down suddenly in
a sitting posture in a
mad puddle
Freeport
Corner was also visited by some of the club.
Here some of tbe members of the squadron, if
they must leave to be present at the great boat
race of the Point of Pines, it was pleasant to
salute on their departare with a gun.
Wednesday brought a fine day with light

southwesterly breezes.

The yachts made sail
Diamond Cove, which

about
o’clock for
they reached about 12, and we had dinmr
Tbe Clarence, Capt. Jones, sailed in wiib a
party of ladies and gentlemen playing banjos
and singing, and they circled round the yachts
two or three times with music.
About 4 the
yachts started again and reached their- moorings in nearly an hour, met and saluted again
the Winona on their way ont. The yachtsman
who sails on the cruise from year to year
misses old faces and old yachts, but be is glad
to chronicle the spirit of adventure still active
and he greets with pleasure new
new

yachts and

yachtsmen.

The Shooting Match.
we gave an
account of the visit
of the Willard Shooting Club of this city to
the Riverside Club at Topsham and the resnlt
of the shoot.
To-day we give the fall score.
Mr. Pollister was referee and Mesfra. Rurnery
and Stineon, the ecorere. The following is the

Yesterday

score:
WILLARD ASSOCIATION.

Pigeons. Balli. Pairs. Total.
13
9
7
29~

Randall..
Willard.17
Harmon.If!
Todd .16

8
5
4

y
3
6
8
7
8
0
10
»
!>
9
8
9

3t
33
31
80
25
26
18
33
31
31
31
26
20

101

115

404

K

Davis .11

0
9
8
7

Marlin.13

6

6

6
8
8

McKenney.14
Merrill

Hawkins....15
14
Hall..
..13
ay
Deane.14

!i

Pierce.13

Rurnery.13
188
RIVERSIDE

A. Q. Goud
GeoigeGoud .18
Charles Goud.12

Stetson.11
Piirington.17
Knight. 10
Strout.15
Key.16
York.11
Hall.16
Winslow.12
Keene.
17
Greenleaf.16

Perry.18

Balls.

Pairs.

Total.
~

9
10
9
5
9
8
5
8
7

10
8
8
8
9

7
8
7
8
9
5
7
8
3
4
7
!>
10
8

82
30
28
24
35
23
27
31
21

29
27
34
83
35

100
415
In the above contest the number of clay
pigeons shot at was twenty; the number of
glass balls ten; there were fivo pair of one
glass ball and one clay pigeon.
202

egrapli boy appeared bearing

message and
the hoarse murmur of the crowd was sileuced
in a second. The message was recorded ou
the blackboard, "The men are lu the water.”
Then the excilomont beoauie intense.
Preble
street was black with bonds, and the square,
in front of the storo, and the Preble House,
was well filled.
Hotel coaches wero piled
high with people who wanted to seo the dispatches. Then ensued a long period of waiting, broken ouly by the chafliug of men trying
to get bets.
At 6,50 p. m. a buzz ran through the crowd
that the race was over and tho news was going
tho board.
Up went the recorder aud
the multitude surged up to the foot of the
ladder. Then came the message, "Haulan
wins the raoe iu nine lengths.” A cheer went
up for Haulan for, even in their dlappoiutment, there was a feeling of admiration for
the champion.
But whou a later dispatch
said Kennedy was beaten by twenty lengths
then .there
was
considerable mortification
ou

shown until some oue suggested that Kenne
dy’s time was "no slouch," especially when
All tho eveuiug, in
pulled In salt water.
stores and hotels, the race was tho prevailing
topio and the general feellug prevailed that

Portland had lost pretty heavily
The heaviest loser heard of was

the result.

on

boating

one

whose stakes are estimaAd from §1200 to
There was some joking over the result but there was a confident feeling that tho
man

$1800.

race was

as

square

a oue as

over

was

pulled,

and th it if Kennedy was beaten he had not
deceived any of his friends.
MUSIC AND

AROUND THE WORLD

DRAMA.

EIGHTY DAYS.

IN

Tho gram) spectacular production of Jutes
Verne’s “Arouud the World in Eighty Days’’
with a largo ballot aud careful ulteution to

detail, will be presented at Portlaud Theatre,
tonight and Saturday evening. There will he
new and
ueautiful scenery, maguificeut armors and
costumes, startling scenic effects,
snd good marches, and the baby elephaut

Jumbo. The sale of seals cumirfenced Wednesday and they were in good demand.
The ballet will be headed by Ariel, the dying fairy, who created such a sensation at the
Boston Theatre when the “Voyagers in Southern Seas” was produced
there, the spectacle
that afterwards was so well brought out at
Portland Theatre. The lady will iu addition
to her wouderful leaps,
produce the latest
French divertisora uts aud character ballets.
The company arrived yesterday and had a
rehearsal last evening.
A

FRIENDLY

TIT.

W. J. Furgersau and company will be at
Portland Theatre all next week, in his comedy
creation of “the dude” Sir Channcey Tripp,
in tho new comedy drama, “A Frieudly Tip,’’
The sale
suppoited by Miss Annie Yeamaus.
of seats will cmimouco this morning.
THE LYCEUM.

Tonight

is the last night but one of tho regular season at the Lyceum; and tneatre-goers

taking advantage

are

of it.

The

house

last

night was large, aud the audience highly
pleased with tho excellent bill. A change has
been made in the programme, so that the
boarding heuse acijiu which Miss Clara Wilbnr as the landlady has made so decided a
hit, uow forms the afterpiece.
COMPLIMENTARY ENTERTAINMENT.

A very fine literary aud musical entertainment complimentary to Miss Helen Louise
Coe, was given at Reception Hall, last evening, which was filled with a large aud appleti*:ive audience. Miss Coe read with more than
her usual skill and grace aud was the recipient of an elegant bouquet.
Mr. Robiuson of
Augusta, who made his first appearance here,
showed himself the possessor of u fine resonant
He sang
baritone, aud an excellent method.
Faure’s “Palm Trees” with much dramatic
expression aud good sustaining power. Iu his
encore—“Daybreak,” wo believe it was—his
voice showed excellent sympathetic quality.
Of course Mrs. Sturgis, Mrs. Chase aud Mr.
Stockbridge were well received and they were
in excellent voice. Almost every number was
encored, snd the accompaniments by Mr. MurTho following was the
ray were excellent.
programme;

113

Fourth or July Celebration.
The customary weekly meeting of the committee was held at llie Mayor’s room last eve-

ning.
A letter from Gov. Robie was read accepting
an invitation for himself and staff to be
present at the celebration.. Capt. Stowe, of the
Saco Rifles, accepted the invitation for his
company, and stated that they should bring the
Institute Band of sixty pieces with them. An
acceptance was read fnm the Maine Historical
Society, who have appointed a committee to
assist in carrying ont the historical part of the
programme, and it was voted that it should be
left to the Historical Society to mark such
places of historical interest as they may designate.

Duet—Si La Stancbezza.Verdi
Mrs. Sturgis aud Mr. Stoekbihlge.
Song—Les Remaux.Faure
Mr.

Reading....

Robinson.

Miss Coe.

Song—Selected. ..
Mrs. Sturgis.
Song—Poily and I.Wakefield
Mr. Stockbridge.
Song Song of May. Mart ton
Mrs. Cbase.

Reading.

Miss Coe.

Quartette—Farewell to tbe Forest... .Mendelssohn
Mrs.

Cbase,
bridge
Mrs.

Sturgis, Messrs.
and Robinson.

Stock-

Personal.
The Somerset Reporter says: "Dr. Sarah W.
Devoll of Portland, catue here last Friday
night and delivered her lecture upon the religion of good health, before the "Woman’s Clnb.
Dr. Devoll Is au ornament to bar sex. She is

only a very successful practicing physician,
but she is, or would be if her professional duties allowed her to be, a Tory entertaining lecturer. She is of the practical sort of women,
and takes great interest in the reforms of the
not

We are much surprised, however, to
kno-v that she is a pronounced free trader.”
The Bangor Whig says:
"Hon. John D.
Sievens of Augusta, having tendered his resignation as Minister to Sweden and Norway,
there has been a very cordial and strong response to the suggestion of Hon. William W.
Thomas, Jr., of Portland, as hia successor,and
la is appointment has been very earnestly rec-

day.

Sweden, bis perfect familiarity with the language, and his friendly relations witli the peo.
pie of ilia*, country, Is go exceptionally qualified for the position that there seems every reason to believe that the
President will appoint
him to succeed Mr. Stevens.”
The jewelry stores of this city will he closed
to-day during the funeral servicts of the late
£ P. Haines, which take place at 11 o’clock.
Mr. Haines was one of the oldest members of
Maiue Dodge, joining in 1844.
Rev. Geo. W. Bicknell, of Dowell, Is in tbe

city.
Dr. "William Aiden has been appointed as
Acting Assistant Surgeon, U. 8. A., and is
now on tbo way to Fort Assiniboloe, Montana

Territory,

where he will bo stationed.
At tbe annual meeting of the Massachusetts

Missionary Society,

in Boston, Wednesday, Rev. C. A. Dickinson, formerly of this
city, spoke upon foreign missions as viowed
from a pastor's standpoint.
“In 1871,’’ said Conductor Dillon of the
Maine Central, "there were five of us on the
through passenger train from Portland to Augusta. Now I am the only one of the number
that travels on the road. Kilgore and Hmall
Home

were killed on the engine.
Kilgore was the
engineer and Small was his fireman. George
All were
Estabrook was baggage master.
killed at Vassalboro the 18th.
George Chase

young fellow well known on the road In
those days, was rear brakeman on the train,
and 1 was in the middle. Chase was killed iu
a

the railroad accident at Freeport, a few year*
Ail of them met frightful deaths. The
ago.
conductor of the train was Tom Howard. He
is alive, but has some years since retired from

Woman’s Foreign Missionary Society.
A vigorous branch of the Woman's Foreign
Missionary Society has lately been formed at
Woodford’s, with twenty-two members. The

railroading.”

follows:
President—Mrs. C. J. Clark.
Vice President—Mrs. VV. W. Baldwin.
Recording Secretary—Mrs. E. Marston.
Corresponding Secretary—Mrs. L. H. Dgggett.
Treasurer—Mrs. L. H. Bradford.
Mauaeen—Mrs. J. A. Btroul, Mrs. Sarah
Moore, Mrs. Emma Hayes.
as

Ingalls H. Berry, of Iyanboe Lodge, K. of
P., has been appointed District Deputy Grand
Chancellor for this district.

of
completed the
Casco Bay tills
specimens. Hu
Prof. Lee,

Bowdoin

College, has nearly
arrangements for a cruise in
term, in search of zoological

will be gone from one to two
will bo accompanied liy a large

and
party of Juniors.
Horace It. Giveeu, formerly of Brunswick,
has beeu elecied principal of the schools in
Weaversville, Trinity county, Cal. Mr. Giveen is a graduate of Bowdoin College, class of
’80. He is meeting with flue success in California.
Dr. Charles E. Webster has returned to the

weeks,

city from

his

trip West,

The Bowdolns played the Colby nine at Waterville, Wednesday, the game resalting in 9
to 6 In favor of the
tbs fall score:

Colbys.

AH.

subscription.

as

high

Canvassers

for

subscriptions

stock

are

2
O
O

Total.87

9

9

11

to

make

returns

Totnl.311

111.

H.

BY

1
0
2
1
2
0
0
O
0

VO.
10
7
2
0
0
1
2
O
2

tl

24

Til.

4

B

8C0BE

Colby.1

re-

Umpire—F. K.

A.

E.

o

o
6
0
1
1
2
2
O
0

3
0
#
0
1
8
O
1

17

0

0" 0

(1 O
0.0

!2
0

5

“

3

“

0-9
0—6

the Bates

nine Wednesday forenoon.
The
game was well contested, the Bates leading at
the beginning of the last inning.
At this
point the Bates went to pieces, and allowed
the Bowdoins to win by scoring nine rons. Tbe
fall score was as follows:

Winter, lb.
Knapp, c..
Torrey, 2b.
Wright, SB.

A.II.
(1
0
6
6

Cook, p. 6
Folsom, r. f.5
Waterman, Hb.... 6
Lindsey, c. t. 6
barton, 1. f. 6

and a corner of it striking him.
Mr. and Mrs. Kuapp were thrown from their
carriage on Preble street Wednesday, hot
escaped with Severn bruises.

Total.49

lB.

H.
2

T.B.
4

2
1
2
8
2
2
2
1
0
0
2
3
4
1
1
1
111
1
1
1
2
3
3

33

15

A. E.
0
1
1
2
1
0
2
1
8
0
0
2
10
0
0
0
1

P.O.
15
4
4
2
0
0
2
O
0

27

19

13

8

OATES.

Bartlett, 8b.
Moke "ton 2b....

A.II.
6
5
6
4

Memorial Day at Yarmouth.
Tbe observance of Memorial Day in Yarmouth was held by public exercises aud such
oth*r ceremonies at tbe Beveral cemeteries as
It was a most
was appropriate to the occaslou.

Sanford, c
Walker, 1. f. 4

Atwood,lb.
Hadley, c f

lovely day, clear,

4
4
4

WhilmaMi,

3

liohieu,

s b.
....

_

Washburn, r.f.

cool and pleasant, and not
dusty, which made it very uncomfortable for
those who marched. The citizens observed it

p

...

Total. 38

It.
IB.
T.B. P.O. A.
3
2
3
2
0
11112
0
0
0
0
2
3
2
8
1
2
0
4
2
0
2
0
2
2
9
0
O
O
O
O
2
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
O

6

10

27

11

general holiday, and most of stores aud
places of business were closed duriug the afternoon.
There was a large number of comrades
present from the adjoining towns, including a
delegation from Bnrnslda Post, G. A. II., ol
Auburn, of which there aro fifty or more
members, residing in Yarmouth aud vicinity.
There were no accidents to mar the proceedings of the day, and everything passed off in
first class order, and to tbo satisfaction of ail.

RINES

tVestoustagoIsMige, K.ofp.
Citizens in Carratges.
After placing decorations on tbe graves of
those who died for their country, at this cemetery, the procession passed over the principal
streets at tbe upper village, thence down Main
street to the Academy grounds, where the literary exercises of tbo day wore rendered as
lollows:
Mnflc by tbe Band.
Oration by Rev. A. A. Smith.

doing duly

as escort.

The Government Chemist Analyses two
of the Leading Raking Powders, and
I have examined samples

Music.
by M iss Etta Baker.
Music.
Col. Kustii, of Auburn.
Music.

Sn|>erior

Baking

of

Powder’’

Cream of Tartar
Bicarbonate of Soda
Flour
Available carbonic acid gas 12.G1 per cent'
equivalent to 118.2 cubic inches of gas per oi.
of Powder.
11

oral

lliihlw* I’onUn.”
Cream of Tartar
Bicarbonate of Soda
Carbonate of Ammonia
Tartaric Acid
Starch
Available carbonic acid gas 12.40 per cent,
equivalent to 116.2 cubic inches of gas per oi.
of Powder.
Ammonia gas 0.43 per cent, equivalent to
10.4 cubic Inches per or. of Powder.
Not*.—The Tartaric Acid was doubtless introduced as free acid, but subsequently combined with ammonia, and exists in the Powder
as a Tartrate oi Ammonia.
E. G. LOVE. Pb. D.
Nkw York, Jan'y 17th, 1881.

On motion of Dr. James
those who beard it.
M. Bates, a vote of thanks was extended to
tbe speaker of tbe day, also to tbe youug
ladies wtro provided lire collation, after which
tbe procession formed and matched to Masonic
Hall and disbanded.
The citizens may well
feel proud of tbo observances of Memorial
in
held
under the auspices of
Yarmouth,
Day
the Grand Army of the Republic. B. 1). A.

Memorial Day at Norway.
Tho Memorial Day exercises at Norway
were participated In by Dr.
S. 0. Gordon of

NEW

was

On and after June 17th, 1888, a new
Time Tnliie will bn In effect on MAINE
CENTRAL R. R., the principal feature
of whi It will be Iho establishment of
FAST TRAINS between ST. JOHN and
BOSTON. For time of this and all other
trains the public are respectfully re*
ferred to Time Tables, Posters and other advertising matter to be found at the
various stations of the Company.
PAYSON TUCKER,
General Manager.

filled to it*

eager to
hear the address of the day by Governor
Jtohie. Iu ills remarks tho Governor gave a
careful and exhaustive review of the war and
the liihutary causes of its successful termination. The history oi slavery was reviewed
from the days when Patrick Henry denounced
the Institution, to the proclamation of emancipation, the struggle that resulted in the adoption of the Missouri Compromise and its final
repeal were graphically portrayed in a manner
that evidenced wide reading and careful research. The causes of the successful termination of tiie war were put down as tho firm
stand taken by the pulpit, tho general intelligence ot tho people, aud tiie diffusion of politThe adical knowledge among the masses.
dress was attentively listened to throughout,
though more than one hour iu length.
The exeroist s of the day were participated
in by the Norway and South Paris bands, and
the military uml civic Hncietlos of the two
villages, mid were eminently successful. A
collation was served at 3 o’clock at Concert
Hall, to over one thousand people, and there
were probably thrive that
number iu attendance upon the > xercises.
About 100 graves
were decorated by tho Post.

STATE

nil

audience

NEWS.

HANCOCK COUNTY.
A trunk containing about 8100 and small
bonds and notes, was unlocked In the bouse ot
Chas. A. Uurrett, of Illuehlll, on Monday evening, and 81)6 in gold and bills taken, but the
(muds and notes were left untouched. It Is
supposed the money was takou about 8 o'clock
while some members of the family were out.

SOMKU8ET COUNTY.
The Madison woolen mills have made a very
successful sisson, and although the first year
liberal
a
dividend will bo made.
They
are turning out 100 yards of ladles’ dress flannels a day. The company are making Improvements and additions to tbeir mills as well
as about the grouuds of their tenement houses.
will be laid before the
town of St. Albans about Us lluancial standing
in June. The committee will be able to report
In part only, but enough to show a very loose
way of doing town business.

startling

Instruction in
ical
given

to

octSdtf

English

and Class-

Studies

private pupils by the subscriber

J. W.

COLCORD,
dtf

ADVERTISEMENTS-

SI.50

(IT

yiABMOAL’S OFFICE.

To Owners

1.25

Portland.

of

City

Keepers

or

of

Dogs.

Ordinances of the Cltv require that every
keeper of a dog shall annua lv cause
registered, described and licensed ifor one
in the office of the City Clerk, and shall cause

THE
it to he

owner or

year)
it to wear around

90c

It* neck

collar with the owner’s

a

name, and registered number.

It is my duty to cause all
to be destroyed
which shall be feund at
within the city without a collar, as required by the Ordinances.
BENJAMIN K ANDREWS,

dogs
large

aprlO-dtf

City .Marshal.

PROPOSALS.

OwtN, Moore 6c Co.

Jul

Cor.noil Chamber,
>
Augusta, May 7th, 1883.]

will be received at the Offlee
of Supt. of Public Building., Augusta, until
Friday, June 1st, at 10 o'clock A. M for furnishing two new boilera for the State House, and necseBarv repairs upon heating apparatus.
The Committee reserve the right to reject any aod all bide.
Information in regard to the plans and specifications will be given bv the Supt. of Public Buildings.
A. F. CROCKETT, )
Committee on
Public Lands
C. C. CORNISH, ) and Buildings,
may 9dtjnnel

SEALED proposals

dlt

J

■SUMMER CALICOES.-

-

-

Proposals.
LED proposals will be received at the office or
SJthe Mayor by tbe Committee on Public Building
on Thursday. June 7, 1883, at 12 o'clock m., for
the remodelling of the Chestnut street school house.
Plans and specifications may be examined at the
offlee of Charles H. Kimball, Architect, 180^fc MidC< F. A

FRIMY, SATURDAY AND MONDAY, HE 1,2, AND (,

we

shall offer Ten Thousand l ards new Mummer Dress and Frock
Prints, comprising more than one hundred different styles, all
of the best cloth and colors, containing by far the finest
variety of handso me Calicoes that we have ever
shown. These Prints arc cheap at 8 cts. per

jd..

lO

Yards

but

move

them

shall offer

65

for

We also offer

to

new

cts.,

quickly

7

or

dle street.
The building must be
m.

The committee
all bids.

Dissolution of Co-partnership.
Co-partnership heretofore existing between
the undersigned, under style of
Gappy, Kinsman & Alden, was dissolved May 29, ’83. by mutual

THE

In

case

|

JunelAS

our successors.

1883.

G. H. GUPPY.
F. W KINSMAN, JR.
W. O. ALDEN, JR.

Copartnership,
undersigned have formed
THEdated
May 29tb, 1883, under
&
to

a co-partnership,
style of C. H.
continue the business of retail
Gappy Co.,
Druggists and Apothecaries at cor. Congress and

NEW GOODS
—FOE

Preble sts.

THE-

Portland, May 20lh, 1883.

Spring Trade.

Debtor.
is to
of

Portland, May 29,

the late firm will be

of

settled and continued by

BUTLER,

give notice, that on the thirtv-firsi
May. A. D. 1883. a warrant in insolvency was issued by Henry C. Peabody, Judge erf
the Court of Insolvency for sai i County of Cumberland, against the estate of said
FRANK W. EDGKKLEY, of Westbrook,
adjudged to be an insolvent debtor, on petition
of said debtor, which petition was filed on the
twenty-ninth day of May. A. D.1883. to which date
interest on claims is to be oomputed.
That the payment of any debts to or by said debtor. and the transfer and delivery of any property by
him are forbidden
by law;
That a meeting of the creditors of said debtor, te
prove their debts and choose one or more assignees
of his estate, will be held at a Court of Insolvency
to be holden at Probate Court room in said Portland. on the eighteenth day of June, A.
D.
1883, at ten o’clock to the forenoon.
Given under my hand the date first above written.
H. R. SARGENT,
Deputy Sheriff, as Messenger of the Court of Insolvency for said County of Cumberland.

THIS
day

The business

consent.

ADVERTSEMENTS.

my28dtd

copartnership"

cts. per Yard.

3\Tc>- 247 Middle Street
NEW

tbe right to reject any or

we

and very handsome Dress Cambrics, 1 yard
at 12 1-2 cts. per yard.

A. B.

examined after 4 o’clock p.

reserve

Portland, Me., May 28,1883.

wide,

C. H. GUPPY * CO.
W. 0. ALDEN. JR.

may31 ThSAT
=

iuJbber

Stationery, Plain and OrBirthday Cards,
Wedding
Congratulation
Cards, Photograph and Autograph Albums, Scrap
Books, Card Albums, and a

BELTING.

large assortment of Poems.

GIANT BELTING.

namented

Importantlto

Children’s Books and Fancy Goods.

Belting.

This Belting is made np with the usual plies of
Bobber, and, before putting on the out
side cover, :'t is .(itched in seams one inch apart
with cotton cord, which has a palling strength of
fifty pounds. It is then .(retched in its piastie
state, drawing the plies so cloea together, that
with the strong cord with which it is stitched, mate
rial strength is added to the belt, and the stitches
are so drawn into the plastic
rubber, th.t they eannot wear off on the outside. I he outside cover Is
then put on Mamie.., so that it cannot
open, as is
the case of Robber Belting made in the ordinary
Dock and

Frank B. Clark,
apr9

all who use

WeUrare Jutt patented a new article tn Rubber
Belting which is sold under the name of

515 CONGRESS ST.
eodtf

plies being so firmly stitched, as wel
Motioned together, that the belt cannot separate
as many belts made in the old
way will, after be In
used for a time, especially when run at a great

way, and the

speed

Merchant Tailor,
98

Exchange Street,

HAS

tho Polmuac. Tiie reason for this was that lie
treated cacti man not as a subordinate bat as a
member of his own family.

Norway Hall

Merchanat 10 o’clock a.

solicited

State of ill nine.

ADVERTISEMENTS

the

capacity with

Laturday, commencing

Consignments

m.

Quality guaranteed satisfactory.

were

At 3.30 p. id.

dise every

CITY

“

secured the .erricea of HR. JOSEPH
HliSC’KI.KV. Anix A nurr, from Boston, formerly of I.ewlstou, an l having purchased a
floe Ui • of

Intimate relations into which the
thrown during the years of the
war rendered him peculiarly fitted to perform
this service aud the attention bestowed upon
his remarks by tiie audience showed that they
him.
were In empathy with
Col. Bust, be
said, was held in thn same respect by hlssoldiers that''Little Mack” was by the army of

utmost

“

MISSES’

The above shows conclusively that “Cleveland’s Superior" Is a strictly pure Cream of
Tartar Baking Powder.
It has also been
analyzed by Professor Johnson of Yale College; Dr. Gontb of the University of Pennsylvania: President Mortou of Stevens Institute;
Wiu. M. Habirshaw, F. C. 8.. Analyst for the
Chemical Trade of New York, and other eminent chemists, all of whom pronounce ft absolutely pure and healthful.

Gordon prononneed a eulogy on the lifo and
character of tho Dte Col. Harry Bust.
As
Ike Doctor was the surgeon of the Colonel's
men

0. W.AUKI

Regular sale of Furniture and Genera

as

this city, Governor liable and ex-Governor
Perhani, and were very fuccessful iu their observance.
In the morning at 10 o'clock a procession formed at Norway, which proceeded to
South l aris where (ho soldiers’ graves were
di corated and brief remarks made by ex-Qoveruor Perbam.
At the close of these exercises
the procession re-formed and proceeded to
Plue Grove Cemetery, Norway, and after dec.
oraiiDg tiie graves there, to Bustfield Cemetery at the village. At t he latter place Dr.

regiment

14 Eici aagc Ml*

Malcsratas
F. O. BAILEY,

LADIES’ RUBBER CIRCULARS SI 00

“Royal

“Cleveland** Wnpcrior Baking l*«wdrr.”

_dt4

F. O. BAILEY A CO.,
Auctioneers and Commission Merchant*

jan24

BOYS’ RUBBER COATS

May 3lit, A. D. 1883.
of FRANK W. KDGERLEY, Insolvent

Baking Powder," purchased by myself in .this
city, and I fiDd they contain:

by Dr. Eldridga, of Auburn.
Rev. Mr. Smith, pastor of the Baptist church
is a very fine speaker, aud during the delivery
of the oration, which was one hour, the undivided attention of the people was held.
Messrs. Eostis and Eldrldge’s remarks were
very interesting and fully appreciated by tbe
G A. U. boys of tins town.
The poem was
written and read by a comrade’s daughter.
an
Miss Etta Baker, who is
accomplished
young lady of our town. The Y' innoutti band
turnlehed excellent music throughout the day.
It piayeu lu its usual clear and spirited manner
and received many compliments from
Remarks

O. HAILEY Sc CO., Aacliaaaars,

F.

ray28

BROS.

MEN’S RUBBER COATS

“Cleveland’s
aDd

#1.25

dll

In Insolvency.
Court of Insolvency for the County of Cumberland
State of Maine,

what he finds them made of

Poem

75 cts.

-

OWEN, MOORE & CO.

9

and Mrs. It. H. Emmerson was all well rendered and loudly applauded, the Gorham Band
adding to the enthusiasm by their excellent
playing. A. S. Twitchell, past commander of
the Post, presided and on the whole it was
pronounced by all to be the best entertainment
we have ever h.;d.
Daring the day the Grand Army Post starting at U.30 in the morning, decorated the
graves at Milan, Berlin and here at Gorham,
the Gorham Band accompanying them, and at
our services here at 4 p. in. the Gorham Cadets

Commander.

SATURDAY,

143 Pearl Street.

1
1
2
O
2
1
O
1
2

district, who also made the opening prayer.
The mnsic consisting of quartettes from the
church choirs, and solos by Mrs. W. F. Weeks

R. H. Mi-yutllan.
Marshal at A ruts.
Geo. A. neighton.

June 2, 1K83, at 10 o’clock a. a.,
I shall sell the desirable real estate situated on
Stevens’ Plains, nearly opposite entrance to Forest
Home, consisting of a brick house and stable, well
arranged, bath room, Ac.; about lf4 acres of splendid garden land, with fruit trees in bearing condition. This is an unusually good opportunity to obtain a fine house with large lot, very desirably located, near schools and church. Horse cars pass tha
door. Terms easy.
NATHAN CLEAVES, Adm’r

E

being present while others were unable to
gain admittance, the hall way and ante-rooms
all being filled. The exercisos consisted of
mnsic and short addresses.
The following
speakers all responded most happily to the
call: Rov. T. C. Jerome, Rev. H. E. Foss,
Rev. E. J. Walsh, A. R. Evans, Esq., and
Mr. II. II. Bryant, all of Gorham; Rev. O. S.
Danfortb of Milan and Rev. Dr. Allen, the
presiding elder of the M. E. Conference of this

Bates.

BY AUCTION.

#1.00
“

Janl

Gorham, N. H.
Gokhah, N. H., May 31.
Memorial Day was observed here yesterday
more than ever
before the exercises in the
evening calling out the largest audience ever
assemble] in the building, the Opera Honre
being filled to Us utmost capacity, GOO at least

adjoining

“

_EDUCATIONAL.

base lilt—Winter. First base on called balls— Botes
Struck out— Bowd tins 4. Bates 3. B tils cal ed
—On Cook, 06; on Whitmarsb, 65.
Strikes called
—OlFCook.tJ; oft' Whitmarsb. 16. Double playwright and Winter, Waterman aud Torrey. Lef
on bases—Bowdoins, 8;
Earned runs—
Bate*, 7.
Bowdoins 2, Bates 1. Time, Ih 40ni.
Umpire—Mr. Huberts of Lewiston.

ed in an artistic manner by tbo band, tbo procession was again formod and marched to the
Baptist cemetery in the following order:
Chief Marshal.
Jeremiah Buxton.
Aids.
\V. B. Allen, G. H. Jeffords,
Yarmouth Brass Band—K. Baynes, Leader.
Captain.
Jas. H. Doughty.
Lieutenants.
Joseph Chase, It. B. Soule.
Burnside Post, G. A. It, aud veterans from

“

Of all above we have a good stock now but Ladies
must not wait as they will surely be sold out.

1.

taken np and returned to the hail, where a
bountiful collation was furnished to all com
rades of this and adjoining towns, by the ladies of tbo village.
After satisfying the “inner man" and listening to n selection perform-

“

ESTATE

REAL

(In Decriag)

•

Bowdoins.O 1 1 2 0 0 0 0 9-13
Bates. 0 0 O 2 1 1 0 1 0—6
Two base hits—Knapp, Cook and Bartlett. Three

Comrades assembled at Masonic Hail at 9 a.
received
decorations and
m., whore they
mnrehod to the lower cemeteries headed by
tbe Yarmouth brass band.
After decorating
the graves of the deceased comrades in tbe
usual manner, the liue of procession was sgain

25 cts.

•

13 10

12346078

“

Grey

VALUABLE

#1.00

Unbleached Hose for

Children’s 15c

OF—

Ladies’ all wool Spring Sacks
$5.00
Remnants 75 cent Red Table Damask
55 cts
25 ct. Plaid Bed Ticking.15 cts.
12 “ Dress Ginghams only
.....
7 cts.
Real $2.00 Black Silks.$1.02

INNINGS.

os a

“

“

25
-

Ladies’ #1.50 Rubber Circulars
“
“
Children’s “
Gents All Wool #1 Pant Cloth
“
“
#1.75 Pant Cloth

11

dcock, Walervl le.
Bowaom 13, Bates 5.
The Bowdoius played their third game with

Accidents.
Mr. Thomas Rooney, who drives
one of
Swell's express teams, while unloading a case
from bis team yesterday moruiug, received a
severe out over the eye by the ease slipping

two

“
40 and 45c
3 Pairs Ladies’ 50c Hose for

INNIBOS,

6

-

“

BOWDOINS.

Address by

man

a

a

a

Wo

night.

Original

y30dtd

on

0 O
Bowdoiu.3 0 2
Earned runs—Colby 2, Bowdoin 1.
Two base
lilti—Nowell (2), Torrey, Cook.
First base oner
rors-Colby 7, Bowdoiu 7. First base on oalled
balls—Bowdoiu 3.0 Halls oa) led—On Barton 71, on
Wright, 40. Strikes called—Oft Barton 1(1, oft
Wright 9. Strunk out—Colby 2, Bowdoiu 3. Passed balls—Doe 2, Knapp 2.
Wild pitch—Barton.
Double plays—Nowell and Matthews, Merrill and
Tilton, Barton ami Winter
I,e11, on bases—Colby
4, Bowdoiu 7. I title—1 h-ur 40 « irml s.

reach, and who desire to contribute toward th!s
most worthy object, are requested to baud
their offering to the City Treasurer or to auy of
tho following subscription committee:—A. A.
Strout, II. 8. Melcber and W. H. Green.
The committees from the various wards wilj
confer a great favor by handing tu a list of the
contributions in their wards to this office to-

Drs. W. W.

ON

BUSINESS
Rincs Brothers offer a long list of dry and fancy STOCKXIY AND
AUCTION.
goods at prices at which same qualities can not be dupFriday, June 1 at
be sold at auction
WILL
12m„ If not previously at private sa^e tbe
licated after these are closed. Below Is a part of old
established E. C. Andress’ paper periodical
and stationery stand, under V. S. Hotel, No. 263
the list.
with
live
Federal street. Just the place tor
small capital,
P. O. B4II.EV A lO., AaclieaMrs.
55 cts.
Regular 75 ct. all wool Dress Goods
Portland, May 2f», 1883.
_myBOdtd
Ladies’ #2.00 6 Button Kids
#1.25
“
Sale
Administrator's
75 ct. Lisle Gloves
50 cts.

123460789

to the ward

towns.
Thomas and Ja*. M.
Medical Staff.

we shall Mil
Rose# and
Clematis. This is one of the finest lots ever offered
in Portland. New and choice varieties.
F. O. BAILEY Sc CO.t Auclisaecrt.

SPECIAL PRICES.

•

11
0
0
1
2
1
2
1
0
0
0
0
O
I)
O
0
0

Folsom 8b rl..4
Waterman, as.3
l.tudsey, rf.4
Barton, If.4

committees who will make return to Hunry W. HerBcy, treasurer of tho association, at the City
Treasurer’s office.
Any persons whom tho cauvussera failed to

quested

8

2
0
0

3
1119

All.

$3500.

as

17

Merrill, as.4
Emerson, rf.4

O
1
O

3

BY AUCTION.

FRIDAY, June 1st, at 10 a. m.,
a large assortment of Imported

_

$570.06
If other wards rejiorl in like ratio the receipts will bo Borne $4200. It is thought they
will not bo less than $2600, and someplace
them

27

O
2

A.

BOWBOINS.

13.26
20.00
3.25
10.00
3115
30.00

Rolfu,cash..
....
8atuuol Chase, cash1.
Fred it am leu, cash.

0
2
O

0
1
1
4

GOODS,

m

E.
1
1
1
2
0
1
1
1
O

1
1
2

ROSES and CLEMATIS

is

2
0
1
2
1
0
7
3
1

2

Winter, lb.6
Knapp, c.d
'•
110.00 'J’orrey 2b. .5
subscription..
W. L, Austin, cash .
3.00 Wright, p.4
1.00 .Cook, rf 3b.2
ltlobard Rogers, cash.

dohn

I>0.
8

T B.

2
o

0
2
2
1
2

Putuuin, e f.4
Boyd. 3b.4
Matthews, 2b.4
Nowell, tf.4
Ulton, lb.4
Barton, p.4

Ward Four committee met last evening and
report the following receipts:
Harry Conuut. cash.. .$ 13.00
Edward duett, cash.
26.00
38.30
0. C. Doug ii»b, cash.
64.00
Georg© E. Rrowu, cash......
17.50
Harry Hounds, cash.
l,.|Hoss, eusli. 2.6,00
103.00
Stephen Wullams, cash.

lU.

It.

Doo, e.6

W. Roberts.

W. E. Thornes, cash.
subscription

following

The

COLBY.

to meet and make up their reports. The
money will then be turned over to the treasurer, Mr. II. W. Horsey, and the lists of subscribers will go to the secretary, Mr. Charles

Reading.
Mis; Coe.

DRY

Beat the Bowdolns.

rectly to the general officers of the association.
The plan is, however, for the ward committees

the Rivers Flowing.Reay
Mrs. Chase, Mrs. Sturgis, Messrs. Stockbridge and Robinson.

The committee on ^programme will present
at their next meeting a sketch of the proposed
proceedings of the day.

officers are

the city
every house in
oolleotors of the SoldierB’
Monument Association and the envelopes containing the membership fees were gathered up
A few of the envelopes have been returned di-

Wednesday nearly
visited by the

was

Quartette—See

ommended by influential citizens in all parts
of the State.
As Maine is not largely represented in tie diplomatic rervice'tt s I opi d
that the vacancy in the Swedish mission will
be filled from this State, and Mr. Tin mas, by
his former residence and official experience in

CLUB.

Pigeons.
.16

chances of the Portland oarsman.
Soon after five o’clock a large sheet of black

SALES.

IMPORTED
Bowdolns Beat the Bates and the Oolbys

trade, not to speak of the genus loafer, was
was well represented.
Broadcloth and fustian
jostled each other aud waxed familiar over the

whole

The Return* from Word Four.

Port

but is supposed to be a breaking down of the
bridge. The night was very dark. The np
passenger train Wednesday evening passed
over safely.
Had the aocident occurred then
the loss of life must havo been terrible, as

the time set this year than last. Tliiok fogs
aud utmost continual raiu, except at the start
and tbe last night and day kept tbe fleet almost half the timo at anohor in the flrst port
visited.
The start was made about 5 1-2 o’clock Satur-

M0 MA
Maine Central R R—Change of time
Wanted—Drug clerk
Administrators auction sale
In insolvency
Dry goods—Rines Bros.

How .the

land.

Our Gorham (N. H.) correspondent says:
“No. 12 freight train, going west, with seventeen cars, broke through the bridge at Strat-

came

Wanted—Boy
Wanted—Young man.

Wrecked,

Two Men

Killed and One Seriously Injured.

wrecked.

Livermore Falls, G. D. Hughes.
Mechanic Falls, A. W. Bridge, E. A. Tkcnaas.
Norway, S. L. Ciockott, A. O. Noyes.
Old Orchard Geo. E. Fogg, A. L. JelUso-;,
Richmond, G. A. Beale.
Rockland, O. S. Ai drew*,
Sabattus E. H. Johnson.
Saccarappa, F. E. Webb,

Train

AUCTION

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

TEST.
A Freight

Portland, June 1st, 1883.

Juld2w

Spring
FOR
Is

now

Goods
CASH,

CHAMBERLIlT rHOISTED'S
151

license from the Hon. Henry C.
Peabody, Judge of Probate for the County of
Cumberland, I shall sell at public auction to the
highest bidder, unless sooner disposed of at private
sale, on tho premises near Saccarappa Village In the
town of Westbrook, on Monday the 2nd day of July
A. D. 1883 at two o’clock in the afternoon, a certain
lease from Joseph D, Brigham to .lames r. Ayers
dated November 24, A. D. 1880, of the right to occupy as a brick yard a lot of land in Westbrook fully described Ip said lease, for the term of ton years
from January 1,1881 and the Interest In real estate

BY

1

ers

to this Belt

We believe t —,U wear more than doable tbs
of time. For heavy main belts yoa will find
it superior to anything made. It Is also
superior for
Etsulra. Belts, as we atltoh the splice In sunh a
way that it cannot sepat ate.

CONGRESS STREET,

way.

length

Can be found a very fine liue of the celebrated Woolens manufactured at the
large and extensive manufacturing company of F. A. & J. Sawyer, situated in
Rover, New Hampshire.
These goods
ure known all over the country to be superior to most any other make, and the
quality of wool from which they are
made is or the very best. They give perfect satisfaction, and this is a good opportunity for any man or boy to secure
for hintseir a good woolen for |a new
Spring unit.

Try

Our Giant Belt- We will Warrant
Satisfaction.

Samples

Prices (hat will

or

n.ar2(‘»

-IN-

marSO

Exchange

CLARK & CHAPLIN ICE

LARGE VARIETY!
—

Street.
eod3m

_ood3n»

ART GOODS

a

OS

accessors to D. W. Clark &

AT-

ALGERNON
20

lime 1 shall offer sale at auction,
And
unless
disposed of, tho followriug articles;
Three brick machines and all tools and fixtures In
said yard, consisting of tool house, horse shed, barAlso about five cords of
rows, shovels, Ac., Ac.
wood, a one horse truck wagon, one breast plate
CHARLES B. WOODMAN,
Ac.
Administrator of the Estate of James F. Ayers, doceased.
JuldlawJw

STUBBS’,

Prices fsr Families aud Offices.

Temple St,

lO lbs. daily per month,
i6.

moTmTaT
riUIK members of the Maine Charitable Mechanlo
JL Association, are rospoo.fully Invited to attend
the funeral of our late Bro. Edward P. Haines, at
11 o’clock this morning. June 1st, from bis late res-

idence,

No. 30 Green street.
Per order

Jut-dlt
honest

R. B. SWIFT. Recording Secretary.

Zenas Thompson, Jr.
32 lo 38 UNION STREET,
(near Falmouth Hotel,

PORTLAND,
NOW

Wimlod.
end intelligent young

AN 18 audfor23

a

Sonttoman
ongress street.

man, between
a lame
at No. 029
Jul -d2t

years of ago to wait upon

week

or

Apply

two.

Wanted.
first class

A
required.
in the

cook at 183 High Street.
Call between

seven

evening.

and

Reference

eight o’clk
Jul -dtf

VtEAOV—A large

-

HIE.

aa«ortiacnt

of cle

gnntiCnrringc* for plca*ure, bu»iue«« or
family use, all of my own manufacture
anil wfielly lir«l eln**,
to the iuMpcciion

of which all are cortlially invited.
Alao
large aMsortuicnl of Carriage* from «otnc
of New England'* JVIonI C elebrated Hlanufautnrer*
of
l.ow
Priced
Vehicle*.
ul
Haring made a cm
*eleetioa of
the above, and haring t
I
over
twenty
year*
experience a* a Practical
Carriage HlnnularHirer. 1 feel eonlidcut I can
furnifeh a belter carriage of thi* rlun* for
lc*r money than can be found c Inc where.

a

Wanted.
of

about 16

to learn the gilding
willing to work.

age,
years
Must lie strong and
BOYtrade.
St.
at 503

Apply

Congress

Jul-dtf

WANTED.

accounts

CI.rk fur til. Summer

Drug
A FIRST-CLASS
mouth.. Apply toll. H. GUPPY tt CO.
Preble

Jul dtf

Corn.r Congres.

Street.,
Portland, Main*.

materials, Picture Frame* and Engravings,
complete assortment. My Specialty is Picture
Frames and by keeping all the leading styles 1 am
enabled to suit all. My Gold Gilt Plush and Gold
Frames are of the fiueet workmanship and tho lowest price*. 1 thenk my many patrons for farors of
the past eight years, and still solicit your patronage, aud assure fair dealings with all.
Artist*’

Any

Old Stand of

at

»pr30

Wo

and

Judge

customers to report
the Ice; complaints
any other canoe, if mada
at the office, will bo attended to
promptly.

codtf

Cured without the Use

of the Knife.
WILLIAM KKAI) (M. 11., Garrard, 18421, and
ROBERT M. READ (M.D., Garrard, 18701, 41

our

drivers in

leaving

or

d6w

PLANTS.
nt

Moiuemrt «tmt, Ho-inn, give special attention
to the treatment of FIMTIT la A, PI la KM AND
ALL DINKANKM OF Til K KKCTI H,
without detention from business. Abundant refer
encee given.
Pamphlets sent on application.
Office Honrs—12 to 4 o'clock P.M. («
n
avw)

Lotv Prices.

w. c. SAWYER &
5, 7

CO.,

A 9 Preble Street.

my29TKAS

Cheap*

Dr.

F. It.

KfiMSOlV
1ms

$115
$115

other lending Myles proportionally low
eod2m
*pl3

our

*Pr3°

for % oumelre*.

An Elegant PHAETON
only
An Elegant side bar TOP BUGGY “

particularly request
for carelessness

Look at the Prices:
Come and Nee

leaving town, by giving notia
officb, will be entitled to a proper dedue

any neglect of

FISTULA AND PILES

Pliaeton for Sale

a.oo
s.oo

customer

Till

Mon.

STUBBS BROS.,
26 Temple Sired.

#1.00

Customers can commence taking Ice at
any time they desire, and deltrery will
be continued until notice to stop is re«
celved at the office.

a

SEASON of 18 3.

CO.,

Co.,

NO. 53 MARKET ST.

thereby

create* 1.
at the samo
sooner

CO.,

eodtf

_

MATHIAS,

application.

SEBAGO LAKE AND LONG CHEEK

call

a

on

TELEPHONE NO. 257.

short distances,

Please don't fall to give us
nt the Old Stand.

quotations furnished

173 A 173 Drroaahire Nt., Ronton.
37 Kendo .Wf,,
York.
Faettrirs at I he!»ca, .Tins*.

defy competition.

dNo need to go out of town, loi g
nor climb tedious stairs.

and

REVERE RUBBER

prepared to torn oat Artistic Work, made in
tiie most thorough manner, at

A'lmlniMrnior'n Auction Sale.
virtue of

damp places.
particularly call the attention of all *11 ownas being in the end the
cheapest belt
they can bay, while the first cost Is only about tea
cent
more than belting made In the
per
ordinary
or In

We

opened an ofllce In
Portland and can ba
found at

TO LET.

>o. 276 Middle St.

And

May 18,1883.

*'• D.

n. SWEAT.
inayl8d2w8

Edward1* and Walb.
Hardware (tore front
June 4, ta June 94U*
over

j

it*1

•

■Mb’
FRIDAY

PTdTCSS.'

MORNING,

Professional

JUNE 1.

Training

Herrlman, Wood; T H Stuart, Falkiughani; Reuben I
S Hunt, Plnkbam; Vietor Pulg, Harris; Addie E

attention should be bestowed on the higher
literature of the imagination.
As, iu after
life, poetry aud elegant composition are to
be counted on as a pleasure and a solace,
th-y should be taken up first as a study.
The advantages will De many and lastiug.
To conceive the exact scope aud function
of the imagination in art and science, in
religion and everywhere, will repay the

|

and Work

trouble.”
We need also to

[CONCLUDED FllOM SECOND PAGE.)

come in contact with the
movements of the outer world, to feel the
throb and impulse of other men's
thoughts
ami lives
We need to become acquainted
with the wauts and tendencies of our own
generation, to enter into its struggles aud
contests. We canuot be strangers to its
aspirations aud yearnings, or to stand outside of the patli of its onward march.
We
need to touch life at many points to understand well its conditions.
Too exclusive
devotion to private or professional interests
lia< a tendency to limit our usefnlnesss as
citizens. We owe something to the community in which we live; we should hear
our share of public burdens,
ami duties.
We should
make
our
influence felt
in all
matters
the
affecting
public

who may have been engaged for a few
only in the ordinary routine of medical
practice and who may have had no special
experience on the subject on which an opinion is required, will be disciibed by his
counsel ‘as a most learned and eminent
member of the profession on whose opinion
the jury are as much entititled to rely as
on that of the highly respectable gentleman’
called on the other side. &e. The nomination of experts as witnesses by the judge
who tries a case, or by the Lord Chancellor
in his department, would do away with most
mau

years

of the objections which now tell with so
much force against their evidence. As
long
as they can be retained by either
party, and
the profession is large enough to furnish a
great variety of experts, so long will the
objections to the pi esent system continue,
and the good be confounded with the had.
*
*
*
*
Bovill, C. J., in making some
remarks on medical
evidence, says: “The
great misfortune or defect in medical testimony hitherto lias been that medical men,
like many other professional men, have been
to much in the habit of mak.ng themselves
partisans in endeavoring to support the particular views of the parties, on whose behalf
they have been called, and this lias led to
conflicts of opinion, which have sometimes
appeared not very creditable to the profes-

weal.

We should

towards

shaping aright public

do

what

Sciences,

sajs: "That judge or lawyer may
c msid. r bim'elf fortunate who has not,
when t .ing a case involving inquiries to be
answered by experts, again aud again felt
that the opinions advanced by the witness
had more to do with promoting the cause of
the party in whose favor he
than

on

work, says:—

Evidence,”

a

leading English

"Perhaps

the testimony which least decredit with a jury is that of skilled
witnesses.
These gentlemen are usually
required to speak, not to facts but to opinions : and w lien this is the case, it is often
serves

quite surprising to

see

with what facility

and to what an extent their views can be
made to correspond with the wishes or the
interests of the parties who call them. They
do not indeed wilfully misrepresent what
they think; but their judgments become so
warped by regarding the subject in one
point_of view that, even when conscientiously disposed, they are incapable of expressing a candid opinion. To adopt the language of Lord Campbell"—They come with
such a bias in their minds to support the
cause in which they are
embarked, that
hardly any weight should be given to their

evidence.”
Similar opinions have also been expressed

by judges

in ibis s ale. The attitude of our
own couit is well indicated
by the following
remarks taken from an opinion drawn by
one .if the must accomplished members of
the Supreme Court.

"It is not ageinst the learning or integrity
of medical experts, or of any men as a class,
that 'hete 01 i.iclsrus ate
directed, nor is
tlie

i.eeassby ignored

of providing some
mtans bv which what is known in science
shall tie made availab.e in courts. The criiicistn 8 that our present sysiem of receiving
ex peris Fei.cTed by the
parties tends to confuse and tnisli ad me jury by too readily admitting
crude, partial or
eonllicting
the. ries, or false or prejudicial opinions;
—and the remedy is held to be
In
the
scire i n of
as
auditors
or
experts,
e mu issioners
are
the
appointed by
Court.
It
is
that
this
suggested
w. u <1 be attended with a reflex advantage
to ilie egal profession
by making the cross
examination of such witnesses better illustrations of manners and of learning than
they are iikely to be under the present

method of procedure.”
Citations of a similar tenor might be multiplied, if resessary. A sufficient number

has been given, however, to show that the
evils of the present system, and the unfortunate position in which it has placed the
medical profession. The remedy for this
condition of affaire—until the legislature
shall intervene and provide for the appointment of official expet ts—must lie
largely
with the medical profession. It must create
•n esprit <le corps, which shall jealou
ly
maintain the dignity and honor of the profession, and discountenance anything which
shall tend to impair its influence, it must
foster a standard of professional courtesy
which shall lead its members to avoid public
exhibitions of personal and professional disagreements, and to prefer the advancement
of tiuth and justice to any mere personal
advantage or success. It must discourage
the idea that its members can be retained as
experts to champion private causes, and
must frown upon all exhibitions of acrimony and partisanship in the witless stand.
In these and many other ways the profession can exert ari influence upon its mem
hers, which shall bring about a better understanding of the respous hiiilics resting
upon medical experts in the investigation of
questions in courts of law; and this is all, in
mv
judgment, that is needed to remedy most
of toe evil to which I have called
your attention.

Were time permitted I might speak at
length of the needs of life outside of the pro-

fession,

which in the press ami

burry of

pro-

fessional work we are likely to ignore. There
is danger of our moving in "too narrow
a circle, of restrictinetoo much
tlio range
of our feelings and activities, if we adhere
nutine
too closely to the
of| professional
life—we inay become too close students of
law or medicine—As Professor Biln in ),js
address to the Aberdeen students has well

said, “Tlieground

ciizlens of

must

be

widened,

-*e

“Mary

Nevada.New

Oder.New
New
Penuland..
Abyssinia. .New
Bolivia....New

York..Liverpool June
York..Glasgow_June

Main.New York ..Bremen ....Juee
Zaandam.. ...NewYork.. Amsteda.»..June
Labrador.New York..Havre.June
Pavonia
.New York. Liverpool ..June
New York.. Laguayra
Valencia—
Jane
City of (tadin.New York..Liverpool.. June
State of Nebraska .New York. Glasgow. ...June
Suevia. .New York..Hamburg... June
Britanic...New York .Liverpool... June
City of Rome......New York Liverpool. ...June
City of Paris,..... New York..Liverpool. .June
Devonia.New York..Glasgow ...June
lihein .New York.. Bremen
..June
Bohemia.New York..Hamburg. ..June
..

bonuet,”

habitually using intoxicating

The Bop Platter will cure Back Ache, and
all other pains instantly.
25 cts. only, at

7
7
9
9
9
9
9
9
16

The latest invention is paper railroad ties. It
began with paper collars and neckties, and
now it comes to paper railroad ties.
A wonderful thing is paper! even merchants will tell

MCNIATVRE ALMANAC.. ...JUNE 1.
S in rise.4.19 I Hlgb witter,f AM
7.38

you that there is money in it; but they don’t
refer to paper neckties or paper railroad ties;
they refer to paper advertise.—Somerville
Journal.

..

Cephalonia.Boston.Liverpool.

..June

druggists

..

.7 36

sets

|

Moon rises.

MARINE

...

1.45

BEST THING KNOWN

™

PORT OF PORTLAND.

In a crowd—“Who is that man,?” “Ob, he
is one of the most prominent Irish-Amerioans.” “Who is that other one?” “He is a
distinguished German-American.” “And that
one?”
“A well-known Freuch-Americau.”
“And that one over there with a bundle under
his arm?” "Ob, he’s nobody—nothieg but au
American-American.”—Philadelphia News.

THURSDAY, May 31.
Arrived.
Steamer Myrtle, (173) Foster, New York. Report*
5 mile9 S of Wood Island,'sighted sch Henry Ellsworth, of Gloucester, with loss of mainmast.
Sch Ola. a Jane,-, New York for Lubec.
Sch Frarklin Piprce, Holmos, Boston.
Sch Addie J, Kelley, Boston.
Sch Estella, Marshall. Boston.
Sch MinDie Chase, Gray, Rockport—lime to L C
Cummings & Co.
Sch W O Pendleton, WTebber, Damariscotta.

The great sale of Swedish Remedies is aston
ishing, and fcr enriching the blood, creating
an appetite, or strengthening the whole
system nothing can surpass these remedies.

Randall & McAllister.
Sch Governor. Stinson, Swan's Island—fish barrels to CusLing Sc Joyce.
Seh Hudson Coleman. Calais for Boston.
Sch Tamer ane, riodgkius, Bluehill for Boston.
Sch Bloomer, Brown, Bangor for New York.
Sch Lucy Elizabeth. Lynam. Mt Desert for Boston
Sch Clara Sc Mabel, Pinkham, Cape Porpoise, with
dry fish to E G Willard.
Sch Mary £ Torrey, Barter, from mackerel trip.

stones to

A man can no longer wear gloves
except
when he is driving a horse or dancing with ladies. Tbe exceptions make Btrange combinations.—New Orleans Picayune.

IN HARD OR SOFT, HOT OR COLD WATER.
SAVES LABOIC, 1'IME aud SOAI* AMAZINGLY, and gives universal antlsfuctlon.
So family, rich or poor should he without it.
Sold by all Groocrs. BKW ABE of Imitations
well designed to mislead. 1‘EAR LINK la the
ONLY SAKE labor saving compound, and
always bears tho abovo avmbol, and name of
JAMES PYLE, NEW YORK.

_TO
IN

May

26.

Brig Hastings, Lawrence, Bowling, Scot—Berlin

Ten Yeabs before any of the baking powders of the present day were thought of, the
Congresss Yeast Powder had a large sale
throughout New England.

IN A STILL HOUR.

SAILED 30th—Barque Golden Sheaf, and Lapland.

Tw«

CACO, May 31—Ar, Emily H Naylor, Philadelphia.
Cld. ech D S Sincr Is'.ey, Kennebec, to load for
*ROM MERCHANT*'

I

May 30, barque Virginia Pettigrew,

felt—in

and tillei with water at Cardenas some weeks ago,
was taken to Pensacola an
placed on the railway
for repairs. The leak was caused by grounding on
BOinetbiag, which split the keel. She is now loading lumber for a northern port.
FIMULKTIEIV.

Sid fm Bucksport 30tb, sch Wm Tell, Gilley, for

Grand Banks.
Ar at Gloucester 30tb, seb* Ethel Maud, from
Sandy Hook; Geo W Keene, of Portland, do.
Ar at Booth bay 29tb, seb Georgie Willard, of
Portland, shore fishing.

FORI^i.

Helen A Chase,

DC
Cld 29th. sch Laura E
*3erf Gregory, Portland.
WILMINGTON, NC—Cld 29th. sch A Irena,Coffin,

Demarara.

sch

Etta M Bar

ter. Portland.

RICHMOND—Sid 29th, sch Addie M Bird, Kales
Portsmouth.
NEWPORT NEWS—Sid 29th, sch Mary Augusta,
Holt. Portlaud.
BALTIMORE—Cld 29th, schs Rosa Mueller, Me
Learn, Galveston ; Isaac T Campbell, Matthews,

desirable tenement of 11

AVERY

Morrill's Corner. Horse
half hour. Apply to

*juiy rourtu, wood, Bangor.
NM 30th. ship Charter Oak, Gitkey, New York.
ViNKYAKD-HAVKN—■Ar 20tb, sers !>exalo, and
Geo Savage. Kon.lout for Boston; Oregon, NYork
for do; Louisa Bliss, do for
do; Wm BaizDy. from
Mataiizes for Portland; KJIaa B Coffin, Kondout for
Glo« ceiter: ttuih S Hodgdon, New tfork fordo;
Nettie Cushing, Amb y fordo; Maninou, Klizabcihdort for Portsmouth; May McFarland, Philadelphia
for Bangor; Oharier Oak, fm Amboy for Augusta;
Oregon, do f«.r Gardiner; Mindora, Bangor for Providence; A Richardson. Belfast for Fall River; EG
Willard, Portland for Newark; Catharine, fm Ellsworth for Kondout; Julia A Ward, Kennebec via
Portland for Washington.
Nailed, scbs Angola A W Ellis. Fannie A Bailey,
Czar, Tantamount, H Curtis, K M Brookings. Wm
Kice, Hamburg, Grace Cushing, K M Brookings,
IC Louise, D Sawyer, and Catharine.
BuS'iUN Ar, VchsOrrio V Irrisko. Drlsko, Ponoef
Augustas Hunt. Barker, Philadelphia; Ada 8 Allen.
Dudley. Amboy; Cora Kita. Kales. Port Johnson;
Mary Kilev, Riley, and A B Perry, Cook, Hoboken,
Ar 31st, brig Abb e Clifford, Storer, Naguabo.PK;
sen Kate Carlton, Thorndike. Polnt-a-Pitre;
Ixxiisa
Bliss, Strong, East Harbor, Tl; Sadie Corey, Marshall, Hobo* en; Wigwam, Field, Macbias; Amazon,
Bowden, Castine.
PORTSMOUTH-81d 30th. scbs Python, Pomroy,
1‘Mswoi tli^s Mary Means, Dodge, Bangor; Hyena;
Murp y, St George.
BATH Ar 30i1i, ship Henry S Sanford, Plummer, Java, 85 days, (to lay up for repairs.)
bid 30th, seb Elva E Pettirgill, for Baltimore.

FOBRIGN FORTH.
20, barque Grace Deerlng, Sav-

m<:r,

Valencia May 2, barque Ada Gray, Plum-

Trapani.

B<;. MrV 21. barn 11. Emma T Crowell
'rom Yokohama, ar 20th, for a nor la
.in
to
lo.dp.ckeo aalmon for Liverpool.
181,1 *bipTw.
Hay.
lia. lor sai. EraucUoo.Brother,
<leu,
At Baracoa May 24, .cbs
Victor, Coleman; E H

Atn i’rlJu'In'!,ult
Departure_

common
a

where

wiih all

reliable plaster.

good nursing,

cases

of

will

business—
accidents require bero'c treatdo

the

Surgeon,

door every

the

pass

Rooms to Let.
lot two adjoining rooms; also parlor on first
door. 88 STATE ST., cor. Gray, niylhdt

TO

Store i\'os. 117 &1I9 Middle St.
Office where
Wholesale Jobbing Houses
BELOW
of

all the large
located, in dry
goods. Fitted up
with two Counting rooms, Brick and Iron Safe, Elevator. Counters, Tables, Gas and Water, with light
and airy basement all in perfect repair. Heated by
a furnace.
Inquire of H. E, THOMPSON 164
Brackett St. where the keys may be found.
oct2
dtf
Post

are

goods. Fancy and other Classes

House* and Stable to Let.
and Stable, on li**e of Horse Railroad at
Woodierd'i.
Enquire of J. H. REED,
apr!3dtf
Ocean Street, Woodford’s.

HOUSE

Wanted.
Female Orphan Asylum

the

AT

on

state

A

FIRST-CLASS cook, to whom good wages will
be paid. Enquire at 603 CONGRESS ST'.
dtf

my31

Wonted.
young men in cityorconntry

and

LADIES
light work at their homes,
work
a

anyone

to take
do it,

sent
no

Wanted.
specia. partner, with
capital of
ANbusiness
*6000, in long established House Furnishwith
trade of
active

or

ing

a
upwards of *100,000 a
year, a few miles out of Boston. Address S. Y.,
Portland Press.
my2ISdlw*

W n sited.

SITUATION in the retail apothecary business,
by a you- g man 17 years old. Address Box
40. So. Andover, .Me.
may25dlw

A

Wanted.
YOUNG MAN of 2

or 3 years
experience in
Apothecary business. Address Box
1014, Portland, P. o.
maylSdtf

A

the retail

GIRLS WANTED.
Portland Star Ylafeli Co.,
Commercial Street.

Mutual Insurance Co.
OP NEW YORK

INSURE

'This Company will take risks at their office, New
York, on Vessels, Cargoes and Freights, anti issue
open iioliciett to merchants, making risks binding as

W.
A.
S.
WOLFE’S

Schiedam Aromatic
SCHNAPPS.
general beverage and necessary

corrective of water rendered Impure by

vegetable decomposition

or

other causes,

Limestone, Sulphate of Copper Ac, the

as

Aromatic

Schnapps

is superior to every

other alcoholic preparation
8altr of

over

section of

A public

30 years duration tu every

our

Schnapps,

Marine Risks from 1st
1882, to 31et December,

!

|
j

country of L'dolplio Wolfe'S

January

1882.

Premiums on Polit ies not marked oiT
1st January, 1882

a

sale iincqualed

any other alcoholic distillation

have

For sale by all Druggists

NEW YORK.

S13,171.6 75.0 2
Six Per Out Interest on Outstanding
Scrip Paid On aud After Feb. 6,1883.
Dividend (o Policy
Holders on
Premiums TeriuiuatiiiK in 1883,

40 PER CENT.
Pa;fi in Thirty
After Proof.

Losses

OftrL

bra

tTEXCHNGE

W.

MUNCER,

«n

y

dlmteo

SAVE your

uav6v10

jTioyey

—

and

place

it In

on

—

ENDOWMENT POLICY

HOME
COMPANY.
dTIio
UNION mutual life insurance
COMPANY of this citv, in now m its THIRTYFIFTH YEAH, and at no time lias it been more
r
more siiceeasful.
It. RESULTS
prestierotiH
last .ear was a LARGELY INCREASED lil’SINKS8, INCREASED ASSETS, INCREASED SURPLUS, INCREASED DIVIDENDS To POLICY
HOLDERS and all secured at a DECREASED
EXPENDITURE.

FOR

A

HOME
Com panY
The Union Mutual Life Insurance
Company, in 1N82, issued 258
policies in Maine, about one fourth
of the entire number issued in this
State by nearly thirty companies.
It is popn’ur with the People, the
largest financial institii ion of any
kind in this State, ami this Ls a
good opportunity for lirst-ciass
men to Income connected with it.
Apply at Company’s office, to

J. F.

PERRIS,

Manager

for Me. & N. II.

m unlca lions

Lungs*

Butanio

LIQUORS

all kinds, in (be

PACKAGES,

Aw

importers,

MIBKET, PORT-

LAND, MAINE.
Now England,

CELEBRATED

Spring Water,

FROM IAAKBIRON.1V1AINE.

Swedish
-twos

Lung

ease*

of tlu

the system

Popnm4
Cures Con-

and acts like

stipation.
digestive organs.

8WEDI8H REMEDIES
When taken together according to directions,

whose popular features ana phenomenal success
guaranty* liberal remuneration, are invited from
every section of the State to communicate with us
assured that the largest facilities will be extended
them, to aid in s.curitig and building up a permanent business.
mayHiodH

l or Sale.
ami House lots in all sections of the
city, Woodford’s and Centre Peering, on line
of cars, suburban residences, desirable building
lots^ known as the Baxter lots, in I leering; farms,

HOUSES

and timber lands In adjoining towns and oounjies
Purchasers are invited to oall l*oforo investing.
taken c*re of and rents collected on reasinar30ood3tn
onable terms.

Ansoi IiK ou.

ri>UE thirty-first annual meeting of the Maine
1 Medical Ass<K-lation will be hold at (Mv Build
log, Portland, dune 12, 13, U, 18»3. <11 AS. D.

may‘2k:d3w

milK Proprietors of Maine wharf

are

hereby noti-

X tied that the Annual Meeting will be held at
No 45 Exchange St.,
the office of Geo. A.
on Monday, .June 4, at 3 o’ jlock p.rn., for the choice
of officers, and tue transaction of such other business as may legally come before them.
GK«»liUE A. THOMAS, Clerk.
m38eod d
Portland, May 28, 1883.

Thomas,

Portlimd

Naro

mid

HiiHioml

Porfainoiilli

Company.

ANNUAL MKUrUINC*.
Stockholders of t lm Portland, Saco and
rpIIE
X Portsmouth Kail road Company a e hereby notified that the Annual Meeting of iho Company. f« r

I consider Swedish Botanic Compound the best
Bl<x*l Purllier and Spring Modlc.ine in use.
W. B. WATSON, Lynn, Ma«.

Clerk of the Company.
Portland, May 21, 1883.
may zldtd

ROBERT A. BAVIN,
Primal Dele.lire Agency, ISO Middle

uulB

t\ It

BAUKETT,

kV r L 4
..

SI

Ream I,

All bu*lnef« confidential and promptly attonded
*o. Comm unloatlone by mall will receive prompt
ma8eod2mattention.

AdvertInIiik Agent)
H3G WAM1II

UTOX NT.,

STEPHENSON,

O. P. A.

oct7dtf

■

UOITOK

Contract. for Advertisement. In Newspaper. in ,
sltle. and town, of tba United 8tate« end tin
Brltllb Province.-

WasliliiKlun Sirtei, Boston.
H. T.

nl.2«.r.

BALDWIN
Agoui C. R. R. o

Toes.

<n.

.J.

Portland andWorcester Line.
Arrangement

of Trains.

Un and after

---

will

Iti.

leave
MnH

oj.*

1 -«3 p. m., arriving at Worcester
2.16 p, m. and 7.30 p. m. Returning leave
Union Depot, Worcester, at 7.80 a. m. and H.16 a.
m., arriving at Portland at 1.26 p. m. and 6.46 t

at

fcllB'.B, AyerJ Jane., ritcbbarn,
Nashua, l.owrll, Windham, and Bpplag at 2.30 a. as. and 1.03 p. sa.
Concord and point* North, hi
1.03
in.

BecheBler, Npringvalr, Allred, Waserboreaad Mace MIver.7.30 a. at., 1.03
as., and (mixed) at 0.30 p. m. Returning
•ve Rochester at (mixed) 0.46 a. m.. ll.lg
*•
®-a8 P- m‘l »«lvlng at Portland
P1”.
(mixed) 9.40 a. m„ 1.26 p. m. 2d 6.46
Naccarappa. Cumberland
wJ
WeBtbrooh
«»«».
and
Woodford’s.
*t2..IO a. la.,
1.03, 0.30 and (mixed)
in.
Tbe 1.03 p* n. ti&lxx from Portland ooa&eett at
4ye” Jaoc. with llooaac Tunnel Houir for
tic West, and at L'nion Oepes, Worcester, tor
New Verb > aNarw.ch
Tine, and all rail,
RWpriuglteld, also with N. V. & N. K. U.
K (“Steamer Maryland Route”) for Philadrl-

6,

p.™

Baltimore, Washington,
Wlth
* Albany

and the
B. B. for

6.8l)a. m.
special Steeping Car will be
read? for occupancy !n Portland station, at b.00
p m. (Sunday nights lip. m., and is attached to

tills train for Boston.
At M.4 5 a. m. for Cape Elisabeth. Scar boro, Saeo,
BtddiTord, Kennebunk. Wells, North and South
Berwick, Conway Junction, connecting for all
stations on Con wav \ >ivision. Kittery, Portsmouth,

S.Jem,
Newburyport.
Chelsea sud

STEPHEN

tot Job

wnd

Gloucester, koockort,
Boston, arriving at 1.15 p. m.
for Cape Elizabeth, Scar boro, Saco.

tu.

Newbury port,Salem, Lyun, Chelsea and Boston,
arriving at 5.10 p. m. connecting with Sound and
Hail Lines for all Southern and Western points.

BERkY.

(£a\d &\ude\

Ho. 87 Plum atzaatu

not

stop at

At 9.00 a. na. and arrive in Portland at 1.1U
m. At 12.80 p. m. and arrive in Portland at f ;0
p. m. At 7.00 p. m. (dally), and arrive in Portlan
at 11.00 p. m.
Pal I Mian Parlor Car*.
trains leaving
0.00 a m.
Boston, at
12.3U and 7.00 p. m. and trains leaving Bor land
H. 46 a. m., and 1 p. in. (Through Pullman Sleep
ing Cars on trains leaving Boston at 7.00 t. m
and Portland
at 2.00 a. m).
Throw«li ticket* lo all point* Weil and
Mouth may be bad of J. M. French, Ticket Seller,
Eastern Railroad Depot and at Union Ticket Office
40 Exchange street.
Pullman Car Ticket* for Meat* aid
Berth* said at Depot Ticket Office.
Now, first-lass dining room at Portsmouth.
Through trains stop 10 minutes for meals.
On

MAfflE CENTRAL RAILROAD.
after

and

a*

HONDAT,

Oct.

Trains will

run

follows

Poillnnd for
VaKrrli.ro. All
nud
tbr
John, Halifax
Prorlxm
Ml. Andrew., Ml. Kirphrn. Frrdrrinoa
Ar.«»i.nk
('.kbit, all nations on H. A
PUcnlnqui. It. U.. anil for IlHuccr,
lluck.porl. Dexter, Hrlfiul and Mk.wbrqau. 1.26 p. m., 1.30 p. m., til.16 p. m
Will, rrillr, 7.00 a. m. 1.26 p. m„ l.SOp. m
tll.16p.ni., anil .Saturdays only at 5.15 p. m.
Aagu.ta, flallowell, Rardfuer, Richuioad.nnd Br.Kiairli 7.00 a. in.. 1.30 p.
m.. 6.16 p. m., 111.16 p. m.: Hath, 7.00 a. m.
1.30 p. m., 6.16 p. m. and on 8atnrdayB only
at 11.15 p. m. Reek laud, and Knox A
l. inr.Iu
R.
R., 7.00 a. m.,
1.30 p.
m. :
Aubaru and J.ewi.loa, 8.16 a.m..
1.25 p. w., 5,06 p. m. trabiea rla
Hran.wiek 7.0C
a.
til.15 p. m.:
m.,
I. rare

Farmington,
Hcnmautb,
S’hflilp.
VFinibrop, KradUeld, lVral VVaierrllle
nud Vorih An.es, 1.26p. m.,anl Farminx-

lon

rla

Bran.wick, 7.00

a. in.

LEAVE FOB PORTLAND ANO BOSTON
From

llRlifax. 8.10 a. m., 6.15 p. m.; Ht.
John. 8.16 a. ra., 8.30 p. m.; Houltan. 10.30
*• m.; Hi. Stephen. 10.46 a. m.; Hurhapart,
6.C0 a. m., 6, p. m,; Vuucebaro. 1.35 a. m..
1.30 p. m. Hunger,
7.15 a. m., (7.46
p 111. llriier. 7.00 a.m, 6.10 p. m. Hdfau
6.30 a. m., 3.05 p. m.; Mkewhe£uu, 8 20 a. ra.,
3.16 p. m.: U’aierrille, D.15a.m. 1.66., (10.00
m.; and Monday* only at 6.15 a. mAiigu.ta.
.00 a.m 10.00 a. tn., *2.45 p. m., (10.66 p. m.;
(lardiarr. 8.17 a. ra., 10.18 aon.. *3.07 p.
(11.14 o.m.Haih. 6.66 a. m.. 11.00 a. m„
*4.00 p. m.,and Saturday* only at 11.66 p. m.
HrnnawicU, 7.86 *i. m.,
11.30 a.
m.,
*4.80 p. m., (12.36 a. m., (night.) Knrkland,
8.16 a. m., 1.16 p. m., I.ewiaton,
7.20 a.m.
11.10a. m.,*4.16p. m. 11.20 pid. Phillip*,6.66
a.m. Pnrminninn. 8.20 a. m.;
14 iuihrup
10.13 a. in. boing due In Portland a* follow*:
Tb« morning train* from Auguta and Bath
8.35 a. m. Lewiston, 8.40 a. m.
The day
train* from Bangor, and all intermediate station*
and nonnesting roads at 12.40 and 12..45 p,
ni.
The afternoon
train* from
Vtaterrille,
Augusta, Bath, Rockland and Lewiston at 6.40
p. m. The Night Pullman Express train at 1.60

n. m.

( Bleeping Car* attached, run dally, Sunday* include,!, between Ro**on and Bangor.
(Kun* through to Bangorerery morning, and Show-

began Suminy Morning, bnt not Monday,
run to Dexter,
Belfast, Bncktpcrt,
John Sunday morning
•For Portland only.
not

lloe*

or

8t

I.insiled Tickri* Aral sail around elitaa far
IXalifnx utt « ale al reduced

k». John ansi
ruse*.

i?“^n!lLcwiston,

_STfcAMKKS.

PAY SON TUCKER, Gen’l Supt.
E. BOOTH BY, Oen’l. Pass. A Ticket Alt.
lict. 18. 1882
octtSdtf
^Portland,

DIRIGG TRANSFER CO
•-rOB TUB

Till asportation of Personal Itiif*.
K3KC mill Parcels of I’lissmB«’rs in ami from Kuilroml

Mi’amboat

Lniiillngs, Hotels, Prtvale
«eaiili’iiees,
Oilices, Ai'.

will solicit lor linkage on the princiincoming trains and give checks,
ltaggago taien from any part of the city to
any other part.
Orders shou d bo left at least one hour before departure of trains or bouts.

Messengers

t»«l

CongrrM^i., E’orllaad

N. S. FERNALD, General Manager.
WFjiMlm

niay2

_

Boston & K.iino Rail read,
FALL AND WINTER ARRANGEMENT.
Oil <u«l ftflor

Momlar, Oet. tfi, 18S2,

AVII.I, I.MIK
PORTLAND for IIIIKTON
K 46 a. m., 1.00 aud
3 30 p. m.,

ITXSIMIIHTCIIIS
,_,

jin

._-'_;“urrlvliig

at

Boston

st

1.16,

6.10

and 8.00 p. m. IIOMTON roll
PORTLAND at 0.00 a. m., 12.30 and 3.30
p. in., arriving at Portland at 1.00, 6.00, and 8.00
in.
I’StllTt ANIS I'D It "IAHHIIHO
p.
llt.ll ll, and PINK POINT.Mii a. in.,
3.30
and
6.40
in.
p.
MlH
(See not*.)
OLD
OIKIMItO
HMIII

IMDOlil OKD AND HKNNK.
0,
OIMt at rt.46 a. m., 1 00, 3.30 ami 6.4" p m
Mill
W •• 1.1.N at S.46 a. m., 3.30
p. in. (See
note.) Foil NORTH IIMUI I4 K. MAI,.
<1414
44ItF AT
FAI-i.M,
FAII.M.
OOVI «,
FXFTFK.
lltVKKIIILI..
I.AWUKNI'K, ANDOVKK AND l,4>AV.
FI,I. at a.46 a. in., I oo and 3.So p, m. F4tH
V 1C W ■Itllltll
at 8.46 a. m. 3.30 p, m
POHBOIHKNTKH and F A H H I NOT'ON.
IK. H
H.46a m.l.IK) ami 3.30 p. m. FOR
AI,T4tN HAW at 8.45 a. in., 3.30 p. in.
Ml It
1IAN4TIFM I'FK AND t ONI'OHI) N. II.,
(Via Lawrence) at 8.46 a, m. (via Now Market
111.
■lei.) at 3.30
AI4IKNIN44 TRAIN
p.
I.FAVFM ItKNNKDINH F4»H FORT.
I, AN It at 7.26
Note -Tbs
1.00 p. m. train from Portland
will not atop at Scarboro
Beach, Pluo Point,
Wells
or
to
except
Take
PilaaesRera Foelloalou. I’ll I- lor Tun on all
Scats secured In
through trains.
advance at
Depot Ticket Office.
MF“The 1.00 p. m„ train from Portland con.
nocts with MoiiiiiI l.ine Mourners for New
A ork ami all Kail Lines for the West., andlho3.30
p. 111., train with all Kitil Line, for New York
and the South and West.
M 4 4

HIINOAY TRAINS.
I’oiTlnitd F’or lloaion and Way stations
in. Hoslou For Fortlnml at (f.00
p.

1.00 p.

'tales reduced for Fall and Winter. These steamers take the ex
• feme somberly route*
--3-.
avoiding
all dangers
from iceberg*. Cabin *80 and *80: Kxenraion *110 and *141;
Steerage at low rates. The

sailings

follows:
Germanic.Jan. 20 Baltic.Feb. 1
26 Bntania .Feb. 10
Republic.Jan.
n-y. nailing n in, caoin plans, pannage rates and
^•ftn ai'Ply W J. I- F ABM
Kit, 32 Kicuange St.
d*1*_
dly

T.VUKHEK,

ap5

STEADIER DIIWEIIAHA
Will leavo Custom House Wharf for the Islands,
Sunday at 6 40, 7.00, 0.00 a. ni., 2.16,
daily except
4.20, 0.10 p. m., returning Immediately after each
trip.

C. H. KNOWLTOJi, Manager.

myualf

Portland, Bangor Mt Desert
And Machals Steamboat

Company.

COMMENCING MAY 15, 1883, STEAMER

LEWISTON!
CAPT. CHARLES DEERIMG,
Will leave Railroad Wharf, Portland_
At 11.15
or on
ot
steamboat Express Trail*
for Buck land. Can*
*
ne,
Isle, Sedgwick, (Stage
from sedgwfek to Blue Hill on arriva' of
Steamer),
South West and Bar Harbors,
Milbridge, Jonesport
mm

mi

f rom Boston,
^I
"ahSKmm^' t
Deer

Machiasport.

Connect at HOl'KIxAttO with Steamer for
Bl.rit
HILL, HBKI.V and ELMWORTH. At HAK IIAKHOR with steamerfortiOl LUNNeRO', l.vnont. H ANI 4H K Ml l ft,| VAN and LLImW^BTH.
Also with B. Si B. Steamers at Rockland, trainit
**
East for River Landings.
will leave
every
Monday and Thursday,at 4.30 a. m., touching at Intermediate landings,and
at Portland with
connecting
Pullman and early morning train for Boston.
Connect with Boston and Bangor Steamers at
Rockland, coming West, and receive passengers *r»d
from Bangor and River L&nuings for Port-

BETI'KJJINa*,

Machiasport

Tbe Lewiston has b*en th roughly orthe past winter, and furnished
with a new boiler.
GEORGE L. DAY,

er hauled

E. CUSHING,
may 12

Treat, and CeMral Ticket Agent
*
General Agent.
<j

are as

BUSINESS

DIRECTORY

Book

Binder.

w™ A. tlllSt V, Koou. ||, Prl.ttn
■ stkaaxr N*. II* Eickaag, Htree,.

FOR SALE.

Steamers!

For Sale.
Woodford’s, 2 tenement House
ATwhich
Woodford’s,
rented, will be
will

Grant st.

on

FARE $1.00.
T.TL® favorite
Brooks will

Forest City and John
alternately leave * HANK LIN WHABF.
Portland, at 7 o'clock p. m. and INDIA WHARF.
Boston, at 7 o’clock n. m. (Sundays excepted;.
Pa^engers by this lin? are reminded that they secure a comfortable
night’s rest said avoid the exl<ense and inoontenienee of arriving in Boston late
atnight.
40(5 Staterooms for sale at D. H.
YOUNG'S, 272 Middle Street.
Tickets
to New York, via the various
Throujgh
Bail and Sound Lines for sale.

now

sold

be a good investment.
price
si. GAKDI NER, No. &3 Exchange st.

Staame.

at

a

Applv to N,

mydud3w

FOR SALE.
Stock and fixtures of a first class pro*
Tlsion and grocery store. One of tbe
best locations in tbe ciiy.
Address GROCER,

my29POrtUnd

Freight

taken as usual.
V. t OYLBt Jr., General

J.

FOR_3ALE.

Agent.

_dtf__

residence at Pari
Hill,' Oxford
DESIRABLE
County, Maine. House of twelve rooms, all
CHEAP OCEAN TICKETS. modern
improvement*, thoroughly finished, heats

to
nd for friends in the Old CounALLtrydesiring
will
money by buyiDg their prepaid
save
tickets at

steerage
the General Ocean Steamship
No. 22 Exchange Street, (don’t mistake the
number) at the sign of the big Locomotive, at present reduced rates
by theCunard and other fast first

Offi e.

clast mail steamers
coming direct across tt-e ocean,
the warm Gulf Stream route, thus
avoiding all
dangers from iee snd icebergs. I can sell prepaid
steerage passage tickets from Queenstown, Londonderry and Belfast for $21.00; Dublin, $22.00; London, Bristol, Cardiff and Galway. $24.00; Hatnon

burg. Antwerp, Havre, Mafiheim, Amsterdam, Hot
terdam, Paris, Bremen and liar ngen. $27.00
Copenhagen, Christiana, Christ! isand, Bergen
Troiidbjem Goteborg. Malino, $28 JO; children un
tier 12 half fare.
Sterling and Scandinavian exchange at low rate*.
.1. L. FARMER, Agent,
jau 24dtf

22

Exchange St.

AXD

—

ed by furnace, ful view of White mountains and
surrounding country. Shire town, excellent church
andMhool privileges. Enquire of, MRS. E. M.
284 Congress street, Portland or J. S.
JJARBLE,
WEIGHT, ESQ., Paris Hill.
way28dtf

Cottage for Sale.
French Roof Cottage No. 38 Howard street.
Contains eight rooms, good dry cellar, Sebago
water price $1600, half cash, balance to suit.
WM. H. JKRRIS.

TILE

my26d3w«_
Land

Greeu Street for Sale.

on

"\tEAR

Cumberland street, 100 feet on Green
street and about UK) feet
deep. This proper-

AX
ty is well located, in a good neighborhood, and In
order to close an estate is offered for 30 cents
per
foot. Apply to WM. H. JKRRIS.
mvl«d3w«

For Sale.

Boston

Oarleton and Braakett
HOUSE
merly occupied by Josbua Hobba.
corner

—

PH ILADEL.P1IIA

Str, forinquire of

JOHN P. HOBBS,
so. SO Market Streak.

»P ‘dtf

Direct Steamship Line.

FOR JSALE.

From BOSVJN

Every Wednesday and Saturday.
From PHILADELPHIA

Every Tuesday

and

Friday.

From Long Wharf, Boston, 3
P m. From Pine Street Wharf
Philadelphia, at 10 a. in.
Insurance one-half the rate of
sailing ressel.
Freight for the West by the Penn. R. K.. and
South by connecting lines, forwarded free of commission.
t*a..ugr Ten Oolinre. Iteund Trip i|$.
Meals and Room included.
For Freight or Passage apply to
K. B. MinmOlV. Agent,
ds31tf
70 t.eng Wharf, licton.

A flrst class retail Boot an4 Shoe store,
clean slock, pood local ion in the
city of
I ort laud, good trade and
increasing bnsiness. Reasons for selling will be satis*
factonly explained to purchaser. Address “A. B.” Box 1035 Portland, Me.
A«
apr6

---—

General Ocean Steamer Ticket Office,
sale of

paessage tickets by the White Star
IjtORCuuard. Anchor.
State, American, Red Star
North German

Lloyd. Hamburg, American, Rotterdam, Amsterdam ami Italian hues, all first class
fast passage steamers, to and from all
points In
Kuroiw. Cabin, 2d Cabin and steerage outward and
prepaid tickets from Portland at lowest rates.
Steerage prepaid tickets from inland places in Europe1 to inland places in the United States. Sterling and Scandinavian exchange at lowest rates
Choice Cumberland and Acadia coal for sale by th
cargo. For cabin plana, circulars, sailing schemes
Ac. and other information apply to .1 L. FARMER
Agent, 22 Exchange St. P. O. Box U7U.
WO

__dly

Maine {Steamship
8euii-Wc*kly

Company

l.iuo to New Fork.

and after Saturday the second dav of
.lune,
next, the steamers Kl.EANOKA and FRANCONIA will leave Franklin Wharf, Portland every
WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY, at tt p. m„ and
leave Pier 38, East River, New York, every WEDNESDAY ami SATURDAY, al 4. p. m.
During the summer months these steamers will
tonshat Vineyard Haven on their passage to and
from New York. Price,
Including State Room IP,these steamers are fitted up with fine accomodations for passengers,
this a very desirable
route
for
travelers
between
New
Y'ork
ami Maine; or for parties
desiring to take a
pleasure excursion in the summer months to Y ine-

ON

making

yard Haven.
Goods shipped by this line destined beyond Portland
or New York, will bo at once
lorwarded to their
destination ou arrival.
I loketa and state Rooms can be obtaluod
at 22
Exchange Stroot.
WM. G. DAVIS,
Manag tig Director.
dtf
_Portland, May 10, 1883

PACIFIC MAIL 8. 8. CO.
FOR

CALIFORNIA,

JAPAN, CHINA,
sandwich

I eland*'

New

Auatralin.

•liffh*ofnw‘n8i’
each month,

wiutn of

Now

Zealand

ou
Tork
in

carry

nnd

Farm for Sale.
Situate.!
AT£gI®Stl>a,¥*inp
R'
Ibirty miles
contains

on the Una of the
from Portland,
300 acres, a
of which i*
portion
large
valuable timber land, and alone is worth more than
the price oi the farm.
It has a modern 1
story
house stable +0x60, barn 40x72, with commodious
outbuildings all in good repair, and a never failing
of
supply
running water, There are fifty acres
excellent tillage laud under a
good state of cultiva
tion and cuts about forty tons
hav, and has one of
the best mountain pastures in the State. The
land is
well adapted for any kind of
and is one of
farming,
the finest situations on the line of the P. A
O. B. B.
Price $7,000, For terms and other
information
OLIVER D. RICK,
No. 110 Commercial street, Portland. Me.
mar 24

address^

a

trict that has been recognized as
physician’s headquarters for a century or more. The house is
burnished with all the modern
improvements, large
new brick
furnace, cemented cellar, toot and cold
water In every chamber, bath
room, two water closet*. gas, Ac. No repairs will be needed for
many
years. Has been occupied by the same
physician
for nearly 15 years. Terms
easy. For further particulars enquire at 14 Brown
street,* or N. S.
GARDINER, 83 Kzchan.o street.
mafidif

Farm For Sale

liifornmlr.!K 'a W’,y
,PnMaK®.
10
°r

aa

great bargain.
;L. OARLETON, will heatsold at a180

Att'y

g passengers for

M«-__mazSdtf

SUBURBAN RESIDENCE
FOB

i utH.»r

k?5J£D

For Sale.
of

houselots in Portland, has
ONEstabletheandbeststone
for cellar
upon it;

a nice
will
now
sell on time amt advance $2500 to
help build a good
house on the premises. For
call
on
particulars
Jan22dif
L. TAY LOR, 385 Congrats St.

SHARP
PAINS
the

■

leaEdtf_Hi

LINE

Summer Service.

at

SAILING

™

FROM

marl 3

V.

C

dtf

Wrenches,

deep-seated

aro

pains and aches cither local

Instantly relieved

ana

speedily

:ured by the well-known Hop Plaster,
compounded,
ut it is, of the medicinal virtues of
fresh Hops, Gums,
Uisama and Extracts. It Is indeed
£ tiling,

*Aeh«s*paln-

stimulating, soothing

and strengthening
Ask for tho Hop Plaster at any
irug store. Price 25 cents or live for $1. Hop Plae»
or co.,
rroprictors, l

blaster ever made.

&

EVERY SATURDAY from MAY to
DECEMBER,
Making tho SHORTEST OCEAN VOYAGE. Only
FIVE DAYS from l.ii ml to land. Extra \Vc«>klv
Ships from G tl.lf tY, 10H t-It M K 1.0 VBOliOEBUV nad«I.A*l«OtV
TO BOSTON UIKECT.
Only direct linn from tlnlwny and t.imerlrli
Accommodationsuneqnaled. Cabin !<7ti Hmltt^o*
IntcriuedlHte, ?40| Prepaid Sleerage, *‘J|.
For information, Ac., apply to Ihli js.
.»
OS'S, lira. Annuls, *A07 Hroadway N Y or If'

NVABOBON, 40 Kxehange St,T
•dll' AIN, TIT Congress St., Portland.

ulation of
■am In the Cheat, and all
)r

HOP

JARTKtt, HARRIS

QUEBEC TO UVER000L

A.

Crick. Sprains,

Rheumatism, Neuralgia,
Sciatica, Pleurisy Pains,
Stitch in the Side, Slow CirBlood, Heart DUmascs, 8ore Muscles,

sailing list* and further
•J'’r"s* lho u«n«r»l Eas-

ALLAN

13 A T.17lr

fll HR very desirable residence of the late
Rev
Thompson, situate’ on Lincoln 8t‘
vv
i#
» Comer. Dee
Contains tine garden
‘SHord
ring
and fruit trees. For particulars
apply to
** n AS THOMPSON, .?r.. or
H* THOMPSON, 3tl Union
#
St., City.
ieb-.J
(|tf

San

*:«..
<n
Ht., Boston.
W. 1>. UTi'LB A 00..
or.f *aah»nee
St.. Portland
>

S.
Middle StTPort-

Law,

10th. Both and

bahtietta
t,.,/’;1"
Street.
Hrend

I IS "Inie

To Lot,

or

of the best farm* in the County of
CtiaberONEland,
situated in Cane Elizabeth, known
the

MKUkuatri"J)>
tSrnAgeni’

SALE]

FOR

STAND. One of the bestlloca*
PHYSICIAN’S
tions in the city. It is in the centre of
dis-

Francisco amt all of the above
ports.
San ^Tmn-.soo regularly for
Ia.wi?".,nrf,l*11 !r"m
8“d"1*h **lan«l». Kew Zealaxd

m.

Trains on Boston & Malue road connect with all
steamers running hotweeu Portland and
Bangor
MI. Desert, Manillas, Eastpnri, Calais!
St tlohn and Halifax. Also connect with Grand
Trunk trains at (fraud Trunk Station, and Maine
Uoulral aud Portland St Ogdeuburg trains at Transfer Station.
All trains stop at Exeter ten minutes for refreshmeats. First class Dining Rooms at Portland
Transfer Station, Exeter, lain reuse aud Boston
THROUGH TICKETS to all points West and
South may bo Imd of 31, I,. W illiniua, Ticket
Agent, Boston & Maine l>e|«>t, and at Fulou
Tirkel Olllce, 40 Exchange St.
J.
Gen. Snpt.
S. H. STEVENS, Gen. Agent, Portland.

FOREST GUY STEAMBOAT CO.

freight

WHITE STAB LIKE.
U. 8. and Royal Mail Steamers
to Liverpool Via Queenstown,

F.

Oilier 6f> J

Exi nmioiis leave New York
«/une 1st, .June 12th and June :50th,
18815.
Pu*»age Tirluu by all Ailuutir
tuentuer*. Special facilities for
securing km4
berth*. Toariwi Ticket* for iniiivUlual travellers in Kur«i»e, by all
at refluced rate*.
routes,
t ook’* £xcnrni*ni*t, with
Maps and full particulars. by mail, lOets. Address THOM. C OOK
A WON,
Broadway^. ¥. febl'JW&Sl 7w

ana

Janton for Portland
-:=o
and
4.16 and 9.30 a. m.
! ;!
*' —
I^oave Portland for Canton, at 7.S0
-“"a.m. and 1.30 p. m.
Leave Lewiston at 7.10 a. tu. and 1.67 p. m.
Stage eounections with Byron, Mexico, Dlxtteld
Peru, Livermore, Weet Sumner and Turner
L. L. LINCOLN Snpt.
Portland. Get. 18, 1882
octl4dtf
-^—■^——

S.

Stations,

EUROPE!!!

4

Leave

LUCIUS TUTTLE.
General Passenger and Ttcxet A gov:.
O. W. SANBORN, Master Transportation.
0cl6
dtf

Oh

Manager

Tuesday & Friday
Eve’ngs,
o’clock
arrival

oodford’s.
J- W. PKTKRS, Snpt.

RAIXsn OAI>.

Trala* leave Romiob.

I6ili, Fas»cnKcr

and

TRAVEL TO EUROPE!
Estimate, of Uo.t for Tour, to uny pari of
Kurope nail the Orient.
Reliable information cheerfully Imparted and
TICKETS ISSUED. Full particulars in monthly
Travel, with rriBps sent free. Address AMERICAN
EXCHANGETRAVELEH8* BUREAU, 162Broadway, New York. U. A. KARATTONI, Manager
mar24
eod3m*

&s-

Itumford Falls & Butfciield

A

p.

t.O.HKlBET, President,

may 12dif

Close connections made at Wealbreek Janeilea with through trains ol Me. Central K. K.. and
at UraudTrunk
Transfer Portland, with through
^
trams of Grand Trunk It. B.
Through tickets to all points South and West, at
Depot oracee and at Rollins It Adams' No 22

m.

Lynn,

stations on the New Brunswick and Canada Inter,
oolonial, Windsor, and Annapolis, Western’ Counties, Kail Hoads, and Stage Routes.
ET-Freight received up to 4 p. m. and any Information regarding the same may be had at the
ofllce of the Freight Agent, Railroad Wharf.
For Circulars, with Excursion Routes, Tickets
Slate Booms and farther information apply at
Company’s Office, 40 Krobange St.

p.

IMWelt1

Daily .Night Pullman) for Saeo,
Biddoforil, Kennebunk, Kittery, Portsmouth,
Newburyport, Salem, Lyun and Boston, arriving
a.

Mrlry Hwd^WMDUdtT

street,

April 28th,

tlaudur, Oci.

Train*
B5~^~t*5^*»w«l,rai«eBger
'..•■l*vrtlaB(l at 2*3(1 a.

P«.

~

of State

and Friday at 6 p. m.t for
Export a^TK
John, with connections for Calais. Kobbinstoa St
Andrews
Pembroke. Honlton, Woodstoek Grand
Meuan, Camtwbeile Digby, Annapolis, Yarniontk,
Windsor, Halifax, Moncton, Newc.uiUe, Amherst
Plotoa, Shedlae, Bathurst, Dalhensie, Char
lottetown Fort Fairl)eld, Grand Falls, and other

PORTLAND & ROCHESTER ft. ft

Rbtn,

October IS, 1882.

itockland,

'*'

-v» it,

NWRDIMH IlICnRIHRM,
For Sale by all Druggists, ood&wly

8. It. NILE8.

KNUbANO AtiKNCY,

INDIA NT.

Train* I rave I*«rtlaad
2

At

Oarclin'or,

llio choice of Directors for the ensuing year and for
the transaction of such other business as may be lepresented, will bo bebl on the first Monday,
gally
the fourth day of dune, 1888, at eleven o’en ek in
the forenoon, In tb© Company’s hall, near the station In Kittery.
By order of the Directors.

A lady writes: “After years of severe
suffering
from female complaints, nervousness and dyapopsla
Swedish Botanic Compound has entirely cun d

NEW

411

4,00

Ber

Eastern Railroad.

181 Ar‘

mo.

PERSONAL.

J.

) One Way, 9‘J.SM

Thilodelphla,) Excursion,

AKTEK MON.
lih MeantLine will

m.

Ml. Paul, Malt l.ake City,
Mrsver, Nun Francisco,
and a)l points In the
Northwest, Went and Monthw'cst.
JOSEPH HICKSON, General Manager.

Prin«'i)>nl

KKAl.

have times and times again curca coniumption
Thousands of
in the first and second stages.
Write for
testimonials of its wonderful cures.
pamphlets and circulars—Sent FreeF. W. A. lisuoKNOitaN, M. T>.,
Lynn, Mass.
TroprieUMr.

yeur

aoglO

DEPOT AT TOOT OP

treated confidentially when

Swedish

strength ens

a c.iurm on tnc

FALK ny-

TICKET OPFIC1CM

74'EXCHANGE STREET

so desired.
Gentlemen who would like to advance
their interests and ascertain upon what basis they
can represent a great, progressive Lite company

Notice.

/Hood Purifier. It ptiri—
ties the blood

Mineral

ST.

CORRESPONDENT.
March 5, 1883

SMITH, Secretary.

IMPORTED

Summit,

Days

AND:

AltiiiK’

~T

FOR THE

43

MEETINGS

18 BEAVElt STREET,

Balsam
[Cures all dis-

for

1,616,844 85

Premiums.$5,929,538

JM. fc*

Oompoandj
An Altera |
tive Tonic Ar"

Al»o, General Manager.

58

Property

Swodisu,

410 NEff WO. FORK

*4,412,693

ASSETS.=

Its unsolicited endorsement by

Co., Proprietors,
through
Druggists, only
agents, Portland. Me.Junction Middle a no Free Sts-

R. STANLEY & SON,

ARRIVALM.

^Bidaeford, Kennebunk, Wells, No. Berwick, So.
Berwick, Conway Junction, Kittery, Portsmouth,

on

WORK

dti

(team

(JBEM:

Prom I.ewiNton uud Auinirn, 8.40 a. Di„
12.36, 8.16 and 6.60 p. m.
Prom Corlinm, mixed. 0 40 a. in., 6.10 p. m
Prom Chicago, Hloutrru
uud tlurb^r,
12.35 p.m.
Pullmau Palace Sleeping Cars on night train and
Parlor Cars on day train between Portland and
Montreal.

At I

GOOD

a

water-borne.

Premiums

CANVASSERS WANTED.
Energetic Canvassers to sell the Eagle
Wringer on installments. Men who can give
good reference or security can have outside territoNo. 36 Temple St.
ry to handle. Address

As

AGAINST MARINE
RISKS ONLY.

We»t

novl5

or

New York and

‘I.Td,

For Auburn und liowixtau, 7.20 a. m., 1.16
and 6.15 p. in.
IF«r 0«rhnu, mixed. 7.40 a. m.. and 4.00 p.m.
Pur iilontreal, 4|ii«rbcc und Chicago 1.30
p. m.

at

my 12-dtf

_

any railroad

New England) rlu
BltOOU ROli'TK.

boat office In

Jel7

a

a

(at

■■run.

BOUNIN

■* Does

can

by mail, good salary, distance no objeccanvassing. Address with stamp.
BURT & EMMONS,
Box 3178, Boston, Mass.
my30dlw»

tion,

buy

change Street.

purchaser

-FOB

DEPAK t

Commeuclug Sunday,

Dialer in Ileal Estute, Mortgages and Commercial
fli Exchange St.
I’ai or.

we will send the
our written guarantee
to refund the money if the treatment does not effect
• cure. J. C. Wilt A
issue guarantees
H. II. IIAY A CO.,

ORIGINAL

after HI ON l> A V, October
trains will run »s follow?;

FALL AKttANGERENT,

J.

and Grocers.

of

MMd

ON

Railway of Canada.

W. J, SPiOF.K. Superintendent.

Ju#23

Wanted.

claimed for it.

WINES k

Grand Trunk

nvr

widtf

street

Insured for it the reputation of snlnhrity

j

Ifoothby,

*«re lo

a.
i\

Tickets sold at Reduced Kates,
To Canada, Oeiroit, Chicago, Tilvcunkcc
Clncliinuti, Nt. IjOuIn, Omaha, Magin-

J. D. JONES.Praaident,
CHARLES DENNIS, Vice Prealdonl
W. H. H. MOORE, 2d Vice President,
A. A. RAVEN, 3d Vice President.
J. H. On A PH AS, .Secretary,

an assistant.
Apply at 163 Danforth Btreet,
between tbe hours of 4 uud 6 p. m.
tay31dlw

by

Dr. E. C. Wbht'» Nerve and Drain Treatment, • guaranteed specific for Hysteria, Dizziness,
Convulsion*, Fits, Nervous Neuralgia, Headache.
Nervous Prostration caused by the use of alcohol
or tobacco,
Mental Depression, BoftWakefulness,
Drain resulting in Insanity and leading
eningofthe
to misery, decay and death, Premature Old
Age,
Impotency, Weakness in. cither sex, Involuntary
Losses and Spermatorrhoea caused by over-exertion
of the brain, self abuse or over-indulgence. Each
box contain* one month’s treatment.
• box, or
b boxes fbr $5.00; sent by mail prepaid on
receipt of
price. We guarantee 6 boxes to cure any case. With
each order received for 6 boxes accompanied with $.r>.

ST.,

State A sent.

Total Marine

TO LET

Si

-AND-

T. T. MEltltY

soon as

the medleal faculty and

ecu

811 fm Cebu Mch
age New York.

cars

ABBIE A. BUCKNAM,
may21dtfMorrill's Corner.

said Dr-

“You needn’t fret, my friend,” laughed the Honse
"over the chance of being
caught In an act
of professional
betorodoxy, for we use Benson’s
here every day, and so they do at the other
city
hospitals. We find It so much better than Hut
ments, lotions, ®c., that the bottles arc actually
getting scarce in tbe house.”
Benson's plasters are prepared from an improved
formula
by
distinguished physicians and
chemists to meet a want felt
for
years.
You will not be dlaapr otnted in them. In the middle of the genuine is cut the word CAPCINE. Price
25 cents Seabury Sc Johnson, New V ork.
may30
WS4tw2w23

Hope Haynes, Meauy, Saco.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 29tb, sch May Williams,
Reed, Kennebec.
Cld 29th, seb Emma, Littlejobu, Gardiner,
Ar 30tb, ship John T Berry, Jordan, Dublin; brig
M A Berrv, Lawrence, Brunswick.
NEWCASTLE. DEL—Passed up 29tb. brig M A
Berry, from Brunswick. Ga, frr Philadelphia.
Passed dbwn, sch Emma, for Gardiner.
NEW YORK-Ar 30th. ship Bode Welt, Davids,
Aleppv Feb 12. (split, sails 18th); barque Endeavor,
Whittier, Gardena* 11 days, brig Clytie, Lord. Tuspan 16 days; sets Iiobt Byron, Woodbury, Ruatan,
II days; HeienMaria. Look,Nuevitas 9 days; Sarah
L Davis, Burgess, Baraeoa; J M Morales, Jordan,
Gardiner; Fleetwing, Maddox, Kocfelaud.
Ar 31st, barque Oasis, Lord, Singapore:
St Cloud,
Stilphen, Progresso brig Dauntless, Williams, for
Santa Cruz; Tene rifle. Tracy. Guantanamo.
DUTCH ISLAND HARBOR—8 d 30th. schs Ada
Ames, from Fox Island for Philadelphia; Dolphin,
and W7alter Franklin, from
alais for New York;
Mary D Wilson, do for do. Luna Gardiner for do;
Edward l^arnyer, Rockland for Norfolk; Lizzie L
Mills, Armstrong, Bangor for Norwalk.
NEWPORT— |*id 30, sets Dresden, fm Joggins
for New York; Sadie ( orrv, Hoboken for Boston;
Herald, Weebawken for (alais; RM Brookings,
Kennebec for Virginia; M K Woodhnll, Gardiner
for Albany; David Torrey, Rockland for New York;
W'ar Eagle, Fall River for do.
TARPAULIN COVE- Sailed 30tb, schs Helen,
from HalJowell for Albany; Sarah Wooster, Bangor
for Philadelphia; E M Branscoqib. Ellsworth for
Bond out; M A Achorn. from Boston for Brunswick;
Chromo, SuMvan fordo; K M Branscomb, St John
for New York; Cbromo, Sullivan for Philadelphia;
Ariel. Maine for New York.
NEW BEDFORD—Ar 29th, sch Sarah, Hunt, from
New York.
is.jui,

rooms, in

good repair, with furnace, good stable and
garden, within three minutes walk of Seminary,

Enrope.”

Boston.
CW1 30th, sch

rwu

to

as

lay, Doctor,” said the other, "you can speak of
it, or not, Just as you like, but In my private practiee, when I want anything of the sort, I nee BEN"
SON’S CAPCINE POROUS PLASTEU. It’s a
pro
prietary thing, of course, but it is by ill odds the
beet plaster I liave come across. It Is
scientifically
prepared, quick in taking hold, sure to relieve
where relief is possible, and neat as wax to handle.
It is Jnst tbe perfect flower of all that has ever been
done in that line. I happen to know,
too, that it is
being rapidly introduced In the principal hospitals
of London, Paris and other
loading cities In

Mt

WILMINGTON, NC—Ar 29th,

question

“I

Francisco.

Adams, Boston.
GEORGETOWN,

no

ment.”

SAN FRANCISCO—Ar 29tb, ship Ocean King,
Freeman, Liverpool.
SEATLE-Sld 22d, ship Spartan, Killam. for San
sch

of

with rest and
save

CHARIJESTON-As 30th

bo

other physicians—the
There are_ so many
diseases—if, indeed, the majority do not come under
the rule—for which a good external
application is
better than remedies poured into a
patient’s stom
ach.
"That’s so, Doctor, and to show you my faith in
your theory, I may say that since I have held
my position here, I have opposed the idea of
dosing people,
except in cases when we were at our wit's end and
t seemed to be that or
nothing, gome soothing application, if the patient needs anything, combined
need

nETIOHAIVDA.
Seb Fred A Carle, of Belfast, which sprung aleak

BOIIEMTH

can

that,"
P-, Who is prominently connected with a certain
hoepital, to his friend, the Honse Surgeon, as the
two sat having a smoke and a
quiet chat in the re
cepfion room late on a recent stormy night—"no
question at all.” Ever since I began practice in
that little country village you’ve heard me
speak of
away up near Lake Ontario, thirty years ago, I have

KXCHA2TOS.

Ar at Antwerp May 30th, ship Andrew Jackson,
Crawfard, San brancisco.
ar &i Adelaide, Aust, M*y 30tu, barque Haydn
Brown. Tavener, Boston.
Ar at Havre 301b, ship Caledonia, Potter, from
tiew Orleans.
Ar at London
Cadiz.

LearacJ Men Have a Talk and Come
la a Common C oaclaaion.

"There

Philadelphia.

Trains arrive m Portland :
m.—from Fabyans.
10.00
u.—from Montreal, Ogdensburg. Burling
&c.
ton,
J. IIA ?l I CTON, Nuprrintrndenl.
Portland, November 13, 1882,
uovlftdtf
10.60

Policies

EXCHANGE

my26d 1 w

housetoletT-

Express Trains. Double Track Stone Balias

®N ANI»

._V •>*'. HAVI
S" •* *•>*>

foot

AND THIRD AND BERKS 8Tb.

—

ATLANTIC

LET

Three Offices to be Let.
Cahoon Block, next to City Building, apply to
WM. H. JKKKlS.

Cleared.
Mills Cc.
Sch Cygnus, Cole, Shulee, NS —Chase, Leavitt
6 Co.
Sch Seth M Todd, Nor wood,Calais—Chase, Leavitt
& Co.
Sch Louisa Frances, Thorndike, Rockland—Kensell & Tabor.

Endowment
for sale ui

Stations in Philadelphia
Philadelphia Jtc Beading R> it.
NINTH AND URKEN NTKKIiTN,

AKKAftOEOTENfT*.

rara.'i.

STATION IN NEW TOBK.SftMSfc

stations.

LEWIS McLELLN, Gorham.
SPECIAL
AGENTS

«#

WANTS.

Sch James Henry, Monroe, Friendthip—paving

BINGE 1875 THE NORTHWESTERN has done

WASHING^BLEACHING

the

Ayer’s Sarsaparilla has such concentrated,
carative power, that it is by far the best cheapest, and surest blood-purifier known.

IS'ICWS.

M. It. R., St. Johnsbuxy,
Burlington, Ogdensburg and all points on O. A L
R. K., Newport, Sherbrooke, Montreal and all
points on Southeastern Railroad and branches.
•‘I OO P* HI.
For Fabyan’s and intermediate

—AND—

re-

beverages to excess shall be appointed or retained in office,'’ is the way the civil-service
rule reads. This is goiug to paralyze unfortunate people who have expended large sums of
money fitting up saloons opposite custom
houses.—New Orleans Picayune.

7

4 per

over a

Portlar ri.

Mrs.

“No person

average ot 4.27 per cent iutcrest.

THE SURPLUS OF T1IE COMPANY
cent, reserve Is $3.022,(112.

V. Mott

he
his

but nobody has bee
Xucredulity exists,
heard to deny the wholesomoness and purif
ing effects of Glenn’s Sulphur Soap.

2
2
2
2
2
6
5
6
6
6
6
9

York..Bremen.... June
York.. Antwerp_June

rummer

a

Accomplished.

Portland, Maine.

Battler to her husband this
morning, “and 1 think I will have my old
straw pressed over for her.” “A ‘ohip’ off the
old block, I suppose,” rejoined B.—Boston
Courier.

FOB

York..Glasgow_Juue

have

must

inaiked

oilier 4'oni|>an;<-s.
by comparison of results.

THE NORTH WESTERN has paid over *3,300,
000 matured endowments. Resides giving insurauce those policies have returned the premium* with 4 to 6% per cent, com pound in tercet.
THE ASSETS OF THE NORTHWESTERN, (in
vented in the most productive and solid seourties of the country) have earned the past ton
years above paying all expenses and taxes, an

88

have practiced, the principles of self-preservation so potently set forth therein.

HAJLIN44 DaYSl OF iiTEAiHdHIPS.
Newport.New York..Havana_June

manly vigor

what

shown

The above

possesses, how clear his eye, how elastic
step, how buoyaut and cheerful his spirits, i9
said of him who has read the “Science of
Life;” for having read, ho must of necessity

Saturday

are

self-governed country, members
of various smaller societies; heads or members of families; we have moreover to carve
out recreation and enjoyment as the alternative and the reward of our professional toil.
The character and tone of tliis life outside
•f the profession is profoundly dependent on
ihe compass of our studies.
A share of our
a

How well he looks,

uulil further uolite
A. HI.—For
ami alt points on B. C.

LIVE AGENTS WANTED.

tired mothers.

Judge.

In this city, May SO, Edward P. Hsines, son of
the late Cap?. Samuel Haines.
[Funeral service this Friday forenoon at 11 o’clkl
Ini his city, May 30, Robert M. Skeltou, aged
65 years.
[Funeral on Saturday afternoon at 2 o’clock, at
bis late residence, rear of 156 York street. Burial
at (K»Hbien«s of tbo family.
In Leering, Mfcy 31, Francis, son of the late Dan'l
Furbish, aged 60 years 7 months.
[Fuuetal ou
afternoon, at 2.30 o’clock,
at bis late residence, Pleasant street, Woodfords.
Burial at convenience of the family.
lu Auburn. May 30, Mrs. Maria A., wife of the
late F. M. Cobb, dr.
[Prayers at Evergreen Cemetery, this Friday forenoon at 9.80 o'clock.
At White Rock, May 15, Hubbard Wilson, aged
74 years 3 months.
In Woolwich. May 20? Vandelia. wife of Charles
L. Wright, aged 30 years 3 months.
In Naples slay 17, Appleton Hill, aged 43 years,
lu Gardiner, May 23 Mrs. Sarah, relict of the
late Joseph Fuller, aged 73 years.

June

Ginger for

as

better by its policy-holders than any company
in the country. It needs only to be known to bo
preferred. Its policy-holders increase tlielr insurance in the Northwestern.

said, “Well, business would be first rate,
but we have suoh trouble to find honest men
to handle the stuff on commission.’’—The

_

FROM

Absolutely

This Powder never varies. A marvel of parity,
strength and wbolesomeness. More economical t han
the ordinary kin », and cannot be sold in com petition with the multitude of low test, short weight
alum or phosphate powders.
Sold only in oantt.
Koval Baking Powdkii Co., 100 Wall St., N. Y.
tuohO
dlyr

swer

■■■■■!■.«

Sunaria....Boston.Liverpool..

POWDER
Pure.

A dealer in counterfeit money was recently
Interviewed as to the state of trade, and in an-

DEATHS

what they wish and what they think, or
what upon principles of sound philosophy
they ought to believe. Among the classes
of persons whose opinions as experts have
been liberally made use of in the trial of
issues in court, ate those who profess a
knowledge of medical science. Insanity, as
is well known. is a in st prolific subject of
inquiry in such irias, as it aff.cis the
Capaci y of individuals to enter i no legal
obligations or lie extent of their respousibi itv for acts done. And, iii the
light of
the testimony of Some ot these experts, the
W inder in some minds has been, which was
the crazier ha f < f the world, those inside
or those outsi ie the wails of Bedlam
The aulli. r of “Uedfi -.d on Wills,” a distinguished judge and ••wineiit legal writer,
Savs:
“Ex, eifence has shown both here
and m England that, medical experts differ
qu te as widely in their inferences and
opinions, as do other witnesses. That has
b- come so uniform a result with medical
nXiierta. f litethat they are beginning to
b regarded much in the' light of hired advocates, ai d 'heir testimony as nothiug more
t'lvu a studied argument, in favor of the
».d*' for which they have been called. So
uniform'y has this proved true in our limited txprtience, that it would excite scarcely
less surprise to find an expert, called by one
side, testifying in any particular in favor of
the other side, than to find the counsel
upon
either siJe arguing against their clients and
*
*
*
*
*
in favor of their antagonists.
*
*
*
1 he luutility of the
testimony of
medical experts upon questions of insanity
or mental incapacity arises
chiefly from the
fact that so many gentlemen of about equal
testify
so
experience
diametrically opposite
to each other upon all leading poiuts of a
case, without being able to assign any reason
satisfac'ory to the common mind, why they
should be brought to such different results,
and leaving no satisfactory mode of
expiating it, except that which applies equally to
counsel—that they have been selected to
present the strongest view of the side by
which they are summoned. * * « There
seems to be but one opinion as to the fact
that this kind of testimony is extremely unsatisfactory. This is the universal testimony of the courts and of all writers upon
the subject, both in England and in America,
including medical writers as well as others.
It is perhaps half Ihe cure to have become
fully conscious of the disease. We are
more and more confirmed in our
opinion
that the difficulty ccmes largely from the
manner in which the witnesses are selected.
The difficulty seems to be in determining
whether in making the preliminary examination preparatory to giving testimony, they
slana from the first in the position of public
functionaries, bound to discharge fully and
fairly a public duty, or in that of mere
agents of one or the other party, bound to
discover what they can favorable to their
*
*•
clieut. *
If the State or the courts do not esteem
the matter of sufficient importance to justify the appointment of public officers, for
the discharge of this difficult and responsible public duty, it is certain that parties
must emp oy their own agents to do it; and
it is perhaps almost equally certaiu, that if
It is to be done in this inode, it will produce
two trained bands of witnesses, in battle array agiinst each other, since neither party
is bound to produce, or will be likely to produce, those of their wimesses who '.vill not
confirm their own views."

"Ttylor

Sanford's

3Wi per cent. In-

FabyanLittleton, Lancaster,

Results

Orleans Picayune.

In Rockport, May 11, S. B. York and Mrs. Laura
McCabe.

the furtherance of justice. This is partly
from the nature of the subject upon which
experts are usually called; and partly from
the inability which many learned and strongmioded men are under, of discriminating in
matters of judgment aud opinion between

*

Judge.

In this city. May 31 by Rev. S. K. Pearsou, A1
ben U. Kobiuson and Miss Mary J. Mills, both of
Portland.
In Norway, May 20, Geo. W. Scribner of Otlstield
and Miss Rosa J. Korney of Norway.
In Freedom, May 20, Fred A. Kenney and Miss
Sarah E. Sparrow, both of Knox.

appeared

60, brig Stockton, from

The single eyeglass is worn by the Dude.
The theory Is that he oan see with one eye
iunch more than he oan comprehend.—New

On mill nficr Moniluy, Nov. laili,
IMtt'4, PuMHcntfcr Tmina leave Portland

premium pay.

wliioh give no insurance, pays about 4 per cent,
iutcreei, from which you may withdraw your deposit at any time, or neglect to mako it. It in easier
to make money than to save it.
Keller (linn Toniim- |>«|ide« in

If a woman lose* her voice driving out chickens, could she be called a blacksmith? She
certainly would be a hoarse-shewer.—The

ITIAKKIAGRN.

Better to a 4 per cent. Government Bond
at
about

().

Wit and Wisdom.

sion.”

KirKMNG'I'ON

die., SL

1HREE TRIPSPER WEEK.

York, TrenIon & Philadelphia.
■

LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY.
»

SPRWO

-BETWEEN-

New

4 niaU,

(»le..

Jotm, N.B., IXalllax, W. S., Ac.

Bound Brook Route.

—TO—

terest.

NPOKKft
April 8, lat 10 N, Ion 27 W, ship Oakland, from

Hereford's Add Phosphate, a Valuable
Nerve Tonic.
Db. 0. 0. Obmstkai),
Milwaukee, Wit.,
says: ‘‘I have used It in my practice ten years
and consider it a valuable nerve tonic.”

international STEAMSHIP CO.

t.'n*t|ior(,

WIKTEK Altlt ANfGHIEJNT,

VT„
OODENNBVKO, N. V.,
AND mONTREAL.

Which

STEAMERS._

_RAILROADS,_

Only lie 1U In Same Day

Mutual

At Sagua May 24, barques Eva H Fisk, Newell,
and Meudota, Nash, for North of Hatterae
brig
Eugene Hale, Harding, do; sob John Bird, Bird, for
do; and others.
Ar at Parrsboro, NS, May 28, sob Yreka, Falkiughani, Manillas.

sentiment and
a non.
Our usefulness as citizens will uot
diminish our usefulness in our professions.
On the contrary 1 am satisfied that a more
general participation in many of the practical concerns of life will lead to a fuller and
larger success in the work of the professions
for it will give us juster views and estimates
of the social and moral elements which enter as important factors into the
problems
which we have to value. Even as specialists we can adopt no better motto than
“nihil humani a me alienum puto.”

Irof Washburn, in a paper read before
the
American Academy of
Arts and

J

Pray, Philadelphia.
Ar at Matauzaz May 24th, brig Josefa, (ioodwin,

New York for Zanzibar.
May 27. lat 34 30, Ion 73
Aguadilla for Bostou.

RAILROADS.

Portland & Ogdensbnrg R. R.

Boston.

can

no

INSURANCE.

MISCELLANEOUS

Snow, Flanders; Jennie Beazley, Smith; Kit Car- I
son, Harding, Boston; Tim Pleld, Bellatty; Laoka- |
waua, Closson; and others.
Ar at CardeDas May 23, brig I'annie B Tuoker,
Wheeler. Philadelphia.
Shi 24th, barque Alioe, Murphy, Delaware Breakwater; J B Babel, Sawyer, do; bn^s Antelope. CurUs, New York, and A J Pettoogill, Dewey, Delaware Breakwater; sob
Ueorgia, Huntley, New York.
lu port May 26, barque Lilian, Strout, for Delawaro Breakwater;
brigs Belle Prescott, Doull, and
Jos Clark, Whittier, do; sell Lizzie Dewey, Peters;
Clara Leavitt, Lombard, and Kdw Waite, Lee, do.
At Oienfuegos May 24, harque A Kobbe, Ford, for
North of
Hatteras;ibrig Jennie Phluney,M Taylor .do.
Ar at Havana
May 26th, brig Clara Goodrich,

HAWLEY, Genl
Ag'ts, Boston, Mass.•
•
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W.W. SHAKPE A CO.,

Adrertising
* PAUK HO%V,

A rents,
SKWHOBK

approprUWly diiplay.

Adv»rtlMment* wrltt.n
and proofs given, free of charge.
The leading l>ailv and Wcealy
United States and Canada, kept on
modatlon of Advertisers.
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